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STATE OF MAINE.
Notice and Advertisement of
and NouSale of Lands of Resident
Kfsidcn Owners.
Unp&iu taxes on lands of resident and non-resident owners situated in the town of New
Gloucester, in the county of Cumberland, for
the year 1895.
following list of taxes on real estate of
resident and non-resident owners, situated
in the town oi New Gloucester, aioresaid. for the
year 1895, committed to me for collection for
said town on the twenty-first day of June,
1895. remain unpaid; aud notice is hereby gi/en
that if said taxes with interest and charges are
no; previously paid, so much of the real estate
taxed as is sufficient and necessary t.o pay the
amount due therefor, Including interest and
charges, will be sold without further notice, at
public auction, at the Town House, in said town,
on the first Monday of December, 1895, at 9
o’clock a. m.
Buck, Addison—The place he formerly
occupied, containing 14 acres, with the
§ 5 00
buildings thereon.
Cheney. Charies J—Lot of intervale land,
.60
containing 2 acres, more or less,
Cotton, Albion, hrs—Part of Lot 15, Div.
.60
6, containing 5 acres, more orUess.
Cotton, Albion, hrs—Lot of land formerly
owned by Amos Sawyer, containing
.60
acres, more or less.
Carpenter, John—Lot of land formerly
owned by Daniel Tyler, containing 11
acres, more or less.
2 00
Cburchill, Joseph VV—Lot of land on the
80 rod strip, containing 100 acres, with
the buildings thereon,
2 85
Cash,George—t.ot of land formerly owned
by J. H. Ward, containing 60 acres,
more or less,
2 00
Churchill. Warren L—Lot of land formerly owned by Matthew Churchill, con.50
taining 5 acres, more or less,
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i860
some notoriety
in
of the first seven essays ami
muoh
which
caused
so
reviews,
controversy soon "after their appearace.
At the genera] election of 1869, Dr. Temple took a active part In Warwickshire
support of Mr. Gladstone’s measuro for
the distabllshment of the Irish church.
The premier nominated him to the bishopric of Kxeter, in succession to the late
Dr. Philpotts, an appointment which
caused
commotion in
considerable
clerical olroles.
The confirmation of Dr. Temple’s election took place December 8, 1869, at the
REGARD IT STRUGGLE FOR OFFICE oburab of St. Mary-LeBow, Cheapside,
when Bisbop Trower, as representative
of a portion of tbe
RATHER THAN PRINCIPLE.
clergy opposed to
Dr. Temple, because be was author of
one
of the “Essays and Reviews,” instructed bis aounsei to oppose his election. Connsel were heard on both sides
Vossiche Zciting Mizes Up the Situation- and Dr.
Temple’s eieotlon confirmed by
Surprised to See Eastern Democrats tbe vlonr-genernl.
Dr. Temple reoetved Episcopal conseSupporting McKinley—Another Jour- cration at Westminster December 21,
nal Takes Sides With Bryan.
In April, 1881, be was eleoted
1869.
Hampton lecturer at Oxford for tbe
of
October
26.—Tbs progress
the death of Dr.
Berlin,
On
year.
ensuing
the Presidential campaign in the United Lackson in January, 1885, Dr.
Temple
of
Bond on.
was
appointed bishop
States is w< tched with the keenest Inmore from a financial point of
terest,

American Politics

Queen, gained

ns

author

Puzzles German

A WELL KNOWN SURGEON.

Death of Dr. Francis E.
Rockland.

columns of epabe to the subjeot, an
intelligent appreciation of the situation.
Voluminous latter are reoelved by mail
vote

Dunn, J.Preston, hrs—Lot intervale land,
bounded as follows: on the north by
Meadow Brook; east and south oy land
conveying to Germans the developments
owned by Davis A. Merrill; on the west
ot the struggle in whioh so many milby the County Road; containing 7 acres,
more or 9*ss.
100 lions of theii
countrymen are interested,
Eveleth, Alfred Y.—The farm formerly
but few newspapers here follow an intelowned and occupied by William P.
Eveleth, containing 110 acres, with the
line of argument in
discussing
10 00 ligent
buildings thereon,
the questions whioh the oampaigu comEveleth, Samuel T.—The James Eveleth
place, formerly owned by George Balprehends.
lentine, containing 5 acres, with the
The
Vossiohe Zeitung publishes au
1 75
buildings thereon,
Foster, Horace C.—Lot of land formerly
article notable ^frorn among the others.
owned by Armstrong Webster, containing li acres, more or less,
1 00 In which it embodies the general GerField, Edwin F.—The homestead farm,
man notion of the
In the
situation.
with the buildings thereon, containing
oourse of an editorial the paper says that
30 acres, more or less, formerly owned
it
is
a
rate
in
the
thing
political
history
Mrs.
Hannah
1
50
Strout,
by
of the United States that the Democrats
Goss, Dyer K.—Tli stone quarry former2 Ob of tne old school stand soliilly|togethei,
ly owned b> Mittimore Watts,
Hayes, Isaac E.—Lot of land bounded
IU BUUUlUOi mill VUOIC
Buuuiuor
U1U iioon the uortheast by George H. Clark;
publioan opponents, to light against the
on the southeast by land of said Clark
so-called candidate of (he national Demand Charles M. Morgan; m the northocratic party, Mr. Bryan, and It is still
west and southwest by Royals River,
more
acres
more
or
for32
less;
containing
surprising to old observers of politm«rlv nwnpri hv .Tnhn WaIIh and Ranla.
ical campaigns to ste the Democrats of
min Morse,
6 00 the Eastern states
standing up for McHaskell, Abigail—Lot of land, part of Lot
Kinley, despite the fact he is an. apostle
15, Div. 6, containing 13 acres, formerof
the
doctrine
of
a high protective
1 50
ly owned by William Haskell.
tariff, which they have consistently comHarmon. Mrs. Susan, brs—The farm she
batted for years.
formerly occupied, containing 50 acres,
with the buildings thereon.
2 70
The Vossisohe ZeitUDg, quoting from
Kingsbury. Martin H.—Land formerly
the Now York Handel Zaitung in regard
owned by William Witham, containing
to the platform
upon which Mr. Bryan
40 acres, more or less, and described as
is making his oampalgn, proceeds to arfollows, viz: beginning at the northwest
of curcorner of the lot adjoining land ot S. H.
gue that ueitber the principle
& A. C. Chandler thence running on the
rency nor of the tariff especially inspires
line of 8aid Chandler’s land to the
Mr. Bryan and his followers who, the
brook; thence on the line of the brook
paper says, simply strive to carry themto the land of William Witham, Jr.;
selves
long the old lines of the belief
thence on ihe line of said Witkam’s land
the spoils
that
belong to the victors.
to land of one Chandler; thence by the
The article concludes by saying neither
line of said Chandler’s land to one
the victory of McKinley nor the snccess
Small, to point begun at; being a part
of Lot GO, Div. 3, being the same premof
Brjan can ultimately affect the
ises conveyed to Amos Bachelder and
economic movement in the United States
Samuel A. Boardman by William Withwhich
depends upon causes fsr beyond
am. bs deed dated July 8tb, 1882 rethe’itruggle which is now taking placo
coided in the Cumberland Registry of
100 between the great political parties of
Deeds, Bo-k 438, Page 487,
America.
Lunt, Fied T.—Lot of land containing 37
acres more or ess. with buildings thereThe paper ridicules the rumors ourreut
on, it being a part of Lot 57, Div. 2,
in the columns of the English newspa4 50
known as the Lunt farm.
pers by the biased Amerloan correspondMarstou, jeremiah—Lot of land formerly
ents whiob have been reproduced here,
owned by M.Watt*. containing 12 acres,
that the situation in the United States is
more or less, bounded on *he northerly
side by land owned by M. Watts; on the
such at the present time that a very nareasterly side by land of Nancy Perkins;
row issue would involve oivil war,
and
on the southerly side by line between
says that the Germans comprising a conNew Gloucester and Pownal; westerly
siderable
of
the
American
part
populate,
side by land of Freedom Stinchfieid.
2 00
would at all events, aocept the result of
Maxwell, Eben, hrs—Lot of land, being
the election without the slightest dream
part of Lot 104, Div. 7, bounded as follows: beginning two rods and eleven
of revolt
against the wish of the malinks southeast of a stone set in the
jority as expressed by the suffrages of
Gray Road; thence northeasterly parthe people.
i.llei with the line of the lot 68 rods;
The Kreuz Zeitung is rather Inclined
thence south nine degrees east to land
to
now or formerly owned by one Bailey;
support Brynn against the sound
money men. and denies that his speeches
thence southwesterly by said Bailey
northwesland lo the Gray line; thence
can
be construed as a menace of rebelterly by the line of said town ot Gray to
lion as bis opponents allege. The paper,
point of beginning, containing 12 acres,
however condemns the Bryanitn sugges1 00
more or less,
tions, favoring the repeae of the oivil ser
Nevans, Charles H.—Lot of land formerly
vice reform enactments of Congress and
owned by Daniel Holland, containing
00
oonoludes
3
60 acres, more or less.
by saying that the German
Buggies, Lorenzo S.—Lot of intervale
electors in the United States seem to be
land formerly owned by Charles P. Jordesirious to
again
distinguish them.75 selves as “the
dan, contaimngilO acres, more or less,
friends of the enemies,
Sawyer. Irene, hrs—Part of Lot 104, Div.
is
for that
what they do when they hold
7, formerly owned by J. W. WeDster,
for the
1 00 the stirrup
Republicans to
containing 16 acres, more or less,
mount.’’
Sawyer, John—Lot of land, being part of
Lot 107, Div. 7, bounded as follows, to
wit: beginning 15 rods from the west
ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.
con er of said lot on the south side of
the lot; thence running northeast on the
of
rods
a
line
the lot 90
to
stake, and to
Right Rev. Frederick Temple, D. D., Apland owned by John Sawyer’s heirs;
thence southeast 25 rods to the point
pointed to the Head
of
English
of beginning, containing 14 acres, more
Chnrch.
or less.
1 00
Stinchfieid, William—Part of the farm
formerly occupied by him. containing
20 acres, more or less,
London, October 26.—The Right Hon.
1 80
Sawyer, William L.— Part of Lot 7, Div.
and Right Rev. Frederick Temple, D.
ui icoO) iwiv»,
baiuiuj,
merlv owned by Ai S. Carsley.
.80 iJ., bishop of .Loudon, provincial dean of
of
Also—5
acres
land.I with
Canterbury, and dean of Chapels’ Royal,
thereon
owned
buildings
formerly
has been appointed archbishop of Canter0
by Elizabeth Sawyer,
or
owner
unVerrill, George G.,
bury and primate of all England in place
Land
known.
formely owned by
of the Rigbt Hon. and Most Reverend
Daniel Holland, being lot 78,division
1.75 Edward
7, containing 56 acres, more or less,
White Benson, who died sudof land formerly owned
Also lot
denly at Hawarden, October 11.
by Daniel Holland, lot 58, division 7,
56
more
or
1.75
acres,
less,
containing
The new archbishop of
Canterbury ii
Also 1 t of land formerly owned by
the son of an offloer in the
Daniel Holland, lot 77, division 7,
He
army.
1.75
containing 56 acres more or less,
was born November
80, 1821, ordained In
Also
lot of land formerly owned
1846, and waa appointed principal of the
by Daniel Holland, lot 89, division
7 containing 56 acres more or less,
1.75
training college at Kneller hall, neat
Also part of lots 86 and 87, division
Twickenham
in 1848. This post be re7, beginning at the brook on the
westerly side of the Shaker road
signed in 1855, bavin g held the inspecsaid
on
road,
southerly,
running
thence south 62 degrees east to the
torship of the schools during the intereasterly line of said lot. thence on
W’LS appointed on the resignn
7,
said
line 24 rods to said brook,
tion of Dr Gouibnrn in
1868, bead mas
thence on
said brook to the first
ter of Rugby school.
mentioned bounds containing two
Dr. Temple, who was
acres more or less, see county recchaplain to the
o ds,Book 517, page 213,
,20
Warren, A. D., heirs. Lot of land containing 36 acres, formerly owned by
J. K. Morse.
1.00
niuio

Hitchcock of

Studied Several Years in

Portland and

Graduated Prom Brnnswick
School—Wes One

Physicians

in

of

the Best

Medical
Known

theSState.

RETURNS WILL BE SLOW
Secret Ballot Will

(SPECIAL

TO THE

PRESS.]

Elec-

Delay Count

tion Sight.

Ttnt-.nrninfr to Portland he

lin-

Dr. Tewksbury for two or three
yean. At length Dr. Hitohoock came to
this city and established in practice at
the North End. Poor and unknown, he
gradually acquired a praotioe which at

der

the time of his death was very extensive,
while bis reputation, particularly as a
surgeon, was hardly exceeded in this
state.
He has performed some very difficult
operations and was frequently oalled
into consultation where notable eases
Dr. Hitohoock was a
were in oharge.
member of the Portand Medical Association, the United States Medical Association and Maine Medical Association,
in all three of which he had held high
offl ce. He was also a valued contributor
to a medical journal published in Portland.
Dr. Hitchcock was a Democrat,
that party’s
and as such was one of
this
ablest workers and supporters in
oity and county. Among the local offloes
he bag beld are, member of the board
of health, trustee of tbe publio libiary
and member of tbe school board. His
name has often been mentioned in connection with tbe mayorality, but he refused to stand.

Intellectually, Dr. Hltohcook was a
brilliant man. He was a careful student
from youth and his ideas ware broadened
by foreign travel having twice made extensive tours of the old world, while latterly he has spent bis winters among tbe
Bahamas for health. He was very fond
of books and had a fine library, as well
as a number of rare paintings,
oolleoted
in his travels.

Bright’s disease was tbe real oause of
his death, although tbe primary
oause
was an attuok of rheumatic fever which
be bad bad SO years ago and which left

where they are
stopping, was surraunded
°?rl°n* people. Both weie pupils at
u
schools
here and the acquaintance, which
culminated in their marriage, began
here
The candidate and his wife spent
a delightful
Sunday meeting old friends
and talking over with them their oollege
days. In the forenoon they attended
divine servioe
the
JPreebyterian
at
church. The church was crowded to the
doors.
Mr. Bryan slept a part of the afternoon end the rest
of bis spare time
was deroted to receiving frienas.

FIRE IN LAWRENCE.

A

PRICE
channel, the smaller up bne Blast river,
keeping near the Brooklyn shore as far
as
East 84th street, the rear admirals
dismissing their squadrons after passing
the reviewing boat.

FATAUXCURSIOil

rerrible Accident On
Railroad.

a

Vote of
Give

Cleveland and

Accurate Idea of

and Cook

Oliio

Result,

County in Illinois—In Other

Middle and Western

Ifespite

Stop

Booms

It—No Estimate

ol Loss Can Be Given.

States Lons

Expected Unless There Is Landslide.

Maas., October
broks out in the Washington
U.401ast night. The file started lu mill
No. j. This is used as a dry room. Tons
of dited wool are stored in the building.
Whei the flremsn arrived the fire had
gainid good headway. In n few minutes
the ire was oouquered in the drying
26.—Fire
Mills
at

Laurenoe,

Washingon, October

86.—The presidential
election of November 8 will be held wider conditions whloh never beforo pre-

offiolal
unusual
delay. Siuce the last Presidential contest, almost every State which had not
to the main mill.
then adopted the Australian ballot sys- room but It had spread
Then are four buildings In the yard.
tem has, by Stats enactment,
prescribed
Tbi fire started in tbs wing and ran
some form of tbe secret blanket ballot,
reached mill No.
either based on the Austarlian plan or along outside until it
2, wien It was put out by an automatic
it.
olosely
vailed, which will render the

oount

a

matter of

difficulty

and

iiuo

a

ins and

Already Taken

Two

Them—Over

More

From the Ba-

Are

Twenty

Underneath

Persons

Are

In-

auu

uuuui;

the same
ballot with the names of the Presidential
eleotors. Connecticut has an envelope

printed

are

on

Mew Jersey prints each part;
ticket npon a separate ballot.
Should the eleotion be in an;
wa;
close it is quite possible that it may be
24 hours or even 48 hoars after the polls

system.

close before

the resnlt is known with
absolute' oertaint;.
InJ states like .Nebraska for instanae, wbeie, according to
conservative opinion there may not be
a margin of 5000 votes either way, it will
be impossible to arrive at a oorreot judgment until all tbe back
oounties are
beard from.
Tbe polls in the cities close at 4 p. in.,
and in tbe country districts keep open
open till 8 p. m., and with a governor,
legislature and county officers to elect, all
on one ballot, It will take
at least six
hours to complete tbe count. Some idea
of tbe general trend of the vote In Ohio
can
be obtained from tbe result of the
oounties m whlob Cincinnati and Cleveland are respectively situated.
These
results will probably be known comparatively early. The rest of the state,
it is anticipated, will go pretty much as
it has done in pievious Presidential
years. The doubtful points aia Hamilton and Cuyahoga
counties. CUcago
will control Illinois. There will be no
doubt of the ontoome when the vole of
Cook oounty is recorded.
In other doubtful states, like Indiana,
Michigan and Kansas, where tbe elate
and legislative tiokets also complicate
tbe ballots, there will probably be no
key note from wblcb the result can be
definitely determined Tuesday nlgbt unless the eleotion should prove a landslide.
In that case midnight may give a dear
idea of who are the viotors. Otherwise
there may be many hours of anxious suspense.
Tbe last
have been

two

Presidential

singularly

free

elections
from unctr-

tainty. It was known by 10 p. m., eleotion day in 1888 that Mr.
Harrison had

defeated Mr. Cleveland.
It was known
with equal certuinty at 11 p. m., election
day in 1893 that Mr. Cleveland bad defeated Mr. Harrison.
In the eleotion of 1884 when Mr. Cleveties. Be is survived by bis wife, who is
the daughter of ex-Mayor Casa, and a land defeated Mr. Blaine tbe official result bung in doubt over the vote of.New
daughter. The funeral will ocour Wed- York for days. The fusion ticket will
add a further element of difficulty in the
nesday.
Presidential count this year. Fusion has
been
arranged between the Populists and
THE WEATHER.
uoiuuuiaiD

vii

hid

Dicuiumi

Democratic stnte

but

uu&cu

iu

Tennessee,
Mississippi, Georgia, Alabama, Florida

over;

fount in the dry bouse. While all attention was centered in the dry house, It
wae dscoverei that the spinning room
was eblaze.
~
Tbi hose was turned on this room withThe fire spread to
out apparent effect.
The origin of the
the otrding rooms.
was in the
fire lr unknown. No one
buildng at the time. The spontaneous
advanced.
is
Tbe
oomtustinn theory
min 4 uarv hnnvr
hnf. nwin a tin t h P
nn.
ture if the fire no estimate can be given.
A large amonot of finished stock whioh
was practically destroyed
was valued at
f 10,010. There was a heavy water damage
on slock aud machinery.

St. Louis, Ootober 83.— A head on collision occurred on the St. Louis and Sau
Francisco railway, near Mesameo Highlands at 10 this morning,
least nine people were
score

injured.

Is 13 miles

The

scene

west of this

by whloh
killed
of

tne

at

and a
wreck

oity. The Val-

ley Park accommodation train going east
on a very fast down grade,
came into
collision
west

with the second eection of a
bound train going to St.
James,

Union station and

a relief train oarrylug
and norses was at onoe sent
Wine bodies were recovered, but
during the afternoon it is
believed at
least two more are beneath the wreok.
Of the 30 injured 8
are
liable to die.
The front car of the excursion train
was a commissary
oar.
A number
of
passengers, mostly young men,
were
grouped round a temporary counter, eating and Drinking.
'This and tbe next oar were completely
shattered. In the coaoh following the
commissary oar were 70 people. These
faired badly, especially from tbe steam
that poured from both
boilers. Windows were broken to secure egress. The
PLUNGED OVER EMBANKMENT.
oar was turned completely around and
lodged alongside the oommissary car.
The
injured were treated and
Rantway Horse Responsible for Fatal uaredseriously
for at Kirs wood. The others were
Accident.
returned to the olty at 3 p. m.
p
It is known that Engineer Dryden of
the excursion train had orders to wait at
Amesbnry, Mass., October 25.—An ao- Windsor
siding, near where the collision
oldsst occurred
here this afternoon by occured to allow the accommodation to
which one person was Instantly killed pass.
He increased his train ’s'speed and tried
and three others badly Injured.
Alfred
to overhaul the first section. He
was
Coombs, his wife, a ten year old boy fatally Injured. Tbe excursionists were
uamed Percy, who lived with them and going to St. James, Mo., to assist In the
another
boy, son of Alfred Morrill, dedication of a home for the aged widows of veterans.
started from Mr. Coombs’ bouse at Tnxburv’e oorner, to drive to Newton, N.
STATE OF MAINE CREW TO RESCUEH., to attend ebnrob, when the horse
took
fright and plunged over the em- Boats Manned by Men From Portland
Mrs.
bankment, throwing them out.
Steamer Saves Several Lives.
Coombs’ bead struck a tree, crushing it
to an unrscognltabls mass and breaking
St. John, N. B., October 25.—This oity
Mr. Coombs was rendered
her neck.
the worst wind and
rain
unconsclouB, and will probably die. The experienced
Schooner
hoy Percy war injured internally, and storm for years Saturday.
The Morrill Lynx, River Herbert
has small chnixes of living.
for
Vineyard
boy was the least injured. Mr. Coombs Haven, for orders, pnt in for shelter and
was one of the beat known farmers in
anohored. She draggod ashore and was
this town.
aeon
at the mere/ of the waves.
The
SPOKE TO THOUSANDS.
to the rigging. The crew of
crew took
a fisherman put out
from the Carleton
Mr. Reed's Cordial Greeting at Wichita, side of the harbor but oould not reaoh
the vessel. Then the captain
Kas.
of
the
steamer State of Maine bad one of bis

Whicita, Kai., October 24.—Speaker
Reed addressed an immense audience in
Auditorium here
the
this afternoon
When the speed] was completed be went
to an adjoining tent whioh bad been
raised to acorn mobate 10,000 people and
m ade a second speech there.
Mr. R«ed at Springfield.
Springfield, Mo., Ootober 24.—The chief
attraction of the great Republican rally
here yesterday war the speech of Thomas
B. Reed of Main. Only short notice that
Mr. Reed would speak had been given,

but he was tendered an ovation upon his
and the Baldwin thentre conld
arrival
not accommodate half the crowd whioh
anno’ht frr* cmln

Arlmioeinn

t.hnru at. An

m

Mr. Reed’s speech was necessarily brief,
as
another attraction was billed at the
house at 7 p. in.

physicians

out.

gloves,

BOOTS,
CURTAINS,
COVERS, Draperies
COVERINGS,&c

FOSTER’S
City

HOUSE,

REED,

The Wise Consumer

Ex-Speaker

to

CIRCUMSTANCES POINT TO A CASE

Family Burial Fluce at

OF FOUL PLAY.

the remains of Speaker Crisp,
left Atlanta at 7.80 a. m., and arrived at
Amerlous at 2 p. m. The casket, placed
In a special car, under a guard of honor
was

Victim

a

Frenchman

Was Seen
cated

Named

Saturday Night in

Condition—Cries

Heard Near

Place

Lorengei^
au

of

where

IntoxiMurder

Body

Was

Found.

fusion in ever; available space. In the
same car in a closed apartment were the
members of the family. At vurious stations along the route people thronged by

Nashua, N. H., Ootober 85.— Anthonine Lorenger, a Frenchman, 85 years
old, was this afternoon found dead at
Balcom’s ice houses. Foul play is susthousands to look at the remains.
The
pected. The ice houses are near Bandy
remains were acoompanied by Gov. AtPond, on the outskirts of the city.
kinson and staff, delegates from Atlanta
The autopsy disclosed a fracture of this
and other cities of the state, Hon. Hoke
skull at the base of the
brain, bnt
ez-Senator
Walsh,
Smith,
Congressman whether tbis was the result of accident
Charles L. Bartlett and J. Blaok, exor a blow is
not known. Tbs inquest
Congressman Barnes, a military esoort of will be held
Monday morning.
commissioned offloers of the Fifth GeorLore nger was a widower. He was last
gia regiment, and several hundred ci ti
seen alive at a late hour last night and
contributed
towns
where
the
zens,
by
bail been drinking.
He was in company
train stopped.
How he came In the
Wnen the train arrived at Americus, with another man.
the entire population of
the city had ice bouse is a mystery. It is
possible
gathered at the depot. The vast assem- that be may have climbed on to the
uncovered
blage stood in silence with
The tolliDg of the bells of the scaffold to go to Bleep on the straw and
heads.
city added to the solemnity of the occa- rolled off in the night, falling 50 feet to
sion. The oasket was conveyed from a the place Kbere the
body was found.
oar to
the hearse, which was
special
His bat was found in the straw on the
drawn by four black horses, each led by
a sable
The Americau Light vutuxuiu. xu ioiiuu huunu wuciutir iu leu
groom.
Infantry and a delegation or forty citi- from his bead as he lay oq the scaffold
zens preceded tbe hearse and tbe procesor was thrown up there after a murdersion started for tbe Metbodist churoh.
Tbe buildings along the line of march ous assault was made. Many think Loin
a drunken
were
At the renger was murdered
draped in fmourning.
churob an hour was devoted to viewing brawl.
The
the remains.
At 3.80 p. m. tbe funeral
clothing was torn about the
setvioe began.
The organ pealed forth shoulders. Nothing was found on the
a funeral dirge while the people assem- body except a knife.
A man
bled.
Tbe ohoir sang “We Shall Sleep
at
passing the ice houses
But Not Forever.”
After reading of 11 Saturday night is sure he heard cries
of
of
He
murder.
appropriate passages
scripture and
stopped and hearing no
prayer Gen. Evans delivered the funeral further noise, went home.
oration. His tribute to the deceased was
Death of Hon Andrew W. Tinkham.
touobing. After the conclusion of Gen.
Evans’s remarks, the choir sang “Asleep
Wintbrop, October 25.—Hon. Andrew
in Jesus.”
shed tears. W. Tinkham of Monmouth, died today
Many of the congregation
Tbe remains were then oonveyed to Oak after a long illness of diabetes and heart
Tbe dwellings along disease. He was
Gove cemetery.
aged 73, and was a
the route were draped. People lieed the
native of the town where he has always
sidewalks
from
ohurch to cemetery.
Arriving at the cemetery, the remains lived. He was a gentleman widely known
were carried
to the family burial lot, as a scholar andg eminent historian.
and after a prayer, the body was lowered
in the grave.
Serious Fire at Milltown.
HAS A MARRIED DAUGHTER.

Man

Under

21

Wed*

a

Middle

Calais, October 25.—A fire In Milltown
early this morning completely destroyed
a largo wooden blook
owned and occuAged pied by J. B. Clark, wholesale and re-

tail grocer and hardware. The effo rts of
the entire tire department,
assisted by
a heavy rain, prevented
the destruction
of that portion of the city. The loss la
October 24.—News estimated at from $15,000 to $20,000; parPittsfield, Maas.,
was received here
this afternoon regard- tially insured. The cause of the fire is
unknown.
Wm. Wilberforce
ing the marriage of
of
Bov.
Newson
Dr.
In Memory of John III tot.
Newton, Jr., only
ton of St. Stephens and brother of Huber
Newton, Mass., October 25.—November
Newton of New York, to Mrs. Henrietta 28, 1046,—Apostle to the Indians,
John
it Kliot, preaohod the first sermon to the
Augusta Bichardson of Boston, and
Indians at Nonantum, now a portion of
made a sensation in this oity. Tbe groom
Newton. Eliot eburen at Newton,named
is under 21 and the bride is 37, and bas a for the disiuguished apostle today apmarried daughter. She formerly belonged propriately celebrated the event. At the
in Fryeburg, Maine. Last summer she morning service Rev.Dr. Ezra H. Byiugton of Newton, preached an historical
life boats lannobed and manned by pro- came to Pittsfield, when it was reported
In the evening
sermon upon the apostle.
fessional boatmen, who succeeded in res- she was married to
but
sue
which all
a union meeting was held in
Newton,
cuing tbe orew. S?o«p after the vessel
the
of
the
divines
place participated.
finally disappeared after his parents bad
was towed to‘a place of safety, consideraservices
were well attended.
Both
prevailed on him to leave town. Ho is
bly damaged.
a student in dentistry
ir, a New York Secretary Carlisle's Reception at Bowling
THE MARINE PARADE,
college and was married Tuesday by Dr.
Green, Ky.
Houghton at”The Little Church Around
Bowling GreeD,Ky.,Cotober 24.— Secre
Illuminated Steamers Sailed
Aronnd the Corner.”
Dr. Frank Brandow, a Pitt sfield den- tary Carlisle arrived at 6 this morning
Gotham.
escorted from the dei (>t by a
tist and dental tutor of the young man, and was
committee of sound money lee ors to
gave the bride away. This morning ou
New
York, Ootober 24.—The most bis return to Pittsfield, Dr.
a
Brandow the Morohead house, where hi kel
unique marine spectatcle ever seen in Informed the boy’s parents of the mar- reoeption. He spoke in the epern ho is*
the waters of this harbor took place to- riage. Dr. Newton was formerly rector this afternoon. Tho building was iiowdof St. Paul’s, Boston, and is one of the
a magnificent
night. It was
display, most prominent Episcopal clergymen of ed.
Ml. r<a,.1(olA>c llncmai.
participated in by 200 different steam Massachusetts, it la thought the affair
craft, a ml witnessed by an immense crowd will be reconciled, although the groom a
Louisville,
Ky., October 24.—Seoietvry
are
over
come
with grief
over
of people. Tbe event was tbe “nautical parents
Carlisle was tbe guest of honor at
the
their son’s action, especially because of
411*
Al*]ra
iticnlcv
1 llwminn4-.(An
Sound Money mass meeting of ruilway
the diHerenoe in their ages. Dr. Newemployees of Indiana, Southern Illinois,
and marine parade of the shipping and ton’s health is precarious.
Kentuoky, Tennessee, Georgia and Alaindustrial and sound money association
bama at tbe Auditorium tonight. The
Two Deaths.
railroad men, over 15,000 atroug,marched
in honor of McKinley and Hobart,” and
through Fourth street to tbe Auditoriof its charwas the drat demonstration
Portsmouth, N. H., October 25.—One um. In beginning his speeoh, Mr. CarFrom 113th
acter ever held berabouts
lisle referred to the Covington incident
man wns killed and another fatally inNorth river, just above
street on the
“I have the most profound
jured by the noon train from Portland as follows:
for the honest opinion of every
Grants’ tomb to Governor’s Island, off on
the Eastern division of the Poston respect
man willing to have his opinions investithe Battery, tbe flotilla steamed, every & Maine this afternoon. The men were
gated and discussed before his fellow
The pyrotechnic
vessel in Gala attire.
Willis Tetheily and Augustus Dizon and citizens in the light of reason and exfeature of the evening was carried out
but I have the most supreme
they were driving from Portsmouth to perience, for
any man unwilling to percontempt
with elaboration. It began with a satheir homes in Eliot. They were npoo mit his
opponent to dlsouss the political
lute of 101 Rerlla guns, followed by an
a crossing of the railway aDd carriage questions
pending before tbe people.
illumination of the harbor with SOOO road when the train struck
inalithem, de- Freedom of speeoh is one of tbe
enable rights of man and it cannot be
colored lights, the asoension of 24 balmolishing the carriage, killing Taiberly suppressed
on the soil of Kentucky.”
lons, with powerful magnesium lights
instantly and so fatally Injuring Diz- (Applause.) Mr. Carlisle has received
lit up the city, colossal tire pictures
The ^injured man was
onbrought telegrams from all parts of the state conof McKinley and Hobart, “umbrellas”
the Covington affair.
to the Cottage
hospital in this city. demning
of Are, illuminated kites, floating fesThe horse was not killed. Tetherly was
toons of Are, a magical illumination of
He is survived by a wife
a blaoksmith.
the harbor with chemical
compounds, and four children, the oldest ten. Dizon
In tbe
tbe “American flag unfurled
was not married.
sky,” in Are colors, submarine explosions, zrand bouquets and Innumerable
For the Good of the Cause.
Women.

(i

Boston, October and Texas.
26.—Looal forecast
In several southern states, while theie
The speaker began by a eulogy of the
has been no formal fusion hetwenn the
for Monday; Fair,
Republicans and Populists on state leg- Western country, and said that people
warmer; southwest ialatnres and
oongressmen, looal arrange- who had never visited the Western part
winds.
ments have been made that amount to of the United States
renlly knew very
Washington, Oc- fusion and will have more or less to do little about the world in which
they
with
the
result.
Foretober
25.
Tne following states will eleot gover- lived.
Arriving at things poitlcal, he
cast for
Monday nors November 8: Colorado, Cunneotlout, said that the
great educator of the world
Tor New England:
Delaware, Indiana,
Illinois, Indiana, was business. During the Inst three
Generally
fair; Kanas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Min- jears the
people bad had a good deal of
nesota, Mississippi,
Missouri, Montano,
warmer;
westerly Now
Hampshire, New York, North Car
business education.
to
winds, shifting
lina, North Dakota, South Dakota, Ten“The great question now,” said he
West Virnessee, Texas, Washington,
southerly.
‘‘Is whether they will profit by the lesWisconsin
and
South
Carolina.
ginia,
;
Local Weather Report.
The following will eleot legislatures: sons taught.” He was glad to notice that
looal California,
Portland, October 25.—The
Connecticut, the foremost Democrats in this country
Colorado,
weather bureau office records as to
the Delaware, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, were
who had profited Dy
among those
Kansas, Kentucky, (seven vacancies),
weather are the following;
this experience, and they werej doing
Montana,
Michigan,Minnesota,
Missouri,
PHILIP A. COLLER,
8 a. m.— Barometer, 29.866; thermomeNew Hampshire, their duty.
Collector
of
Taxes of the Town of New
ter 86.0; dew notnt, 26.0; humidity, 56.0; Nebraska, Nevada,
Gloucester.
New Jersey, New York, (part), North
He had praised them before the Chicawind. W;
New Gloucester, October 23, 1896.
velocity, 12: weather, clear. Carolna, North Dakota, Pennsylvania,
8 p. m.—Barometer, 30.025; thermomeconvention and he had praised them
South Carolina, Sooth Dakota, Tennes- go
ter,
36.5; dew point, 28.0;
humidity, see, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, sinoe, ‘‘for verily their works do follow
SPECIAL NOTICES.
70.0; wind, NW; volocity, 3; weather, West
them.”
was
Tho speech
\irainia, Wisconsin, Wyoming,
greeted
clear.
other devices. It seemed like a magical
Mean daily thermometer. 41.0;
throughout with the most enthusiastic
maxiThe weather was all that oould
BRYAN’S
aoene.
DISCIPLE
WANTEDmum
minimum
therand
an
excellent
made
anplause
impresthermometer, 46.0;
be desired when tbe parade began to
mometer, 36.C; maximum velooity
of
sion.
form at 7 o’clock.
Citizens of Covington Demand Arrest of
wind, 19, W; total precipitation, 0.
Only steam craft
LACE
were permitted to participate.
Tbe fleet
Schooner Sprung Aleak.
Popocratlc Egg Thrower,
was divided into four divisions, eaob
"Weather Observations.
PIANO
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Ootober 25.— in oommand of a rear admiral, the four
Covington, Ky., October 25.—A sub- Sohooner Anna ifi. Stevens of Philadel- divisions being divided into squadrons
The Agricultural
weather
Department
with four sqnadrous in eaob, and eaoh
Furniture
scription was started by the Newport phia, Vannaman, Jacksonville for Bosbureau for
squadron in command of a commodore.
yesterday, October £3, taken
ton with
a
aleak
during
lumber,
sprunk
best
Commercial yesterday to secure the
Cleansed at Short Notice, at
at 8 p. m., meridian
time, the observaheavy westerly wind last night while All the divisions in colninn down strenm
made soon after 8
private detective talent and attorneys for between Blook island and Gay head, and and tiia start was
tion for each station
being given in this the
about o’clook. When the head of the column
order:
purpose of ferreting out and bilos- arrived here this morning with
Temperature, direction of the
Grant’s
reached
tomb, the fireworks pro
After
ing to punishment the perpetrators of the three feet of water in her bold.
wind, state of the weather:
being pumped ou she leaked but slightly gammo was begun by a salute of 101
Forest
insult
DYE
to Secretary Carlisle. Last even- and will
gune, followed by bombs, rookets, eto.
Boston, 40 degroes, W, clear; New
prooeed.
The display continued as tbe vessels fell
13 Preble St. opp. Preble House.
rork, 42 degrees, N, clear: Philadelphia, ing the Commercial club of Covington
into line and as they passed down the
issued a call for a meeting of citizens,
50 degrees,
44
deWorried.
Not
Sty, clear; Washington,
McKinley
river there were more fireworks from th«
Telephone Connection.
grees, S, clear; Albany, 38 degrees, W. irrespective of polities Monday evening
to repudiate tne outrages and insults
Canton, Ohio, Ootober 25.—McKinley anobored flat boats at Weehawklen,
Deftroit, :Vi®Uffal0' 44 degrees, S, clear;
Hooffered Mr. Carlisle and to demand of the w«jQt to, church this morning with |his Stevens Point, Fourtoonth street,
DR. E. B.
degrees, S, clear Uhinago, 50 de- mayor and
brother
arAbner, takiug advnntgo of the boken and the battery. Every boat bad
city officials the prompt
grees, b, claer St. Paul, 54 degrees. NW,
Scientific, Botanic and Magnetic Healer,
fine weather to walk to the place of wor- its supply of pyrotechnics, too, and kept
rest
of
and
the
removed from 113 Free street to 42 Brown
offenders.
punishment
claer; Huron, Dak., 54 degres, E, clear;
continual bombarment along the
ship. Later in the day he took a drive.
up a
street, Portland, Me. Treats all old chronic buys what his experience proves to be thi
Bismarck 84
degrees, BE, partly cloudy;
and complicated diseases that the flesh is heir best flour.
Major and Mrs. McKinley dined with route, which was over eight miles in
Jacki ouvilie, eg
How Bryan Spent Snnday.
to.
NE, clear.
The only step necessary is to call at the
degrees,
friend
The finest display was at the
closest
length.
Judge
Day. the Major’s
And the experience of the
Doctor’s office and let him examine your case.
great majority
battery, where the moat distinguished
Jacksonville, 111., October 26.—All bore. McKinley shows no signs of faAil cases at a (finance treated by letter: lull has proven such to be Pillsbury’s Best
Jacksonville turned oat tigue or worry. He said tonight that he guests and the reviewing party were
name, age. color of eves and place of residence, always
Chronic coughers are stupid bores and church-going
maintained its HIGHEST STAND
labor was over, assembled. After passing the reviewing
this morning to see Mr.aud Mrs. Willl«m felt that his severest
31.00 and stamp.
Only the best vegetable ARD.
1
should
be
First-Claai
For
sale
AU
forced
ar*
used
iu
hour*
Strictly
to
Bull’s
by
use Dr.
Cough J. Bryan, and during the most of the though he expects to be busy up to the Btaml tbe large craft passed around Govmedicines
my practice. Office
9 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 9 p, m.
Symp, the only infallible remedy.
ernor's Island and through Buttermilk
cctlO lm lstp
Grocers.
day the residence of Dr. Hiram K. Jones night before election.
l

inn
r^iU
SLIPPERS,

of the Late

F. Crisp Yesterday—Remains

wrapped in the folds of a U nited
jured, Bight Fatally—Bngineer Trying States flag. Floral tributes onvered the
Vo Make Up Time.
walls of the car, and were piled in pro-

are

id($ioinuui«

untie,

nominations

Nashua lee

Uouse.

Americas.

Mo., carrying 840 St. Louis G. A. R.
;
then broke out in the wet men
and their families.
Georgia,Louis- sprinkler. It
room and went from there to
The impact demolished both engines
iana, North Carolina qnd South Caro- fiuistyng
it
was tl ought to
After
the
leave
room.
lina. In the first three states named,
and wreoked or derailed all the
oars.
fire was
the old open ballot system prevails, and be uqier oontrol, another fleroe
The news of the wreck soon reaohed the
resembling
only exceptions

a

Americas, Ga., Ootober 2.—The train

Kapldly Through Different
Efforts to

Man Found Dead iu

hearing

Mine Bodies
Bun

Charles

Consigned

at

Will

Cincinnati

SORROW.

SKULL WAS FRACTURED.

Son.

EXCURSION TRAIN PLUNGES INTO

Mill

IN

CENTS.

THREE

All Georgia Mourns Loss of Its Gifted

11.40 Last Night.

the heart in a diseased condition.
Dr. Hitohcook was Mason, and Odd
Fellow, standing high in both fraterni-

—

A STATE

St. Louis

AN ACCOMMODATION.
Bro&« Out In Washington

...

11 ■

1896.

SEVERAL BAYS.

vuau

Rtndled

26,

■

Funeral Services

Bitcbcook, one of the best known surthe election maohinery is in the hands of
geons and physicians in Maine, died at 8
the state authorities, lu South Carolina
corner
his
at
tbls morning
residence,
tbeie la what is called a"reforu ballot,”
of White and Beeoh streets. He was born
the avowed purpose of which is to rein Damarlscotta Mills in 1817 and there
strict the votes of illiterate negroes.
spent bis boyhood days. Bater he went
In nearly all other states blanket balto Portland, fitted (or Bowdoin college
lots will be cast, and in many of them the
end Brnnswick Medical school and gradwill, be complicated by the fact
uated from these two Institutions with count
high honors.

MORNING. OCTOBER

RESULT MAY NOT BE KNOWN FOR

The

Rockland, October 25.—Dr. Francis E.

MONDAY

MAINE,

Newspapers.

view than with any idea of contrasting
the social positions occupied by the candidates. It is diffloult to get as yet, even
from the leading newspapers whioh de-

-j

—

34.

imrstand it.

PRESS.

»

—

Wheeling, W. Vn., Oct. 34—Three oi
the men on the Populist state tioket have
formally resigned, and it is supposed the
others will

follow. The three who
Col. Fitzgerald, candidate
for governor; W.
C. Miller, candidate
for auditor, and 1. H. Offner, candidate
for treasurer. All resign In favor of the
Democratic nominees and for the good
of the cause of the free and uulimited
coinage of silver.

resigned

soon

are:

Trying

to Break

Tip Bourke Cochran,

Evansville, Ind., Ootober 24.—Bourke
Cockran addressed 8,000 people here last
night. A gang of rowdies tried to break
up the meeting by shouting anu other
disorder. They would
have probably
suooeeded but for the vigorous interference of tbe police
who ejected the ring
leaders.

The Armenians which have been detained at Ellis island, New York, will be
released upon a bond being' furnished by
Boston parties for $45,000.
Another lot
of 180 is still awaiting decision,

Absolutely

Pure.

baking powder. Hlghei^
leavening sirenath.— Lateti LMted

Acre.?m of tartar
of all

in

Mates Government Food

Report.
ROYAL BAKIMG ROWDLR CO^

Map

MOODY Tlli:

EVANGELIST-

Too
many
lifeless in
their ohiltiren

es.
are

so

that

church
members
their
Christianity
go

off into

scepti-

! cism.

City Hall.

People ore trying to make themselves
love God. They oannot do that. Love
is a voluntary thing. The ohureh needs
to he baptized in love.
I am tired of
this
nainhy pamby love. Theie are lots

HE HAS LOST NOME OF OLD TIME

of people who say they lore you, hut they
will never make any sacrifice for you.
That is lip love. What the church needs
is love like Colvin’s, love that works.

Addresses Four Gr-a!

Meetings

At

Some one
has said that we
skira-milk and talk cream. A
of love cannot hut know it.

POWER TO PLEASE.
*-

live
man

on

full

when in the country, saw
who had a woather-vane on which
was inscribed:
“God is love.” “What
do you mean,” said Spurgeon, “that
God’s love is changeable as the wind?”

BOTTOM PRICES, RELIABLE GOODS? AT ATKINSON’S.
■--

QUAKER RANGES.

LAMPS,
SLOBES,

Eloquent Addresses Makes

pression—He

Pitched

Newspapers—People
if the Love is Not

a

Deep Im-

Into

Sunday

Cannot Love

God

Voluntary.

ten

since Mr. Moody spoke
hall.
In that time the great
City
preacher has grown perceptibly older and
stouter; but these changes have not materially altered his appearance as Portover

years

in

fortunes
iu him,

or

the weather. With God's love
never loses hope.
“I
of seeing Christians whining

a mau

tired
about
that everyone is cold. Go get
warmed up yourself, and you will warm
others up,” said Mr. Moody.
am

A

CURTAINS.

About 40 rolls containing from

Extra tine grade

sales.

A seal of excellence.
Cookingmade
easy. Fuel saver and at a price within your reach.
Special sale this week.

Complete Assortment ot Stove Refairs.

per

SEAT

be

.

.

.

ROCKERS.

yard,

sold

this

dollar.

Just the thing for Mats.

STRAW

Great

57c

remnants to be

estry

week.

variety of new,
choice patterns at prices
that must
make quick

Tapestry to

We have hundreds of Lots in
two and three pair lots that
one,
usual price 75c.
we will sell at 50 per cent on a
Also a lot of short
length Tap*

SILK SHADES.

COBBLER

MORRIS..

yards.

sold this week at

a mau

“No,” said the mau, “I mean that
the wind
Rev. Dwight L. Moody, the famous God is love, whichever way
revivalist and preacher, began a series blows.
A man filled with God’e love is never
of four services in City ball, Saturday
afternoon at 3 p. m. It has been a little around whining about his luck,his mis-

LACE

Carpets.
15 to 30

Spurgeon,

Bis

—-•-

.

MATTING.

Half Pair...
$25,00.
Your
lot at
Porfieres

choice

of

$1.57

the

...

Large

New lot of Jap inlaid Patterns. shades.

good many persons in prayer meet-

Not the cheap kind but
chairs which we have 100 to be sold at
usually sold at $20 and

No more
worth §3.00.
when these are gone.
Others of equal value.

$15.

assortment of desirable

.A-

ing
ARE LIKE LAZARUS
in the tomb,

bound band and foot with
bis mouth. They can talk
silver,gold, politics, and everything else,
except the spirit of Christ.
A church member once came to him
and complained
that no new members
tvero
coming into the ohureh. “How
du you account for it?” was the church
a

napkin

over

‘'Account for it,” replied Mr. Moody,
“yen have got six or seven leading memhers

of your church who won’t speak to
another. You have got to stop backbitiug and get brotherly love before you
one

can

1

'

was

too much

Pray for him,

The Holy

Kev.

Dwiglit L. Moody.

laud

people remember it. He has the
same homely manner, the same energy
and executive force In moving his audience into
hearty participation in the
■services, and the same’effeotive and simple eloquenoe in presenting the truths
of life and eternity.
The meetings wero under the general
charge of Secretary Garland of the Y.
M. C. A..and were very generally participated in by the people of the churches,
irrespective o£ denominational divisous.
Mr. A. B. Hall, of the First Baptist, led the chorus choir of about forty,
who had a place on the stage. Mr. William H. Davis was pianist.
The meeting in the afternoon as well
as the
succeeding ones, was opened by
the singing
of the
familiar
gospel
nymus, suoh as “Calling today,” eto.,
the audiences participating.
The attendance

Spirit testifies of Christ. If
you see a man lifting up Jesus Christ
know that the Holy Ghost
you may
causes
it.
He is the souroe of conversion. If
a
roan goes to preaching up
literature, science, the olevation of humanity. capital and labor, etc., the Holy
Ghost

hasu’t

much to work on. It is
very dishonoring to the Holy Ghost to
run after tenchors when we have one sent
from heaven. He is the great teacher,

proaching love, joy, peace, kiudness. Ho
you wnut anything hotter than that. The
newspapers pretend to give us all the
news; but they tell us only what has
taken place.
The Bible tells
what is
going to take place a thousand years
hence. It is a great newsbook, the comiug book.
You never knew of a man filled with
the
Holy Ghost who could not quote

Scriptures.
On

that the power of God might come
the Christians
of this oity this

the atternoon meet- upon
ing was largo, filling three quarters of week.
tho Beating capncity of the hall. There
Dr. Gordon had said that in walking
was a
fair representation of the olergy
along the street he had seen notices of
men
of the city on the platform, and
buildings to let, with power, or without
they participated in the services by lead- power.
This meant that there was or
ing in prayer in the Intervals of the sing- was not a boiler or engine for use in
at

they fall

to

FURNISHING

-

OABLiTON; Mgr.

_Lgive personal effort.

Instead

aotlfig like the good Samaritan they
pass their suffering brethren hy on the
pretence of haste to reach Jerusalem.
Tlius, in rugged phrase.and by homely
his
similes did Mr. Moody eutertain
listeners;—not forgetting to warn them
he
against the Sunday papers, whioh

of

member’s query.

go abend.”
In some churches there
criticism of the minister.
do not croak at him.

ATKINSON

“THERE I’VE PAID HIR.”
Betsy Hobbs Was Murdered Fir Revenge.

said, are polluting the oommunity and
annually binding 300,000 newsboys to the
He seemed to think

service of Satan.

the crying evil
the Sunday newspaper
of the day.
The exorcises closed with a service of

SHOT IN COLD BLOOD

BY

YOUNG

FRANK PALMER.

prayer.

City hall was beselged last evening,
and carried by storm long before
Mr.
When he came up the
Moody appeared.
to compel his way
steps he was foroed
through a throng of eager people which
did not recognize
the orator it was so
eager.to hear. So he mounted the platfoim almost unannounced; bat the moment he began
to speak the audience
bowed to its master and the stillness of
attention fell upon it.
The speaker
took
for
bis text the
parable of the sower, and dwelt throughout the entire
discourse upon the evil

wrought

by

in

luteioourse with
their fellows.
His words were
blunt.
that shop-keepers who sell by
He said
men

short measure, merchants
who deal In
unjust weights aud measure their goods
by shortened and unsufflcient yard sticks

Friend Savage Makes

Palmer’s

fession-Says

He Assisted

to

a

Con-

^Drtg

the

Body Into the House But Did Nat See
the Shot Fired

or

Help Fire the Build-

ings.
[special
West

to tbe

f^ess.]

Parsonsfield,

October 24.—“From
a
gnn in tbe b»Dds of Frank J. Palmer
of Parsonsfield.”
This concluding cause In the verdlot
rendered by tbe
coroner’s jury this af-

uvx iuub

bills were paid, went to the fund for these
books. Mr.Moody says that when a man
Is in jail, away from bis old haunts and

companions, is

a
good time to get at
him.
MR.MOODY BEGAN HIS SERMON

by saying that he supposed there

was not
who had the Christian
spirjt who did not wish to be useful.
II a waa then going to speak of the Christian spirit.
You
could not reach this
world by education, money or culture.
a man

or

woman

The

only agenoy is the spirit of God,
supernatural agency, as the Bible is a
supernatural book. The Holy Spirit is
a

person,and

the word “It” should not be
In the Bible the pronoun
u«" is used in speaking gi the Holy
Ghost. If the Holy Ghost does not work,
the greatest oratory
will not convert.
These elegant, polished, thoughtful and
a

applied

to

it.

eloquent discourses are not sufficient to
convert alone. They never will. The Holy
Ghost is needed. Many people do not like
a
The
meeting where He Is present.
Ghost is no flatterer. He makes
Holy

people

uncomfortable.

Theie are many
liked his minister be-

like the man who
he never preaohed
cause

on

religion

cr

There are others who are mad
and gruff when they feel the Holy Ghost
at work.
They are more hopeful cases

politics.

kinrl which accomplishes the most good
is the one with tho power of the Holy
Spirit, and Mr. Moody showed how this
obtained by all
power could be
desired to do good in the world.

who

about those out. There must be
conviotion and conversion in the churchthan

KELIEP IN

SIX HOURS

diseases
Distressing Kidney and Bladder
Jieleved In six hours by the “NEW GREAT
The
SOUTH AMERICAN KIDNEY CUKE.”
account
new remedy Is a great surprise on
of Its exceeding promptness in
relieving
pain in the bladder,kidneys,back and every
part of the urinary passages in male or fewater and
It relieves retenion of
male.
If
in passing it almost immediately.
you want quick relief and cure this Is your
H.
GUPPY
C.
Bold
by
CO., Drugremedy.
gist. 4o3 Congress St., Portland, Me.

pain

so

from

the

beginning It is now, he most

as a man
soweth do his descendants reap. The sharp bargain made by
Jacob with Laban was
rewarded Dy
seven years servitude.
David was condemned through the evil acts of his sons.
The boys wbo, today, are riding bioycles

said;

the Sabbath, do
law of the
Lord,

on

not

only break the

tions

that

about all that was wanted in
was the signing of
transcripof the stenographer’s notes on the

caees

evidence.
This formality ocoupied but
little time, and the list of witnesses was
ground out with astonishing swiftness.
Up to a week ago the promise of an im-

mediate

“CliEARINQ

OF THE MYSTERY

regarded as very slight. There had
piling up
been a tendeuoy on the part of numerous
Sunday Meetings.
possible damnation for their descendwitnesses to tell only half the truth in
ants.
City hall was comfortably filled many
answer
to oortain pertinent
In this way
Mr.
inquiries.
Moody talked for
are afraid their own
“They
more than an hour
to
buildings
lengthening
morning, and by the time Mr. Moody
or some harm oome to
The talk was good very good— may be bnrned
set foot upon the platform be corridors visages.
thoir families if they Implicate
but too practical.
anybody
were swarming
with auditors.
During
and the wheels of justice should
happen
Will
Not
Endorse
it.
Harper's
Theology
the wait the select chorus, conducted by
to slip.”
This explanation on the
part
Captain Das is, rendered familiar church ; Urbana, 111.,
October 24.—After
a
-—-^>uiuiuuuiiij uuunected
with
the
sougs. When Mr.
he
Moody
investigation made a
appeared
warm debate at tbe dosing session
of
decided Impression on the jury last week
took immediate oharge and gave out the the Illinois
BnptUt Association yesterIt was, then, with not a little feeling
grand old hymn, “Coronation,” the peo- day on the report of the committee on of; disoouiagement that some of the
ple rising in response.
education, the eeotlon endorsing the Di- members of the jury took possession of
their seats this forenoon. But a certain
The opening prayer was offered by the
vinity School of the University of Chioa- twinkle in the eye of
County Attorney
Rev. Mr. Luce.
Miss Marion Monroe
go was defeated by a vote of 72 to 22. Emmons seemed to indioate that the unRice, introduced with words of high praise Many of the clergymen
was
about
to
expected
happen. He bad
strongly opposed
by the distinguished speaker of the day the section, alleging that the theology been putting personal ellort into the
hunting
up of evidence in the oase, and
rendered ‘Lo, every one that thirsteth” of
President Harper ot the
Chioago a detective from Pinkerton’s Boston
her deep, sombre contralto lending em- institution is
notjsonnd.
agenoy had been employed to the name
The Rev.,
phasis to the noble words.
end.
The people of the neighboring villages
Mr. Hack followed in
Then
prayer.
bad been strengthened in the suspicion
Mr. Moody began a twenty minute talk,
that Charles Savage and Frank Palmer
his theme being “The necessity of practiknew a great deal more about tbe cause
cal Chris tian work.”
of Widow Hobbs’s death than they had
admitted during the hour they had been
Couched
iu
sometimes
but

are

was

----

-—---

pioturesque,

uncouth, phrase,impowered with abounding
vitalitfy, and loadod wth anecthan the “yes, yes. yes” ones.
I have dote and personal
appoah Mr. Moody’s
seen the ‘‘yes, yes” people sit under ser- sermon at once
caught the attention of
the gospel rolling off the audience.
mous 2a years,
Howover much or little

their bald heaas like oil off a mouse.
Mr. Moody said he was muoh more
troubled about the people in the ohurches

out

sires.

the listeners were edified, they certainly
were entertained.
To old lecture-goers
it suggested Gough, and to
politicians,
Solon Chase.
He told the people that
if half the work now being done for gold
and silver were done for
Christianity
Christ would oarry the country by
an
Immense majority.
The trouble with
churoh members ho said, Is that they do
not have the faith in their
cauBe, the politicians have. They are content to listen
to the preachers
and williug enough to
give, out of abundant substance.five dollars for missionary
aid, provided

thereby

can

they
published

get their names
poblio benefactors; but

in the papers as

The Man Who Shaves,
whether he does it himself,
a barber to torture him,

or

allows

Actually Suffers,
and no wonder. The delicate cuticle
of the face is removed and torn at
each “operation.” To experience
no smarting,
burning, itching, or
danger of contagion or a chapped
skin, use always that cooling, soothing, healing

(omfort powder
The Comfort Powder Co.,
Hartford, Ct.
All

Druggists sell it

25c. and 50c.
a box.

Square.

In

COMPANY,
Heart of

to do was to keep his tongue still.
HIS
BEFENCE.
They hurried through the woods to the
Savage woods aud there roamed about
till
early in the afternoon, when they
want to his house and shortly began digMr.
to
Messrs.
Bryan’s Reply
whom be had chosen to associate in the ging potatoes, iu which oooupation they
were engaged when Arthur Savage came
earlier purt of the proceedings.
Somehome from the
and told them of
Ingalls and Harrison
thing of importance had taken place, Mrs. Hobbs’s village
death. Neither Palmer
but the orowd outside was kept in ignouor Savage
visited the rules or tbe vilrance of it.
tbat day.
Repeats the Advice He Gave to WorkingThe secret came out Intel.
Before it lage
Palmer
and
Savage were taken to Limmen.
was divulged Frank Palmer was
Declares His
Doctrine
Is
a
called
in and given a long session on the “grid- eriok late In tbe afternoon, arraigned beHighly Moral One.
fore Trial Juatloe John C. Hayea and
but it availed
so
iron,”
the
nothing,
jail to await the
PRESS correspondent afterward learned. committed to Alfred
Kewanee, 111., October 24.—Mr. Bryan
Palmer was first cool, then crusty and cation of the grand jury iu January, began bis speech making this
morning
on a charge of murder.
AttorCounty
became
mulish. He stuck to bis
llnally
His first
Emmons oonduoted tbe hearing for before be had eaten breakfast.
original story and there was no use try- ney
the
state.
appearance was nt Ottawa, the borne ol
ing to break him down.
It is said tbat Savage hopes,by his conPalmer is only 16. but he appears oldComptroller Eokels, where he addresed
er than
bis alleged ooinpanlon in orime. fession at the Inquest, to escape punish- 4000
At La Salle.he
people at 8.30 a. in.
He le tall, of medium complexion, with ment.
made another Bpeech to an audience of
a
peculiar twist in his lower lip and
WHEAT TOOK A TUMBLE.
about 1500. Spring Valley, the scene of
one eye whose sight Is slightly crossed.
There isn’t as muoh intelligence in bis
the mining troubles a couple of
years
A Drop Attributed to Sudden Unloading
taco as in that of Savage.
ago, turned out a crowd of a thousand,
Charles Savage’s brother and sister
In Kngland.
Mr. Bryan
including many miners.
and Mrs. Palmer, mother of Frank, were
spoke briefly. He also addressed crowds
biietly examined.
New York, October 84.— The wheat of several hundred at Ladd and
Meanwhile Sheriff N. N. Hurd of AlBuda.
fred had been culled in and it shortly be- market ended the week as it
began it— In his speech at La Salle, Mr. Bryan
came known that he had Frank Palmer
in a whirl of excitement. Last Monday
in custody.
Then there were inquiiies
replied to the criticisms of ax-President
for Savage’s father, who had driven home tbe bulls pushed December up to 86 11-16 Harrison and President
Ingalls of the
with the daughter and had left word that cents,
and today tbe bears ground it
Big Four road of his advioe to railroad
he would shoitly return. Deputy Sheriff down to 76 5-8 cents. The break of 3
1-2 men about
ballots. He
easting their
D. S. fieacbam of Limerick went out to
an said:
the baru and took Charles Savage into to 4 1-2 cents today was based on
“Ladles and Gentlemen: There is a
the bouse.
unexpected decline of 2 1-8 to 8 8-4 In
was

iuu

uj

concluded thus:
Hobbs

vuiuuui

uinuuuij.

“That Mrs.

Betsey

AL

Oity.
STATE

age

minutes later the coroner’s in- tbe Liverpool oablea.
As the trade was
ended and the jurors were in
for an advance Instead of a
tbe aged widow whs was shot and an the midst of one of John Wentworth’s prepared
tbe news fell like a bombshell and
to burn her body in her good dinners. Palmer and Savage, the break,
attempt made
latter looking very meek, were detained quickly turned the market into
pandeOctober
5ch.
home,
in the sitting room, beside the sheriff and monium. The bulls were
badly LightSensation followed lensation In rapid his deputy.
ened. As prices fell they caught large
rotation today and foreaer put at rest the
Dinner over, the TIMES reporter’s reloss orders, which further weighted
criticism ibat was oflered by some of quest for a look at the verdict was com- stop

>• «

Mr. Moody described the three kinds of
Christians to be found in the modern
churches and compared them to the kind
The
spoken of in the new testament.

Monument

horse and craps, out in the big barnHis look of embarrassment
had given
way to one of relief. It was noticed [bat
he kept aloof from Frank Palmer, with

ternoon, is a clue to the outcome of tbe
long continued inquiry into the cause
Five
of tbe death of Mrs. Betsey K. Hobbs,
quest

will, one day, reap reward for their misHe did not fix the date for final
doing.
settlement—perhaps believing with Anne
of Austria,
that though God does not
Hiuuv
(loui'ic
UC1C, IIU bllO
at the end of the week he edict that no progress a as being made
always pay
eventually discharges his obligations but toward looatlng and punishing the pepedid intimate that the day of reckoning trators of that fiendish crime.
ing.
manufacturing. It occurred to Dr. GorNot only
Ii3 WUOO
I1UUU,
did the coroner and bis
Before beginning his sermoD Mr.Moody don that when a
Christian came to join
Tlie discourse was eminently practical, jurorB reaoh a decision today, but they
colled attention to the faot that the crim- a
church, he should be asked whether
aud in so tar a disappointment to dealers listened to the confession of oue whom
inal classes in this oountry number 750,- he wished to
join “with power” or
who hoped to
in theology
listen to they had held under suspicion, and at
000. In 1850 in Massachusetts there was “without
power.
(he close of the inquest frank J. Palmer
subtleties.
one prisoner to every 800
At Mr. Moody’s evening meeting in
people. In 1880
It hit many a head in the audienoe.and and Charles Savage were placed under
there was one to 600, and in 1895, one
City hall there was a very large attenthe onraptured expression in more than arrest, arraigned on a charge of murder
to every S50. This showed how large and
dance, the body of the hall being nearly
one face faded as the speaker delivered and committed to the Y«rk county jail.
Increasing a class there is behind the filled and the seats iu the gallery
nearly his home thrusts.
Coroner F. C. Bradbury of Saco took
bars.
Mr. Moody narrated his experi- filled all taken.
The services were
However, it is a tioklish business to a 87-mile drive across cotntry this morncuv-cd
m
tuu
jtuiw, wnere ne opened with a solo by Miss Rice.
Durspeaks and distributes Spurgeon’s ser- ing the evening she sang several times tackle dealings between man and man, ing, and reached the farmhouse of Johu
if the two be traders, aud as offensive to I. Wentworth, near ftovinoe pond, in
mons and othor good reading. In the jail and her
songs were greatly enjoyed. Mr.
both today as it was In Judea nine- season to begin his final session promptat Birmingham, Ala., these eflorts have
for
over
an
hour
Moody spoke
and his
hundred
dona
years
eo
well tnat
ago.
Nearly ly at 10 o’olook. A matter of universal
recently nine con- audieuoe was field in the closest atten- teen
He even went so far aa to say ttmt surprise was that nearly all those who
victs
were
admitted to a Presbyterian tion.
His subject was the power of the
testified at formes hearings were
fortunes
built
in
New had
up
church, although they were still in the Holy Spirit, and he showed how much the
of rum will are summoned again
into the presence of
England by the sale
At stated intervals Mr. Moody could he
prison.
with
its
aid
and
accomplished
the “court of inquiry." But it turned
the sons of those
has a book Issued, copies of which aro how little could be done
squadered
by
greedy
without
it.
to men and women who are
sent free
■willing to distribute them to the prisoners in the jails.
Ail the proceeds of the
collection Saturday afternoon, after the
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matter to whioh I ask your attention for
moment. Two distinguished men have
oalled me to aocount because of advice
I gave to railroad employes. In speaking
of the attempt of the railroads to coerce
their employes, i said that in these hard
times, when employment is so difficult
to rind, 1 did not want to advise laboring
men
to do anything which would lose
them employment and added they should
wear Republican
buttons If necessary,
maroh in Republican parades if
they
were commanded to do
even
so, and
oonrtibute to the Republican campaign
fund, if it was required by their
embut that tney should vote aooordployers
ing to their convictions on eleotion day.
President Ingalls—the president
of a
railroad in a speech at Cincinnati denounced me for advising employes to
deceive their employers, and ex-President
Harrison has oharged me with teaching
Immorality in giving the advice which
I have quoted. Now, I desire to justifv
my position. The right to vote ncoordin’g
to one’s oonscionoe Is a law given right.
Coeroion is violation of law and when
1 advise employees to vote as they please,
even though they must wear Republican
buttons and march in
Republican parades, 1 am taking higher moral grounds
and giving more patriotic advice than
those who oounteDanoe coercion and appeal to employes to vote the Republican
tioket on election dav merely because
they have been compelled to wear Republican badges during the campaign.”
Mr. Bryan contended that Messrs. Inand Harrison discredited the Ausralian ballot law by their stand and
said: “1 am willing to let the public sit
in judgment upon the advioe 1 have given
to the employes if Messrs.
Ingalls and
Harrison are willing to submit their advioe to their people.
I am willing the
public shall deolde whether it Is immoral
for the people to vote according to tbelr
oonsoienoes, if Mr. Harrison and Mr. Ingalls are willing to stand on the position
they have taken, namely, that employes
must vote
the Republican ticket on
eleotion day because they have worn Republican badges during the campaign.
a

OF iUAlAE.

Collector’s Notice and Advertisement of
Sale

of Lands

of Resident and

Non-Resi-

dent Owners.
and
Unpaid taxes on lands of resident
non-resident owners, situated in the town
of Standish in the County of Cumberland,
for the year 1895.
The following list of taxes on real estate
of resident and non-resident owners, situated in the tbwn ol Standisli aforesaid, for
the year 1895, committed to me for collection for said town on the
day of
eighth
remain unpaid; and notice is
June, 1895,
hereby given that if said taxes with interest
and charges
not previously paid, so
are
much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient
and necessary to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be
sold at public auction at the Town House in
said town on the first Monday of December,
1890, at nine o’clock A. M., to wit, Monday,
December 7, 1896:
William F. Chadbourne.
Land near

Chadbourne’s Landing,

formerly

the late William T. Chadviz: dwelling house site
and lot appurtenant thereto, on the
Portland Road and adjoining former homestead of
the late Henry
M. Chadbourne, together with the
field of about fifteen acres, southeast of and adjoining said dwelling
house lot, and the wood lot of about
80 acres west of and adjoining said
field; all laying between the Portland road, the Hodgdon Road, land
formerly of Henry M. Chadbourne
and Seagbo Lake,
An undivided half of the lato Beniamin
Chadbourne
homestead
with the land appurtenant thereto and laying adjacent to
and connected therewith, bounded
N. E. by road from Sebago Lake
to Windham; S. E. by land of Portowned

by

bourne,

buildings

lnnH

rV.

O

XT'

P

Wm. H. Shack ford; N. W.

leading
landing

by road
from
White Rock to boat
and land of Wm. S. Hans-

comb,
An undivided half of following described land formerly owned by the
late Benj. Cliadbourne bounded N.
E. by road leading by Sebago Lake
to Windham; east by the Hodgdon
Road
and lands of Thos. Water-

wholesale unloading was renewed again
the close with
redoubled
vigor.
Prices slid down the soale 1-1 to 1-a cent
CAME TO HER DEATH,
house, Abner Wescott and Alvali
at a olip until tbe stroke of the gong out
Libby; south and S. E. by Standish
Monday, October 6, 1896, at abont 8 a. short tbs descent.
and Gorham line; S. W. and W. byThe surprising fall in Liverpool was
road leading to Gorham by the Sem., near her own home, as the result of
the subject of muoh comment on ’change.
bago Lake House and land of Margumhot wounds which entered her Late
shall Whitney’s heirs and
cables
Robie
attributed it to a
private
brain at the base of the skull, the Bhot
Whitney; N. W. by land of Ervin
heavy realizing by small holders. Eng300
acres,
Libby,
in
the
said
shot being lish houses were well supplied with sellbrain,
edging
Herbert W. Dow and Almira Dow.
Lots
fired from a gun in the hands of Frank J. ing orders around the opening.
One-half house and barn at Dow’s
of small long acoounts were begun yesCorner and one-half
in common
Palmer of Parsonafleld.
and undivided
with heirs of Mrs.
terday on tbe idea that wheat had
Why was only Palmer’s name men- reached bottom, hot they all oame out
Wilson Dow of 38 acres of land adjoining on east side of road to
tioned in tbe verdict?
Therein lay the todny. Transactions for tbe morning were
York’s Corner,
The week past has
5,295,000 bushels.
secret.
Heirs of Mrs. Wilson Dow.
One-half
beaten the reoord for constant and viohouse and barn at Dow’s Corner
When Charles Savage was for a second lent fluctuations and daily sensations.
and one-half in common and unditime brought face to face with the coun- Honors have been about equally divided
vided with Herbert W., and Almira
Low of 38 acres of land adjoining
ty attorney, ooroner and jury be simply between bulls and bears.
on
east side of road to York’s Corretold his story which be had adhered to
ner,
from the first—that he and Palmer were The Chicago Wheat Market Takes a TumLot on west side r oad to York’s
gunning in Savage’s woods that foreble Today.
Corner, 95 acres, with mill privilege
noon : that they were at no
time within
on Jose’s Brook,
two miles of the Hobbs place, and that
Daniel R. Dresser.
His homestead,
October
34.—Wheat
Chicago,
opened
i.
knew
of
the
e. house and barn and about 30
they
nothing
tragedy till this morning considerably excited at
acres of lot No. 81 in
Informed
by Savage’s brother, Arthur, a decline of from 2 3-4 to 8 1-8 oents com2nd; Division,
and about 20 acres of lot No. 94 in
in tbe middle ef the ufternoon.
with yesterday’s olose. The drop
2nd Dlvsion,
pared
Various
unsuccessful attempts were was caused
Heirs of John McDonald. Eighteen
primarily by opening oablss
made to get some new statement from from
acres of
land near Nelson Harwhich
shewed a loss
Liverpool,
bim. He
mon’s,
with market pressed
tbere of 3 l-2d.,
Heirs
of Amos R. Moore. Thirty acres
After
for sale.
selling off to a point
of land lot No. 10 in 4th Division,
3 8-8 oents below yesterday’s close, the
BORE THE ORDEAL WELL
Levi W. Libby. His homestead, i. e.
his home
anxiety to unload on the part of small
farm, house and barn,
tax $37.00, due,
at first, but afer a time Coroner Brad- holders seemed abated, and the market
from the bottom. Decembury saw a suspicion of wincing on tbe rallied 1 osnt
NON RESIDENTS.
ber opened 70 3-8 to 70 sold at 69 3-4, and
part of tbe witness. Question after ques- rallied to 70 3-4.
Benjamin F. Cliadbourne. An undivided
half
of following described
tion, all of them right to the point,were
Liverpool Hung Back.
land, formerly owned by the late
fired at bim, and suddenly he weakened
Benjamin
Cliadbourne, bounded N.
October
24.—In
tbe
wbeat
LoDdon,
E. by road leading by Sebago Lake
a
Into
partial oonfeBSion, whioh was market
holders
at tbe opening
today
to Windham; east bv the
Hodgdon
promptly broadened Into what be de- asked $d. advance, but did not obtain
road and lands of Thomas Waterhouse, Abner Wescott and Alvali
clared a full and tiuthful statement of it, and business closed dull and disapThanksgiving Service.
i-.iDuy, soutnandS. E. by Standish
tbe oase. His narration swept away the pointing at yestsrday’s prices.
and Gorham line; S. W. and W. by
Pretty faces and bright eyes behind
road leading to Gorham by
cusplcion that the shooting was accidenthe
established
the
the
altar
and
motive
NOVEMBER
of
WEATHER.
modest
wilful
decorations,
and bashSebago Lake House, ‘and land of
tal,
Marshall
heirs
and
murder. His story was substantially as
Robie
Whitney’s
ful children sDeak and since.
A sriPniA.1 I
near

falls

toliows:

and Palmer had been drinking
Bunday. The next morning Savage took
his gun and started across tbe fields and
woods toward the middle
through the
He met Palmer not far
road district.
Hobbs
the
from
place. Palmer borrowed
the gun and they were walking slowly
down the road toward “Taylor City”
when they heard a team approaohing,
and at Palmer’s suggestion they turned
into the woods on the New Hampshire
side of the road.
After the team bad passed they again
emerged from the woods. Palmer suggested that they go down and see tho
old lady Hobbs. When they reached her
home they found her about to build a
fire in the kitobon stove. She asked Savher some kindlings.
to get
He
age
brongbt in some kindlings from ttie shed
went hack on another errand for
and
her. While there he beard the report of
a
gun, and going toward the door he
found her lying dead, with blood flowing
the gunshot
wounds.
from
Palmer,
some distance away, was declaring with
that
he
was
oath
an
He

under examination.
WbeD the name of Charles Savage wag
called by Constable Weeman, from the
door of the jury ream, the young
open
was closely watched.
■uspeot
Ho had
from his home across the
over
come
New
Hampshire line of his own free
NOW SQUARE WITH HER
will, for do summons could reach Mm
there. Ho drove over with his father and for her punishment of him three years
The two male members of the
sister.
ago, when she pulled $3 out of him for
trio joined the oiowd In the barn, while
breaking glass In her bouse.
the young woman, attractive
In dress
“Catch hold there and help me get her
and features, was ushered into the kltoh
await her turn in the jury room
on to
Into the house.” This order from PalCharles answered promptly to his name’
mer’s lips was complied with, and SavHe is only 20, has a smooth face, pink
as he claims, was so exotted and
and white oomplexlon, a sharp eye and age,
a face that did not seom to bear
Beared that he did not realize what be
was doing. They dragged the body into
THE STAMP OF CRIME.
the bouse, loft it upon Its back across
He was neatly dressed. He did not
the threshold of tbe sitting room door,
waver on his way to the house, but his then Savage fled toward the woods.
He
wrinkled brow showed that he wag un- was shortly rejoined by Palmer, who
that
he
fixed
bad
things
so
leoiorked
dergoing a severe mental strain,
u was
that nobody would ever know wlmt had
a full hour later when he emerged and
happened ; that he had set the house
Joined the witnesses who were talking afire, and all that was necessary for Sav-

What

It Has

Been
Four

la

the Last Twenty

Tears.

The following data, uovering a period
twenty-four years hare been compiled
from the Weather Bureau records at Portaud, and furnished by the courtesy of
uf

Ur, E. P. Jones. They show the reoord
of the month of Ootober for twenty-four
years:

TEMPERATURE.

Whitney; N.W.by land of Ervin Libwas preaohed in the
by, 800 acres, tax $24.00; due,
morning
Fabyan. Lot or about six
by the pastor, Hev. F. A. Leitob, which Charles
acres
bounded N.
E. by road
was much appreciated; suitable music
from Standish Village to Limlngton;
E.
8.
John
field; s.
by
Edgecomb’s
the organist, Mrs.
as rinhered by
I,
W. by old John Edgecomb line; N.
W. by land of Charles Higgins,
Lang. The evoning’s exerolEes were conKemp. Fifty acres of Lot No.
ducted by the ohildren ot the Sunday Israel
83 in the 2nd Division,
sohool, under the direction of the euper- Cyrus H. Moody. Lots Nos. 20 and
21 in the 3rd Division, containing
intendent, H. Van Blarcombe.
A large
215 arces,
congrogatlon greatly appreciated the ex- John E. Tompson. Twenty-five acres
of land bought of Mark R. Coolcellent rendering of the choice selections
brotli Jn Lot No. 5 in 3rd Division,
and
of music
pieoes
given by the
with 15 acres in
sermon

children.

Mean or normal temperature..
rile warmest month was that of 1877,
with an average of... 430
The coldest month was that of 1873
with an average of.
37°
rhe highest temperature was 69° on 1st and
8lh 1896 .
rhe loweat.temperature was 6° on the 30th

■

Debating Society.
There will be a meeting special of''the
society this evening at Swett’a hotel.
Business of importance.
Postmaster at East

Stoneliam.

Washington, October 24.—Among the
fourth-class postmasters appointed today
was C. T.
Bartlett, at Bast Stone horn,

24.00

#;70

7,70
6.00

6 50

2.00

2.00
14.63

14.00

2.00

12.00
4.30

N.W. corner of said
$3.40- 20 acres of land in
east corner of N. W. half of Lot No.
23 In 3rd Division, tax
.40; 50 acres
of land, half of Lot No. 10 in 3rd
Division, and.'aiso 10 acres wild land
formerly of Charles Tompson, tax
land around
the Samuel
Blake house, six acres, tax $1.50,
9.90
Witness my signature at said Standish,
October 24, 1896.

JJ-W;

SARGENT G. EMERY,

Collector of taxes for
for the year 1695.

the

town of Standish
oct26dlaw3wM

Me.
list of taxes
real estate
THEof following
in the town of
non-resident
the
1895 in bills
on

Perhaps you’re doctoring your stomach or liver
when the real trouble is your kidneys. It's unsafe to trifle with them. When overworked
they can back up into your system impurities enough to wreck the strongest constitution.
Don't neglect
them until it’s too late. You
can safely
try Dr. Buker’s
j* .j*
ft ft

PILLS

Average number of clear days..
Average number of partly cloudy davs
"""’in
Average number of cloudy days.,, .."..n
WIND.
The prevailing winds have been from the
Southeast.
The highest velooity of the wind was 50
miles from the E. and 8. E. on the 11th
1876, and on the 2nd, 1885.

10.00

lot, tax

Catholic Literary and

1876.

Average date on which first “killing” frost
occurred (in autumn' Oot. 16th.
PRECIPITATION (rain and melted snow)
Average for the month, for 25 years
(inches).
333
Average number of days with .01 of an
inch or more.
jy
The greatest monthly precipitation was in''
1889, (inches).
7 95
The least monthly precipitation was in
1882 (Inches),.
0.83
The greatest amount of precipitation recorded in any 24 consecutive hours was
on .NOV. 26ih, 1877, (inches).
3 76
The greatest amount of snowfall recorded
In any 24 oousecutive hours (record extending to winter of 1884-5 only) was
7.6 Inches on the 24th and 26th, 1885.
CROUDS AND WEATHER.

$16.00

<1* O*

magic

w
y

or

gst jt

Kidney Pills and they work
like
on the
-lr- Buker will
gladly answer
and
give
advice free.
questions
Write us. Pills 30c. at your
druggists
s

Kidneys.

mailed postpaid for price,

Buker Pill Co., Bangor, Me.

owners

Windham,

for
commityear
ted to me,
collector of said town, on the
29th day of June, 1895; remaining unpaid on
the 26th day of October 1896, by my certifiand now remain unpaid ;
cate of that date
and notice is hereby given that if the said
taxes and interest and charges are not paid
of the said town within
in the treasury
eighteen months from the date of the commitment of the sahl bill so much of the real
estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the
therefor including Interest
amount due
and charges, will without further notice bo
sold at public auction, at town office, in said
town, on the seventh day of December, 1896
at 2 o’clock in the afternoon :
Manchester, Henj. It. Homestead and
lot at N. Windham, wood lot west
half of Range 4,
6
Small, Gilbert. Lot of land and buildings, southeast
by road by J
Tuker, northeast by Gray line,'
oi aa
AMOS MANN, Collector of Windham

CASCO LODGE.
Yarmouth Masons Observe

So varied| are the circumstanoes sur*
rounding and making np the life of eaoh

Anni-

an

versary,
Their

Lodge Seventy-five Tears of Age—

Its

History

Interwoven

With

the

Town’s.

[special

to the

press.]

Oct. 24—The members of
Casco Lodge of Masons of Yarmouth,
of
the most
one of the oldest end one
flourishing Masonic organizations of the
state, celebrated the seventy-fifth anniversary of its tilth, with
appropriate
ceremonies today. Casco lodge has ex-

Yarmouth,

perienced all the vioissitudes, which the
societies of the order organized previous
to the ante Masonio troubles previous to
the war, had to undergo, but has emerged

individual that the best means for bringing about this result is often a matter of
great difference of opinion;
but for
many of us who are assembled here on
this occasion there is one source at least
to which we may look for assistance in
this direction, and while mankind exists
those principles of
Friendship, Morality,
ana Brotherly love,
upon which Masonry
is founded, will continue to be
strong
factors in raising the standard of true
manhood among us.
‘It would be folly to claim
that nil
good is contained within the confines of
our order, or that we as Masons
possess
a monopoly of any
particular virtue. On
the contrary, we willingly yield to other
institutions all they may oiaim for excellence in any direction. Yet we believe
that the principles taught by our order
form the foundation of true manhood
and
good citizenship; and while we
today unite in paying homage to that
branch of Masonry which is the object of
our

particular

care

ana

affection,

we

would acknowledge the debt we owe
to
at large, and particularly to
triumphantly from them until now with theMasonry
Grand Lodge of Maine, for transmita large though select membership, a hall
ting to us those principles which are
of its own and a good surplus
in the doing so much to raise mankind to a
life
it yields
first place to no higher and nobler conoeption of
treasury,
and its dalles.
country organization at least in the
And especially to Casco Lodge as t£e
state.
Immediate source from which we derive
The programme today
consisted of a these advantages, as she passes this her
seventy-fifth milestone, let us, brethren,
public meeting in the cbnrcb, which was one and all extend
hearty greeting and
addressed by tbe Worshipful Master H, boa
speed.
M. Moore, and Past Grand Master Josiah
The historical sketch by Past Worshipful Charles P. Woodman, whioh was
next read, proved of interest to many
outside the order so close Is the history
of Canoo lodge interwoven with that of
the town. After Mr. Woodman had concluded the reading of the bistory there
was
musio
and then
followed
the
oration of the afternoon, by Past Grand
Master Josiah Drummond of Portland.
Mr. Drummond spoke

entertainingly,

using no notes, and said much that was
instructive to the members of the order.
He referred to the responsibility resting

Moore, Worshipful Master of Casco

H. M.

Lodge.
H. Drummond of Portland, followed by
supper, a few past prandial speeohos,
a abort ooncert programme and
winding
np with a grand ball.

a

Despite

tbe unfavorable weather of tbe
sun came ont brightly in
the afternoon and by four o’clock when
the exercises in the chnroh were to be-

morning, the

gin.

a largo oompany of ladies and
gentlemen bad gathered. A little previous
to tbe hour for the exercises to begin the
members met in their hall, where the

lodge

was

called

to order.

After an informal opening, a procession was formed
under the direction of the marshal^, and
wearing their white aprons and gloves,
the members proceeded to tne ball escorting the orator of tbe day, and the other

grand lodge officers and
guests who
were present.
Tbe prooession filed into
the chnrob
and tbe Masons took tbe seats in front
which had been reserved for them.
There was music by Lovell’s orohestra,
prayer was offend by Rev.T.H. Barrows,
there was more musio and then the opening address by Worshipful H. M. Moore,
Master of Casco lodge.
The speaker alluded to the world wide
custom of celebrating anniversaries
notable events, and went on to say;

OPENING

of

ADDRESS.

For the brethren assembled here these
exercises are fraught with a deeper signidoauce than any outward acts or vainglorious display could express; and we
trim that our visiting friends will regard these ceremonies rather as an
expression of our appreciation and gratitude for the advantages we havo derived
from our connection with Casco
Lodge
taan as any attempt at
self-common daton or display.
Suoh; a onurse would be at variance
with the principles of the ordor which
we

represent.

And as they look back over the years
which span the life of our
lodge and

\\vif xm

^ ^

Benjamin Oakes, the oldest member of
Casoo Bodge, made a Mason in 1850.
oonsider what an important
place she
has tilled in this
community during
three quurters af a century, we feel that
they too must look upon our aota today
aa something
more than empty
show,
nuri in some

measure unite with us in
feelings of regard which we entertain for her.
*’
When we consider the
changes that
havetaken place not only in this community but in our State and nation since
our charter
was granted, these
statements will, perhaps, have
still greater
force; for, youDger than the state itself
by but one year, Coboo Lodge lias lived
through the vicissitudes of Civil
war,furnished her full quota for the defence of
the Union,
and witnessed an
entire
ohangn in the industrial character of the
in
which
it
is
community
situated.
“Three generations have added their
quota to her membership and the fourth
will soon be turning their eyes tnwnrds
the Kast and that light whose
beams
oease not to guide the steps
of the in“dust to dust’’ is
itiated till the fiDal
heard and the solemn prcces9on, turning
from the brink of the grave, leaves the
departed brother in that fuller light of
these

Immortality.

tfts fjoeisnle

ligtHiM
U

—

it on
every
trtipjwt

bakwok dazed.

At

Teofa.,

4

Cony High

School

Practically

Defeats

But Had To Fat Rest Foot Forward

Portland High.
Little

Once a Rebekah aland It would be unnecessary to write of
the many kindly
deeds performed by this noble body of
lines.

a

Rebekah,

Mr. A. E.

ohairman of the
Perry
anniversary committee and be and bis
able corps of assistants bad attended to
every detail to make the
twenty-fifth
auniversary of Ivy lodge one that would
be looked back to as one of the bappiBBt in the history of the
lodge. The
right band of fellowship was extended
to all and
to feel
made
was
everybody
moat welcome.
was

Amherst—Amherst, 40;
0.

MI SCELLAXEOU S.

Worcester

mSCELLAlTEOUS,

Notes.

Coburn

pJflyerg

at Ithaca.

the

Won

Bam*

12 to 6.

the tnreatening weather
Owing to
early in the day and failure to make arrangements later, Bowdoln and Thornton did not

play Saturday.
Dennis Maloney a boy living on Adams
street
broke bis log Friday while playing
Queen

Made Monkeys of Their
Cambridge Men the Victors by Score of •A. W*t*,i00 £or tIie Youths of the
Adversaries—Very Unsatisfactory
13 to 4—Williams Outclasses Bowdoln
—Handsomely Beaten by a LIfihtex
Foot Ball on Deering Grounds.
-Oth«r Foot
Fellows

Big

WE

LEAD!

STILL

»

*

football.

Ball.

Little Cony High school of Augusta
from which in years gone by have oome
light weight, slow playing, easily defeated teams, praotioally won a viotory Saturday over the Portland High
school
team of whioh we have been predicting
so

much and of which

so

much has

been

expected.
It is true that Anderson, one of
our
best men,
retired from the
struggle
early in the first half, and Devine and
two other good men were put out
of the game before it was ended but this
was no ezoUBe for the
way tilings went.
Cony did not weigh nearly as much ns
one or

Portland but

they did
play a more
snappy and altogether a better
game. It was the same old thing over
and over. Cony would get the bail
on

plucky,

Portland’s fumbles, off side plays, or on
downs and then the little
hoys from
their way
Augusta would tumkle
through the center of the P. H. B. team,
always buoking the line In the same
plaoe, first one back and than the other

doing

the work aod the

Portland

men

seemingly
powerless to prevent
gains being made. Luck only prevened
Cony’s scoring. At the last moment in
were

each half with the ball within
three
yards of the Portland’s goal line the P.
H. S. boys seemed to wake up and onoe
in the first and onoe in the last half they

kept the visitors from pushing the pig
skin over the line.
But that’s all P.
H. B. could do and when in the first hnlf

Ithaca,

N.

Y., October 34.—In today’s

(pPBCIAL TO THE EBESS.J
Cornell,
Me., October 24. —Coburn
Wat»rvill0>
to
onme oil victorious
1#
of
by the score
defected
Bangor
High school 12 to 6 on
4. The game was very closely contested
the Colby
campus this afteuroon in the
and Harvard had to put her best foot
football

game

Harvard

with

forward to win. A
luoky goal from the
field in the first half dampened the ardor
somewhat of the Cornell team but they

played

a

Harvard

plucky uphill game.

won the toss and ohose t he west
goal favored by a strong west wind.
Fennell
kicked off to the ten
yard line and

Brown

returned,Xraoy caught

and Brown
was kicked

kiaked to centre. The ball
back and forth and Cornell fumbled on
the ten yard line. Harvard was
held
for four downs. Soon after Harvard bad
the ball on the twenty-fire yard line and
Brown kicked a goal from the field. The

Harvard 5, Cornell 0.
After a number of
punts Beaoham

score:

made

star run around Cabot and made
a touohdown. but the referee
decided
Beacham was outside the line and the
ball was brought baok to
Harvard’s
a

most

this
interesting game
year. Coburn
played a steady game and
in this
At
Bangor,
respect excelled
times Bangor made long gains round the
ends but only once#id she keep it up
for i touohdown. Coburn held Bangor at
seen

here

critical times, and enly by this excellent
holtlng did Coburn keep Bangor from
Bice played
sooting In the second half.
the star game.
His taokling prevented
Bangor from sooring several times and
he was the best
ground gainer lor Cobcrn, making a sixty yard run round
leit end for u touohdown taking the ball
fnm a pnnt. The tackles opened large
hdes for the baoks. Alden at quarter
wis

aid

right In the game, breaking through
tackling behind the line several

tines.
Brawn and Sturtevant played
win.
for Bangor McCann at quarter
did
twenty-five yard line. A series of punts
followed and with the ball on Cornell’s good work, Conner bucked the line well
thirty-five yard line,Sullivan secured the asnlso did ths baits. The Interference
at times tut could
ball and made fifteen yards
around inend plays was good
Taussig. Brown went through ..left net be depended upon for gains. Snow
tackle and the end for a touohdown. No plqred well at end. The Bangors seemed
goal was kioked. The soore: Harvard 9, dated by the wurk of their lighter opponents, but made a brace in the seoond
Cornell 0.
The rest of the half was taken up with

hat

and

kept

the ball In Coburn’s

CONY._PORTLAND.
e.

Mann, 1.
awyer,

e. Smith
q. b. &
r, t
Anderson, Foster
Dann Hjmis
r
c., Walker
], g., Crocker
1. t., O’Brien
1. e., Hadlock
r,

i.

Ciark, |.g.

Jackson, c.
Bsrrowes, r.
r- t.
£we“<
Hewius, r. e.

g.

Whitman,
Newcomb,
Sullivan,
Bishon,
Small.

Maine

Oldtown,

Deane
White
Maerz
Johoson
Putnam

1. e.
q. b.
r. h.
]. b.
f. b.

State, 24;

Bates,

0.

A.

f.
Jordan,
Referee, Marsh; umpire.

35 minutes.

E. Randall

Hat oh;

Full

the

District Epworth League, to be held at WELL
Chestnut street ohurob, Thursday. Oct.

Other Games.

At

At New York-Yale, 13; Carlisle,8.
At Philadelphia—Lafayette,6; University uf Pennsylvania, 0
At West Point—West Point, 44; Union
College, 0.
At Princeton—Princeton,39; Pennsylvania State College,0.
At Providence—Brown, 18; Lehigh, 0.

20

known

29:

Rev. G.

Greeting,

Rev. U. W. Parsons, D.

D.,

the Church.

Response by

the

F. Millward.
Pastor

of

President,

Rev. E. C. Strout.

Business, Reports, Appointing of
Committees, Etc,
11.00. Short Papers:
Thoughts Suggested by Our Pledge.
Mrs. Sadie I. Strout, Woodford*.
The League a Training School in
Systematic Giving,
Rev. W. H. Barber, Goodwin’s Mills.
What We Oan Do—The Literary De-

partment,
Mi

s

Sunday—A

Holy Day

Portland
Denominational Papers, Their
Value to Our Young People.
Member from South Berwick
Music in the Epworth League,
Mrs. H. L. Williams, Biddeford
Tho League and Its Larger Influence,
Miss Graoe Dolley, ( orfaam
Our

What We Have Found to Do—Mercy
and Help Department,
Mrs. Jennie L. Dennett, Saco
2.45. Address—Westminster Abbey,
iwy.

r.

o,

Collection,

oven.

large fire pot,

BAHQE

heavy

cast-

....ings.
Complete with liigh shelf, set of ware, put up in
house, for only
$25.00.
Here’s another trade. Large Parlor Stove, genu-

your

Holiday—

or a

20

CRAWFORD

Nettia Debeck, Westbrook

Which?
Miss Carrie E. Gowen, South Portland
The League and the Revival,
Charles H. Clark, Kennebunk.
A Call from the Field,
G.
R. Palmer, Presiding Elder
Rev.
12.00. Adjournment,
1.30. Devotional Service,
Rev. William Wood
2.00. Five to Ten Minute Papers,
to
the
Loyalty
League,
Miss Mabel
Morris, Pine Street,

size, 8-

Range,

inch

Devotional Service,

10.00.

ine imported RUSSIA iron body, 14 inch fire
pot,
draw centre grate, full base heater for only

$19.00,
We

also agents for the Famous Household
and Parlor Stoves, Atlantic Ranges and

are

Ranges

Heaters.

Remember,

we

payment.

will take your old stove in

R. S. DAVIS &
108

part

CO.,

EXCHANGE ST.

oct24 at

nugers

3.10 Papers:

A Plea for tbe Juniors,
Mrs.
E. Leslie
Baker, Congress
Street Y. P. S. C. E.
The League and Amusements,
Mrs. Annie M. Niohois, Kennebunk-

CANVAS SHOOTING COATS
AT

-—P

poit

The Leaguer as a Christian Citizen,
Arthur A. Callaghan, Chestnut Street
8.45. AJdreee—Visions,
Rev. W. T. Perrin, South Boston
4.30. Business,

Adjournment,

7.15.
7.30.

PBICEST

BEDDCED

•

Praise Servloe,

Prayer,

Rev. A. A. Lewis We

have

a

Solo,
Miss Gertrude Card

AddresB—The

7.50.

Epworth

House,

full line of CANVAS SHOOTING COATS |which we
selling at astonishingly low prices in order to

League

reduce

our

are

stock.

Rev. C. A. Littlefield, Boston

8.10.

Athem,

Collection,
Solo,
8.30.

Epworth League Chorus Best Quality Coat, Corduroy Collar, reduced to only,
Fine Grade Canras Coat, usually sold for $3 at only,
Mr. Arthur D. Pierce

Address,
Rev. E. M.

Unfinished Business,

Adjournment,
Two

Norway,

Good

Taylor,D. D.. Boston
Also

Granges Aged

$3.25
$2.00
$ I jg

Quality Canras Coat,
a

22.

line assortment of Leggins, Belts, Game Bags. Gun Cases
and in fact everything necessary for a

October
94.—Parle
grange, Herbert L. Tucker, master, with
a membership of 175 celebrated its twen-

gunner’s outfit.

Me.,

ty-second anniversary of its organization
today. Of the twenty-four charter memA banquet
at
bers, fifteen are living.
noon
was followed by publiojflleernry

Slums POWDERS DF ILL MR

exercises.

Norway grange, J. A. Roberts, master, with a membership of 990, observed
its twenty-second anniversary today. Of
twenty-eight charter members, seventeen
are living.
The bauquet at noon
was
followed by tbe roll call of charter members and responses by those present, and
was
literary exercises. The meeting
private.
Charged "With highway Robbery.
Bangor, October 84.—James Bell and

Thomas Golden were bound over to tbe
January tern* ot court charged with
highway robbery last night.
Capt.
of Harrington, Me., was
Elijah Eaton
the victim.
were
committed to
They

jail.

180 and 182 Middle Street.

sep20

dtf

Foooooocooooooooooooo
WHEN P

8

WHERE P

What to buy, when to buy and whero to buy it.
Three
important matters that you will haye to consider

very

State of Ohio. City of Toledo, 1
Lucas County.
/ ss.
Feank J. heney makes oath that he Is the
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney &
■

V. u..

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.

UUiUg

DU31UCI3

ill

LUO

Ui

1U1DUO,

County and State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay tbe sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.
Frank J. Cheney.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In my
presence, this 8th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A.

~—

SEAL

W. GLEASON,

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally
acts directly on the blood and mucous
faces of the svstem. Send for testimonials,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toleno,

is

Oour
O

§

A. F. HILL & Co.
oct24dlw

and
sur-

I Our Line of Trouserings 1

RhCATARRH
a

THIS FALL
is very attractive.
The assort- k
ment is the most extensive ever
shown by us. The range of qualitibs embraces everything
from M
the lowest up the finest, and our B
all
are
right.
prices

S|
||

It can be cured by a
pleasant remedy which
is applied directly into
die nostrils.
Opens and cleans the Nasal Passages. Allays
Pam and Inflammation, Heals and Protects
the Membrane from Colds, Restores the Senses
of Taste and Smell. Is
quickly absorbed. Gives
rebel at once. 60c at Druggists or by mall:
samples 10c by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. 56 Warren St.. New York.

C*

§

UPHOLSTERY WORK
-AND

Furniture

LOCAL DISEASE

and is the result of colds
and sudden cliir.attc
changes.

y

Q

0000000000000:0000000000000

free
O.

EF“Sold by Druggists, 76c.

C AT AR

furtirer mental worry. In the meantime an investment
in a pair of $2.70 Johnson Pants will convince you that
goods wear well and while you are in the store ask
to be shown those elegant Kersey Overcoats at $10,
$12 or $16. You’ll feel like taking one home with you.

O**

M

A’otary P)Mie,

'—

shortly. A simple glance at our Fall and Winter C
Clothing will settle all three questions without any

Q

Repairing

AT REASONABLE PRICES,

FRANK P. TIBBETTS & CQ.t

W. L. CARD.

I

DRAPER-TAILOR,

||

i

46 Free

dec4eodtf

Street.

oct23

4 & 6 Free Street.

aiw

Both to live and to paint for the true brother
hood of man,

%\

FOX STUDIO
4781-2 Congress St., Portland,Me.

Drawing, Painting
annual meeting of the subscribers of
this association will be held at tne Home,

11HE

Emery street,
at 3 p. m.

on TUESDAY, OCTOBER
27th,
By order of the Managers.

Harriet s. mocobb,

time,

Cambridge—Hnrvard Freshmen, 4;
Phillips Exeter, 0.
At Boston—B. A.
A., 12; Orange A.
football C., 0.

October 24.—The
game at the Maiue State College campus
this afternoon between the State College
of Orono and Bates, was witnessed by
hundreds.
The final ecore was 24 to 0
in favor of
Maine State College. The
was
uelebrated with loud apviotory
plause, the ringing of the chapel bell
and the firing of guns.

Portland District ISpworth League,
l'he following is the programme for
the annual convention of the Portland

terri-

<*©

women.

For Infants and Children,

CRIMSON WAVED VICTORIOUS

had the Dali
punting and the half ended without any tory all the time and onoe
the
upon the Masons of today to keep
change of the score with the ball on Cor- onCoburn’s four yard line.
(bbnrn kicked oil to Hunt on fifteen
order up to the standards of the past. they did mnnaize to net the ball back to nell’s twenty-five yard line.
Mr. Drummond spoke of the emblems of the center of tbe field, there they again
In tbe second half, Cornell had the ad- yarl line. She advances the ball ten
seemed to close their eyes and let the
uue nuts
uu
buree
Masonry as educational in purpose and
vantage of kicking. Beautiful work by /nwa, v^uuuoi uuuacu
little boys from Augusta push
them
Beach am and MoKeever advanoed the yaila, Cnaide circled left end for four
representative of the truths on whioh the
about at will.
order was founded.
As truth
ball to Harvard’s fifteen yard,line. Cor- yads. On third down Cnaide punted
Is unNeither side scored. Cony came near It nell
believed were
changeable, so he
the
at this point braced up and began to iioe who was downed In hie tracks.
twice and kept the hall in
Portland’s
line for four yards
principles of Masonry aDd he opposed
p laying a very aggressive game. Beaoh- Brtwn bucked the
Rle oircled left end for eighteen yards,
the movement intended to modernize the territory three-fourths of Ihe time. Port- am tried left tackle,' but mads no
gain.
eud
for twelve yards
Stirtevant
right
land didn’t even osme near scoring and
order.
Taussig got a gain of two yards through anl Brawn gained four yards. After a
never was there snob a surprise on tbe
takle
and
Beaohano
around
More mnsio by the orohestra, benedicright
went
series of short gains Sturtevant made
tion pronounced by Bev. Mr. Lawton, Deering gridiron as that Portland run up Cabot for tbree yards. MoKeever tried foirteen yards through taokle for toucbtbe center, with no gain and McKeever dovn in six minutes play.
Rice kicked
What was the matter.
and the exercises at
the
ohnrcb were against Saturday.
again took the ball aronnd Moulton tor a |oal. Score: Coburn 6, B. H. S. 0.
The same old thing. Weak tackles and tbree
at an end.
Moulton
then
retired from
yards.
langor kicked to Rloe who advanced
There was no break In the programme, guards and unless these are changed or the game and was replaced by Grayton. th< ball to the thirty-five yard
line.
A fumble gave tbo ball to Harvard on Bmwn buoked the liue for a short
there
will
be
more
straightened
many
gain,
and lmmedately after
bonedicton was
ber seventeen yard line and Brown kloked Rile went through the line for
eight
disastrous defeats for Portland to swalpronounced the Masons and their Into the thirty-five yard line. Traoy then
two
yards, Rowell advanoed the ball
low. Everyone should give tbe Augusta
got a froe kick. Fennell tried for a goal yards and Bangor scoured the ball on
vited guests proceeded to the
banquet boys great credit for what they did Sat- from
the field, but failed, the ball going dawns on
the
hall of the lodge where a turkey suppe’ urday. They are as pluoky a lot of young
forty-five yard Hue.
to the east of tbe poles.
Harvard got the Conner went through the line for four
fellows as ever played
In
Portland. ball on her
was served. After the
comnany had dor t
twenty-five yard line. Brown yards and then three yards. Huut oirThe
been
coachCony
boys have
kioked to the centre of
the field
and clid right end for thirty yards where he
under Fred Wfalding three weeks
Tracey advanced the ball eight yards be- wee downed by Rice. Cnaide went round
LVden
of
Cornell and
the
result fore
being downed. MoKeever made two left end for twelve yards. Conner made
of his work was shown on Saturday. If
around Grayton. Beaobam lost five a ihort gain and Cnaide went over for a
Coaoh McCarty did not feel disgusted at yards
and tben kicked to Harvard's five toiolrdown in six and one-half minutes
yards
the way the Portlands played his face
Brown tried to kick
yard line.
bnt pity.
Conner
kicked
a
was no indication of his feelings.
goal. The
It is
Taussig blooked tin ball and fell on It score: Coburn 6; B. H. S. 6.
a case of “oheer up” all the
way round for a touchdown.
failed
to
klok
Traoy
Coburn kicked to Conner
who adand a great deal of cheering will
he a
goal. The soore: Harvard 9, Cornell vanced the hall fifteen yards. After three
needed to mend Saturday’s work.
4.
downs Conner punted to Rice who made
THE WAY IT HAPPENED.
Harvard had the ball for tbe klok off. a
sixty yard run round right end for a
Portland won the toss np and took the Brown kicked to Miller nu tbe twenty touchdown In two minutes play. Coal
line and made ten yards before be- was kioked. Score: Coburn
yard
12, B. H.
north goal, giving Cony the hall.
The ing downed. Beaobam made four yards
S. 6.
Aagasta boys kicked oil to Portland’s 18 througb tbe centre when the ball went to
Conner kioked to Rice, who fumbled
yard line and the orowd which was of a Harvard on four downs.
but got the ball and advanoed it to the
Dunlap made a magnificent runaround eighteen yard line. Here time was called
good size, cheered a little whan Hadlock left
end for twenty-five yards and
tbe with the ball iu Coburn’s possession,
caught the ball and rushed it forty-five ball was then on Cornell’s five yard line.
i In the seooid half Conner kicked to
Sullivan immediately lost ten Dunlap squeezed
yards.
through for a touch- Rice who took the ball to tin thirty-five
yard of this by his old trick of running down but BrowD failed to klok a goal.
yard line. Rite went through the taokle
backward instead of forward with the The score: Harvard
13, Cornell 4. Tima for five yard! and Brawn one yard.
ball. Portland had found her antago- was called with the hall in
Harvard’s Rice oircled left end for ten yards.
nists a little too strong in the line and territory
The score: Harvard IB, Cor- Sturtevant
gained four yards. Here BanCookson was give the ball for a punt. nell 1. The
line-up:
gor secured tbe ball on downs in the cenCony caught the ball on the fifty yard
tre
of
the
field.
Cnaide circled left end
line but immediately lost it again to HARVARD.CORNELL.
for twenty-five yards nnd was tackled
Portland. Cookson puntsd once more C-tbot,
1. e.
Lee (Wilson)
Rice.
A. H. Humphrey, chairman of tha Com- and the hall was
Conner went
handsomely by
caught on Cony’s forty- Sargeant
1. t.
Lender
through right taokle for four yards and
mittee of arrangements*
five yard line. With the ball in
their Bank,
1. g.
Read Hunt right eid for Beven
yards. On the
hands Cony worked the
mass covered
F. Shaw,
o.
Norton next down Aldeu broke
foil justice to the good things provided, criss-cross
through nnd
r. g.
play for twenty-fivs yards, N Shaw,
Pennell tackled behind the line. Cnaide
advanced
they were again called to order and gain, Portland finally held them
on
r. t.
Haughton,
Sweedand the ball teu
yards round left end, Conagain to Cony’s Moulton (Graydon)r. e.
Brother H. A. Merrill
was
introduced downs and punted
Taussig ner went through the line for four
as toast master.
Miller
The following respond- forty yard line. Throngn the taokles and Beule,
q. b.
By several short gains Bangor
guards and around tbe ends Buttbrlleld Sullivan,
1. h
b.
Beeobam yards.
ed to toaste:
took the ball to Coburn’s four
and Scribner, Cony’s backs, went down Dunlau,
r. h. b.
MoKeever Here Bangor fumbled for n yard liue.
A. H. Humphrey, chairman of
loss, and
the the field to within three yards of the
again on the third down, bat Bangor
Portland’s goal line wnen a fumble gave Brown,
oommittee
of
f. b.
arrangements*
Joseph the
claimed
that
the
ball
was
kioked
before
hall to Portland.
A. Locke, deputy grand
Touchdowns—Brown
1, Tanssls 1, It was passed, and BaiJey allowed It, so
master, H.
Cookson at once punted to Portland’s
Goals
1.
from
Dunlap
field—Brown.
M. Moore, who read an original poem In
Bangor kept the ball. Coburn held and
forty yard line and Cony by the work of Referee, Dr.
Schnff:
umpire, Paul secured the ball on downs. Rice went
response to the toast “The Emblems of her backs pushed the ball hack to within Dasbiel;
M.
Pratt.
Attendlinesman,
hrongb right taokle for eight yards.
fifteen yards of Portland’s goal again
the Order,” and O. G. Woodman.
Time of halves thirty min- Bangor got tbe ball again by a fumble
ance, 3500.
Uere they lost the ball on a
fumble
utes.
A social hour In the upper hall
sucon Coburn’s twenty yard line.
After a
again and once more Cookson punted to
few short gains Coburn secured the hall
ceeded the feasting, duiins wfaioh the the forty yard lino. Cries oross
play and Bowdofn Outclassed at
on downs on their
fourteen
yard line.
Every Point by
entertained by music end clroling put the ball back to Portcompany were
Short gains by Sturtevant and Brawn,
1
land’s twenty-five yard line and
here
Williams.
from the orchestra and
several vocal
and twelve yards by Rice round left end,
niece nu uusueuessiur
at
ones
lUGeinpc
took the hall to their thirtv vnrr)
ii.,n
selections.
cross play, very slow and poor. Cony lost
31.—
Willinmstown, Mass., October
when time was up. The fallowing was
The orohestra sounded for the grand the ball on
downs.
Cookson again Williams played the best game of the the
line-up:
march at a. 30 and the celebration con- panted to center of the field And Cony season
against Bowdoin this afternoon COBURN.B. H. S.
rushed the ball back into
Portland’s
cluded in a most enjoyable manner with
territory as far ns the forty yard line. and won 22 to nothing. Bowdoin played £• Clarke,
I. e.
Bailey, Snow
a dano e order of nine numbers.
The ex- Here Foster broke
1. t,
through the liue and pluokilv, but was out classed at every Thayer,
Davis
ecutive committee consisted of A. H. got the ball for Portland. Sullivan,
1.
Tillson,
Smith
Williams
g.
showed
in
the
point.
up best
c.
Sweat
Humphrey, L. R. Cook, H M. Moore O’Brien and Cookson took the ball last half, when Bowrtoiu’s tackles were Thomas,
rapidly down Into Cony’s territory with
r. g.
Rowell,
York
E. P. Goruey, H. A. Merrill, F. W.
something like our old time play and the hammered unmercifully and continuous- Bakerman,
r. t.
Hunt
Bucknam. The suocess of the celebra- half ended with the
Wil- S. Clarke
ball on
r. e.
Cony’s ly and each time for iong gains.
Crowles
tion was due largely to the efforts
of fifteen yard line, the nearest Portland liams goal was not endangered during Alden,,
MaCauu
q. b.
the game. Ryan and Lee played the best Rioe,
r. b. b.
Past Worshipful Brother A. H. Hum- came to a touchdown during the game.
Cnaidy
Portland punted off in the seoond half game for Williams while Veazie did star Stnrtevant,
1.
h.
b.
Hal
Hunt
phrey, the ohairman of the committee, to Cony’s forty yard line.
f. b.
Butterfield, work for Bowdoin. The line-up follows: Brawn,
Conner
wiiose interest in the lodge has for years Couy’s orack half back, and
Soribner WILLIAMS.BOWDOIN.
Snore—Coburn 12;B. H. S., 8. Tonohbeen shown by his untiriDg
labors In pushed the ball back iuto Portland’s
downs—SturtevaDt, Rloe, Cnaide. Goals:
r. e., Veazie
Howard, 1. t.
territory. UevtDe was obliged to retire Whitrey,
forwarding any movement which he has with
1. t.
Umpire, T. D. Bailey;
r. t., Murphy Rloe2, Couners.
an injured
shoulder and Dorticos Dee,
1. g.
’98;
regarded as advantageous to the cause. was substituted.
r. g
linemen,
Spear referee, Alden, Colbv
Down towards
the Wright,
15
Bucks,
minute
halves.
Hieks;
o., Shnte
Portland goal the pig skin was rushed. MoGowan, o.
ltebekah
r.
Branch
1. g.,
Ivy
Lodge.
g.
Portland got
the ball on downs and Dotz,
Doering, 4; Freeport, O,
B’ifer, r. t.
1. t., Stookbndge
Odo of the largest audiences ever in punted to Cony’s forty yard line.
Butr. e.
1.
Stearns Great Day for the Boys of the Neighboring
Rutter,
e.t
Captain
terfield
tried to carry the ball on
oriss
Odd Fellows’ ball was present Saturday
q. b., Moulton
cross play but the Portland men broke Captain Ryan, q. b.
City.
r. b. b., Stanwood
Brauuh, 1. h. b.
evening at the twenty-fifth anniversary through Cony’s line and spoiled the
play. Denman, r. h. b.
1.
h. b., Kendall
The Deering High school football team
of Ivy Rebekah lodge’ Woodbine Rebek- Butterfield however suooeeded in getting
f. b., Csrk lined
the ball baok into the center of the field. Templeton, f. b.
ah lodge, the siBter
up against Freeport Saturday after
lodge of this city, Here
Score—Williams,
2Q;JBowdoiD, 0. a hard
the ball went to Portland again on
was the special guest of the evening, and
game with Westbrook Seminary
downs but they held it only a minute for Touchdowns—Whitney, Denman 2, B’ifer.
there were also many members of out of Smith lost it on a fumble. O’Brien and Goals from touchdowns—Rutter 3. Um- Friday. The boys were In bad condition
Dana of Portland now retired from the pire, EMr. Mackie of Harvard; referee, having throe of the.best men Injured but
town lodges present.
Chadwell of Williams; Jinesmon, Burns
they won 1 to 0.
It was a happy occasion and was cele- game and Underwood and Hinds were ’97, Williams, Bratt
’97, Bowdoin; time,
substituted but it was no use.
Butter- 25 and
The principal features of the
20 minutes halves.
brated in a most fitting
a
manner
game
by
field made a twenty yard run into Portwere tbe long runs of H.
Jordan and
choice musical and literary
entertain- land s territory before Cony lost the ball
Hebron, 42; Nicholas X.atlu, O.
on downs.
Ranuall and tbe star playing of WoodSullivan, Dorticos and Wentment, followed by a collation In the ban- worth
Hebron, October 24.—The Hebrone
pushed the ball back by end plays
ford at center who played horse with bis
a picked eleven from the Nicholas
present to the center of
played
quet hall, to which everybody
the field and then Port- Latin
and the
and Bates second this afternoon at men during the whole game
was cordialy welcomed.
The entertain- land lust the ball
again on another fum- 2.30 on the campus.
The Hebrons de- snperb pussing and blocking of Burment was one of rare excellence
and ble.
rows.
The
feated
the
line-up:
picked eleven 42 to 0. ExcelFrom
nearly every number on the programme touoh thethis time on Portland did not lent work was done by Whitman, Sulliball again. The P. H. S. boys
PEERING.FREEPORT.
was enoored.
and Newoombe of the HeThe history of Ivy lodge, fought hard and
van,
Bishop
disputed every inch of
Race,
r. e.
Tyler
a :
whioh was written for the occasion by tho ground but Butterlleeld and Soribner brons. The line-up foil
S. Jordan,
Dennison
r.
t.
the lodge historians, Mrs. Liois Mont- alternately carried the ball to within
Banks
r.
Woodbury,
HEBRONS.PICKED
ELEVEN.
g.
three yards of Portland's
goal when it
Soule
o.
gomery and Mrs. Sarah Alexander, was
Sands Woodford,
r. e.
~?e*r bands wbeD time was called Oldham,
Tracy,
Mallett
j. g.
of unusual interest and was read
by it>aS*i
ortland’s fight to save a touchdown was Kane,
r. t.
Thomas
Williams
Jacobs,
t.
l.
Mrs. Montgomery. There$was a vein of the only deoent thing they accomplished Hates,
r. g.
Merry
Means
1. e.
Jones Christianson,
c.
humor ruoning through many parts of during the game but it was a fight and a Keene,
Small
Burrows,
q. b.
hard one too.
J. g.
Tetley
Barrett,
F.
Davis
). h.
It, and the initiated could readily read
Tho liue-up:
Warren H. Randall,
1. t.
Abbott,
Randall
J.
h.
r.
Jordan,
between the
ways

CASTOR IA

MET THEIR SCPERIORS.

October 16th, 1896.

Secretary.
oct!9 lw

XJST

Reopens

Notice

MARY B. WOODS, late of Yarmouth,
in
the County of Cumberland,
deceased,
and
given
bonds
as
the law
directs.
demands
having
PeJ*on#
upon the
estate of

said deceased, are required to exhibit the game; and all persons indented to
are called upon to make
payment to
AUGUSTA WOODS, Administratrix, c. t a.
Portland, Oot. 17, 1896. oetl9dlaw3wM*

®^4te

Talks!

Modelling

October 19th,

The tenth year of the school
lowing teachers and studies:
Art

is hereby given that the subscrlber
has
been
duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of administratrix. w th the will annexed, of the estate of

and

OTjAY.

} -CHARLES L.

offers tho

fo).

FOX.

Portrait—ELIZABETH B. FOX.
Antique—HERBERT A. RICHARDSON.

Antique—CARkIE 1. KASTMAN,
still Life—Curtis a. perry.
Sketch Ciass—HELEN W. BROWN.

Alter noon

Anatomy,™ {-FRANK

G.

SANFORD,

TERMS—$10 a month Antique apd other
classes; $13 a month Portrait and ofcho*
Classes.
a week.
Evening Class—Antique
For further detail# send for circular or upfjy
to teachers after 19th October.
sept l*6&iirx

THE PRESENT POLITICAL CRISIS-

THE ASESSORS.

They

Returned

♦

From

Their

Trip

What the

Ye»-

Lesions
This

tcrday.

for the

Cause,

Church, From

Are.

At the West
End
Congregational
been customary to celeiburoh it has
brate one Sunday of late years
as oltisens’ Sunday, and yesterday ^was so cal-

home
Tha Portland assessors arrived
yesterday morning from their visit to
oities in Massachusetts and New Hampshire. Every facility for examining into
matters and things of interest has been
their
afforded them and on the w hole

ibrated.
The following is a resume of the sermon of the Rev. Mr.
Bean at the West
Congregational church upon, “Tbe Lesions for tbe church from
the
present
political crisis.”

has been one of profit.
and
On Tuesday they visited Lyon,
while in some matters of minor Importan
ance
improvement was noted on
the whole things were no better there

trip

Mr. Bean first spoke of his own interest in social and political
subjects aud
“citlbf the origin and significance of
sens’ Sunday”
as observed
by this

than here.

Wednesday found them at New Bedford
where they were royally entertained. A
new system of assessment and valuation
of property has just heen adopted which
They were shown
is exceedingly good.
about the city and the valuation cited on
various pieoes of property for comparison
Pifi
with similar pieoes at home.
Thursday Worcester was visited, but
nothing new was obtniued and Springabout
the
field the next day showed
same as Lynn.
Saturday Newton’s model system was
inspected, and something worth seeing

church.

He emphasized the faot that
not
the sermon of tbe morning was
the
Heated by any partisan spirit as
speaker had no affiliation with any of
tbe
the parties, of th6 used of keeping
church life free from all
influences
which would prevent persons of all political faiths from meeting ou a common
Conservioe.
ground of worship and
“But we are oitizens
as well as Christians, and no man serves
or worships God acceptably who does not
also endeavor to discharge his duties to

tinuing he said,

found.

human brotherhood, and a standclass hatred and class
Mr. Bean believes in a
distinctions.
church for men, not for poor man or
rich men, and has small sympathy for
the prevailing fashion of preaohlng to
trades, professions or classes,
church not pot the rich man
ist
the
but
standing
nor pat tbs poor man,
ereot, transfigured in the light of eternal truth, let her declare the law for the
kingdom of God.
3.—The final lesson the church needs
to learn form the present crisis Is that
Christ is the only saviour of sooiety as
well as the individual, and that he saves
sooiety by savlDg the individial. It may
sound old-fashioned to declare that the
great trouble with sooiety is that man
The
truth.
Is a sinner, but It Is the
great reason why wsalth oppresses poverand
of
to our
ty, and why poverty is suspicions
unjust to wealth, is that man is selfish.
Not
the roor man or the rioh man, but Patrons.
The man who believes that all
man.
•hat is needed for Industrial emancipaWhen you visit Portland take the
tion is more and cheaper money is altogether mistaken. What is needed most time to visit this store and look over
We are
of'all is more and better men.
law, or the superb stock in every department.
dying of an over reliance on
rather elgislatlon. We need to remember
the wholesome.truth that,” Authority can- Your visit to the store may be the
not make men'fraternal; the highest justice Is not the product of foroe, nor can means of defraying the whole expense
the state gife men sagacity, prudence, of
your trip in the city. Others have
tact, honor, self denial, shrewdness or
thrift.” If we could redeem men from had such experience here—why not
vice, intemperance, nnd selfishness, we
should have
wrought a reform full of you?
blessing.
promise for permanency and
’Tis Christ that is needed more than all
and most of all.

a

as

learning that

Portlanders,
It

pays to

goods—always—and
lishment the best

are

October Special Bargains.
That’s because the

bargains are
list, thus :

1.

always

to a man oi toe worm, auunnany
learns the truth of his daughter’s happiThe play will be given tonight
ness.

which can only be effectually
and permanently removed by the agency of the
cburoh that the subjects finds treatment
here. 1 have lived long enough to know

at Portland theatre,
a
The ’Haydns.

Haydn Association rehearsal this evening at Kotzschmnr hall. Music, “Wreck
of the Hesperus,” Wareling songs, Mrs.
White, Mr. Carleton. A rapid inorease

that the poor oannot be benefited by the
ruin of the
riob.
The Inequalities of
wealth so far as tbiy are caused by fav-

The last rein membership is uoted.
hearsal was the largest for y£bre. Every
member is expected to be present.
Says Bribery; Filley Answers Bare
Faced Lie.

Liouis, October 24.—State ChairBoselle of the People’s party.ubarges that four times since the nomination
of the Populist ticket he has been offered
money from Bepublican sources to nse
St.

man

The first paper of the day dealt with
the subject of '‘preparation for the high
school,” and was by Principal Albro
E. Chase, of Portland. In the oourse of

his paper, whiob was especially interesting to teachers he said that the grammar
sohool is the most important in the whole
oritism to classes and the plaoing of unsystem. This school should fit the young
must be
just burdens npon the poor
for
woman
and
man
entering the
bnt It must be by legislation
rightad,
The High
ordinary business of life.
that is remedial not that whiob is revo- School is the
place Jor those who have
lutionary. Beoause I believe that an in- opportunities for more extended studies.
if It oan be equitably levied
come tax,
The average age of pupils graduating
and oollected, is one of the fairest and
schools in New
the grammar
from
it does not folmost righteous of taxes,
England is fourteen or fifteen years oi
low that I am to join in dsnuuoiation of
age. Mr. Warren in his paper of Friday
the Supreme court of my country when
thought the hoy who had to leave school
it unconit dealares a certain form of
at 15 should have a more practical trainstitutional, or that I am to seek to revoMr. Merrill’!
in the

be had

a

his influence towards keeping a full third
ticket in the field.
In an inter- lutionize it in its composition.
party
Mr. Boselle said: “Mr.
view today,
The proposal to praotlcally do away
a
Jones, the nominee for governor, has with the results of
generaticn of
suffered enough of abuse and vile insinu- effort in behalf of oixll [service reform
ations because of his withdrawal from marks a crisis in our affairs.
What has
the contest for governor. It is time the tbs overturn of an administration to do
truth should come oat. Money has been with the clerk who sorts onr
letters.

ing

High S.chool.

nature.
the same
was of
criticism
Wouldn’t the criticism which these gentlemen made, apply more Justly to the

grammar schools

than

to

the

school.
The fundamental requirements of

|| #1

the

state

candidates

and diploma.

to

Better

goods

are

pronounced judgment

are fitted to livmodels'-iAmerican women)--not French or
German women, whose figures are different from Am-

ing

for

gifts

for

ericans. The materials are
the best made. The bone
and steel-ends are encased
in rubber pockets which
the
untimely
prevents
punching through.

ny

LEIGHTOI si

“Your Money Back If the Goods Don’t Suit You.”

intelligent
Dress IVlaker will tell

Any

PORTLAND, ME.
“Specially Special.”

Palms and Jardinieres.

We

you many more points
these
in
excellence
we
have
“W-B.’s” than"

are

of

sure that we lead the market on these goods ; look into our
west window and see if YOU don’t think so, too.
We sell
or loan the palms,
and we make very low prices on the
Jardinieres. We sell a real $1 one at 77c.

space for.
many lines of
these famous Corsets, but
can advertise only a few,
have

We

and com-

69c

At 59c yd.
fll

JACKETS.
our

of

garments, always

a

stripped

most fashion,

higher

Fine
The

zone, stiff bone bust
The bones are in

low when

L. II.

Goods

$1.00
STYLES of W-B’

SEVERAL
shape
at a

SCHLOSBERO,

in

Manufacturing; Furrier,

Express charges

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft,

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥
THE COOK
|
IS PLEASED

|
?

J

J

BAKER’S
EXTRACTS

J

NEVER

$

DISAPPOINT.

;

;
{

neuralgia.

years

[Funeral service Monday at 2.30 o’clock from
his mother’s residence, 65 Alder street.
In this city, Oct. 24, Ann, wife of Thomas W.

Taylor, aged 52 years.
[Funeral Tuesday morning at 8.30 o clock,
from her late residence. Park Hotel, Green St.
Requiem high mass at the Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception at 9 o’clock.
In this city, October 24, the infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Berry, aged one

day.
In Deering, Opt. 25, at the residence of her
son-in-law. E. B. Winslow, Mary H., wife of

Scribner,

years.
In Sebago.
years.

Oot. 22, Robert L. Blake, aged 72

In Bethel, Oct. 19. Elijah Brown, aged 74 yrsj
In Bethel. Oct. 19, Miss Cora Twombly, of
Gray, aged 18 years.
In South Casco, Oot. 18, Mrs. Marshall Me
Lucas, aged 71 years.
In Gardiner. Oct. 19, Mrs. Lee Stackpole,
aged G2 years.
In Oakland, Oct. 17. Mrs. Lon Matthews, aged
__

55 years.

In

Phipsburg,

ard, aged

Oct 17, Mrs. Melinda A. Push-

70 years.

of the late Mi$. Ellen L. Mul
place this Monday morning, Iron
residenc, No. 5*7 Commercial street
high mass at St. Dominie church at I

CThe funeral

$3*em

Century,
Atlantic,

40 inches wide.

long,

All

are

and materials,

f

perfec
extri

They

may last

until Monday evening, but-

BLANKETS.

oct26eodtf

t

annual meeting of the Female Provide n
Assoclaton will be held In room 9, City
Building, Monday. November second at twothirty o’clock for the election of officers and the
transaetlon of such other business as may legally be brought before the meeting.
of
A full attendance is desired. Per Order

Acting Secretary.

Wlk

Proprietor

SHAKER FLANHITE
NEL. (We suspect there’s
Short
in
cotton
it.)
tv

U

Teazled tip

on

xv

iti

vaiua

<*

both sides,

4c

and

FLANNEL. Choice
and
stripes
dark and light.

at

drawing price.

Comb and Brush Set, at
the price of the Brush

I

alone.
1 Hard

|

Comb,

Rubber Dressing
combination
of
I
coarse and tine.
1 line tooth Comb.
of Dr. Warner's, J&C and man y
1 excellent 'Hair Brush.
other popular makes.
The whole set for
25c
The letters ‘‘W-B” stand
f< r SECOND. Ladies' Seal Purses and
Card Cases combined.
Weingarter Bros., the manufacturer 's
Well
and
of these corsets.
strongly
ornamental. True
made,
They also stand for “World *
value is 50c. Monday
Best.”

zontal corded bust,
$1.5* )
Besides the famous -lW-B’s” bet- L,
14 grade
are Her Majesty’s, I’-D.

M\M, SHORT & HARMON.
The female Provident Association.

The

forbid the advertising of
Said they were
Blankets.
advertising themselves. But here’s
tell you about.
a line that we must
79
Heavy fieece, 81 inches long
Red and blue borders,
inches vide.
$2.75
per pair,

around the wars'
FIRST.
Double hooks at th a
bottonf front. Hor:

In any style of leather
at reasonable rates.

rflhe
A

$1.12 1-2.

pair,

TOILET
^attractions,

Clure, Munsey

MK8. A. B. COLE.
October 28th, 1892.

Muslin

Corsets for quality > Ten
styles.
10 cent, quality,
6 1-4 cts.
shape, fit and durWhite
elas
ability.
COUNTER Bargains
tic hip-gore. Doubl
Two magnetic
for today.
of
sateei
zone

Cosmopolitan.

Managers,

lot

an
These
remarkable

..

^
In West Corinth, Oct. 16, Mrs. Lucretia Duren
aged 64 years.
In Orono, Oct. 16, Mrs. Flora £. Clement,
aged 32 years.
In Bangor, Oct 17, Francis B. Wright, aged
86 years.

take
Jon will
late

Me

us

gave

of Dotted Swiss

Abdominal OUTING
colorings,
quality
plaids,

#

Janes A. Leavitt.
of funeral hereafter.l
[Notice
In East Deering. Oct. 25, Leon 8., son of Elton L. and Sarah C. Bunker, aged 2 years and 6
months.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 8 Main street, East Deering.
In Bath, Oct. 22, Mrs. Sarah Cook, aged 66

A

4 clasps. All are silk flossed. Sorni
Black
have silk embroidery tops.
$l.0( |
white, drab,

Bound.

nes
Harpers.

Dollar.

long, medium, and short waists. Tin
long waists have 6 clasps, the shor

Cor. Free A Cross Sts.

oct26M&W2t

HIT

LUCKY

Price per

The seventy live cent grade has a
softer bust, extra long waist, 6 clasps.
7‘5c
White and drab,

Out of 200,000 Real Sealskins used per annum,
about 22,500 only are GENUINE ALASKA SEALS.
Intending purchasers will therefor appreciate the
importance of buying at a Reliable Fur House.

gladly

WINDOW DRAPERIES.

75c

$175.

to

Monday,

on

These Corsets out:rank many bragged-ot
75 cent Corsets.
Second floor. Congress St. Section.

inches

$225 to $275.

$135

soil

of
three,
ugrops
is
The quality
Curtains.
is
encased
steel-end
and
bone
each
The dots prettily arranged.
fine.
that it cannot punch
so
in rubber
A wide and full ruffle of Plain Swiss
69c Muslin' borders the
and drab,
White
curtains 90
through.

Furriery.

we sell
prices
Genuine Alaska Seal Jackets for
Persian Lamb Jackets for
are

with extra

Satine, double waist

able character, are this year more worthy of commendation than ever. The sleeves—collar—fronts—back—
linings—all show artistic work, and the cause of our
reputation for

If You Live Out of Town

Ordering

style

of

\Ye will

Th

ALASKA FUR SEAL

The

Const

mmiuni monuay.

l

e sixty
any part of the day—our
NINE CENT
famous J&C Corsets, the best 50
“W-B” Corset
cent Corset that we can buy. Couhas an extra long
tille body, stripped bones and steels,
waist, is made of equator zone around the waist. Per39c
firm Corset
Jean fect shapes. Monday at

I Ju

showing
grade goods

l

“w- b.m cor-

These

sets

son

&

OUR TERMS:

on

others.

CREAM

practical suggestion*

Hooper,

judges

competent!

“The Household Outfitters,”

with overshot
tufted stripes in different colorings.
High These goods are all wool and particufor suits and traveling cos
educa- larly adapted

more

CUT GLASS WATER BOTTLES $1.98

The above

and checks

bigger

a

still

of

Corsets, and they say that
in very many points the
“W-B„” Corsets excel all

Christmas and other occasions.

Invisible plaids

yet,

bench

These, also, are heavy and highly finished glass and
would be a good trade if you had to pay $3.00 for them.

suitings—in

tion for one who must leave school at nr tumes.
Or why should we demand that he give
age are to read intelligently, write
early
mittee repeatedly during the eampaign up his position just as he has become the
accurately and speak properly, to under- 11 rft-, ..J
A
two-toned
because
efficient
servant
of
the
public
from Bepublican souroes.
Bepublican some one else wants a turn at the
public stand the elements of mathematics, tc
and
m°hair
money was offered me and not only me orlb.
should
business
firm
that
Any
know the geography and the history of hii
but Jones to oppose electoral fusion with
*
would
manage its affairs in that way
wool miiture—
to understand the
own country, and
to keep the state
the
Democrats and
a nation
soou go into bankruptcy, and
ticketjiotacl.
principles uf hygiene and physiology.
that does deserves to.
the mohair being in little tufts or knots.
After his refusing three offers, chairaddress
the
his
Continuing
speaker
1 Bnt for the higher forms of buslnesi
man Boselle says the alleged representawhich
the
out
at
Eight different beautiful combinations.
tc
pointed
peril
length
and professional activity, the ability
tive of Chairman Filley of the Bepubli- arises flora the
appeal to class hatred. observe accurately, to think correotly,
committee made another prooun state
He
expressed his sympathy with the
position to him in the following lang- Pullman strikers ta their original action oonseoutively, thoroughly and exhaust
Ri
A catchy combiaation
uage: “The moment you file your state of
stopping work, but pointed out that ively, are required to seoure success ic
tde b°ucle °r^er-ticket at Jeffeison City, the old insn that
was a very different thing from jus(meaning Filley). will produce for you tifying the doings of the Chicago mob life. The ability, to do these things musi
ground of navy, green
$1000, aud 1 am authorized to say you and passing condemnation on the Presi- be acquired by the general system o:
can have $4000 more on which to make
or brown,
with glossy black mohair
dent. Is there not a oriels in national culture of the High school.
a red-hot straight campaign.”
affairs when the representatives of nearly
The disoussion was participated in bj
Chairman Filley of the Bepublican
knots.
one-half our people enunciate the docof Yarmoutl
B. P. Snow,
state committee, was asked this afterPrincipal
and
sit
trine that the President
by
Idly
noon in regard to the charges and said:
witness the defianoe of Federal law and Academy and Principal Parker, of Capi
“The whole thing ts a bare-faced He.
Our
of the
the destrnotlon of Federal
property. Elizabeth High School.
I bad no such representative.
I do not
the
But they did
not really mean it,
Morrill
After a reoess, Mr. A. B.
is
more extensive than
do business in that illegal way.”
done In hot blood, bnt we
thing was
rinn’t; nrnnnsA tn
itl in oold blood.
P o »* i c
onrl
Principal of the State Normal Training in onu irirmov coocnn
The Bate Judge Crisp.
It marks a crisis iu our affairs when School at New Haven, Conn., and forthe same convention propose to make 55
novelties, both rough and
In the Portland High German
Atlanta,
Ga., October 24.—The re- oents worth of silver of the value of 100 merly a teacher
His subject
plain, from 7oc to $2.00 yard with
mains of Hon. Charles Frederick Crisp, oents by Aot of Oongress. 1 think the School waB next introduced.
Morrill
Mr.
was “Useful Psychology.”
all the intervening prices,
ex-Speaker of the United States House majority of those who so voted bolleve
believe that began by explaining the necessity of
of Kepresentat.lves, were conveyed at 10.30 Congress oan do it. I;eannot
I once heard a canwere rascals.
they
The
teaoher.
to
the
pyscboloigaul study
this morning from the Holmes Sanitari- didate of the
Populist party for a sqat in
Gov. Atkinson and Congress, inform the people in a publlo engineer yho is to run a loomotive m us*
um to the Capitol.
In the same way
other public officials, the military and address that the United States govern- 'know his machine.
ment should
stamp any metal or paper the toacber who is to develop the child’s
private citizens, acted as an escort. The with any mark of
and that by
value
body will lie in state in the Capitol rotun- virtue of this stamp, its face value be- mind must know the processes and meth- Send to us for samples, we will
When that comes ods of that mind. Mr. Morrill then went send
da until tomorrow morning when it will oame*lts real value.
them to you free.
to on to
explain the philosophy of the mind,
taken to Americus for Interment. to be reoognized doctrine I am going
be
which will allow all and the
move for an aot
nt
a
in
which
knowledge
ways
Many telegrams of sympathy from publlo ministers to carry their manuscript serwill help the teaoher.
In
men have been received by MrB. Crisp. mons to
Washington and have each it
sheet stamped for the value of one hunThere will be no memorial address here.
You
can do so by mail or by some
said
sheets
to
be
full
dred dollars,
legal Was Willing to Find Work for Fifty of the
tanler for ail debts public and private.
Blizzard in Buffalo.
local
In all cases we
Armenians.
expressman.
This would Bolve the vexed problem of
Buffalo, N. Y., October 24.—A snow ministerial relief and greatly stimulate
on order;
New York,
Oot 31.—N. H. Cule- prepay
The speaker dwelt
storm approaching the dimensions of a sermon production.
a
of
of
“Free
of
or
more
on
the
when
manufacturer
at
slan,
Boston,
$5.00
length
question
money Is senl
January blizzard, prevailed here fot half
Coinage’’ pointing out the moral issue told Dr. Benner, of the Immigration with order.
:
an hour,at noon today.
involved in the proposed legislation.
Bureau today that if the bureau would
with
Now what has the ohuroh to do
The
shoe and leather men of Boston all this.
Tho release fifty of the 180 detained ArmeniMuch every
way.
have organized a sound money league
Chicago platform is a danger sigual fly- ans be would guarantee to find plaoeg on
and are arranging
for a grand parade ing in the heart of our great
country. farms for the men. Mr. Culesian was
on October 31, the
procession to move at If we are wise we will heed its signal,but
2 p. m.
under informed that the matter of the landing
a
banner
It
as
not
will
we
adopt
The salvation of the Armenians had been placed in
wbioh to march to war.
rests iu the Amerioan the hands of the
of the country
Treasury Department,
Bobool and the and
church, the American
until the deparment was beard from
Amerioan oitizen. The politioal party is
MARRIAGES.
used by the intelli- there would be no notion taken. Mr. Culebut an instrument
but sian protested against the detention
of
and conscience of the
people,
gence
¥
In Gorliam, Oct. 24, by Kev. Wm. Bamsden
the salvation Is In the Intelligence and the
Armenians, olaiming that the au- Cornelius N. Hayes of Gorham, Me., and Jen
conscience, not In the party, neoessary thorities Were
nie
M. Colby of Watertown, Mass.
prejudiced against thorn.
What ever party wins,
as that may be.
At South Paris. Oot. 22d, by Bov. Insle
*
¥ and I cannot think the issue very doubt- He claimed that the Armenians would A. Bean, Fred Bennett Pike of (Cornish an, 1
Mary Hortence Tliomes of Harrison, Me.
ful, therejromaine a long campaign for not baoonoe a oharge on the publlo.
When knowing that, the
In Bucksport, Oct. 17, Harry S. Cotton of Or
the intellectual,
moral and spiritual
flavoring extract used has the desired
and
Miss Josie F. Ingalls.
The latter
foroes of our land to wage.
¥ strength, and will never disappoint.
In Augusta, Oct. 17, Chas. K. Hodgkins an 1
The
Late
Russell.
Governor
of
Only the best extracts will stand the
^ part of the sermon was a disoussioD
Mrs. Alice W. Whilehouse.
the
test.
the mission of the ohuroh in meeting
In Burnham, Oct. 18. Sam’l F. Bicker of Bat
Boston, October 34.—The memory of
The the late Hon. William Kustis Bussell was gor ar.d Myrtle M. Harding.
dangers and evils in the nation.
In Surry, Oct 17, George D. Walls and Mis
made
honored
the
bar
speaker
following points:
by members of the
today,
*
].—The duty of the church to incnloate who assembled in the Supreme Judicial Maud H. Thurston, both of Tremont.
of Ja
In
a deep reverence for and
obedience to all court room. After forma! resolutions and Auburn, Oot. 17. henry A. Trask
Mrs. Amanda A. Fiske of Auburn.
bad been read and had been seconded
*
In South Tbomaston. Oct. 16, Walter S. Tiip 5
* righteous law, along with the demand
for righteousness iu public and nrivats by several
sneakers, Judge Allen took and Miss Lottie Clark.
as
his place on tbo
life.
It has been said that there Jls
Id South Brooksville, Oct. 19. Thomas era
bench and Attorney
¥
¥ muoh
parental discipline as ever only General Knowlton in a magnificent testi- and Miss Eunice M. Austin.
Are pure fruit ex^ that now the children
In Augusta, Oot 21, Elbridge Drake and Mis 9
their
monial
to the memory of Gov. Itussell,
dlsoipllDe
m
im
tracts, carefully prepared, and could
True.
parents. The boy who takes off bis cap presented the resolutions with a request Blanche
not be anything else but the best exIn Harrison. Oct. 20, Miss Evle May Briggs (
V
V today in the prosenoe either of authority that they be spread on the reooids of the Harrison and Stephen Pembroke of Bumtor 1|
tracts. They have stood the test for
life.
or age is a
court. Judge
years and
phenomenon in American
Allen, in complying with Falls.
and dash the
¥
* Young America has spirit but he har Gov.request, paid an eloquent tribute to
enough for a successful life,
Kusscli;
also a swaggering gait and an overgrown
DEATHS.
irreverence that bodes no good to him®ur
Salvation
self or otheis.
Use
city fathers say:
In this city, Oot. 23. Benjamin F., son of Jet :
2.—The ohuroh
1
must in her teaching Oil, the greatest cure on earth for pain, nie B. and the late
Benjamin F. Merrill. »*•
25 ots.
11 months.
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ and in her own life be a continual wit- for rheumatism and
5

offered

highest prize,

Corsets the

70c

CUT GLASS SUGAR AND
$1.29 PER SET.

4

choose from,
two-toned novelty stripes and checks
and other choice novelty weaves, also
Scotch mixtures.

Cfl#*

Chicago gave

thewomen of America-have

effect.

fll DUG VD.

The World’s Fair judges at
to the “W-B.”

$5.98

Beautiful crystal glass, beautifully cut, and each one
They are better than any we’ve
weighs 48 ounces.
seen sold at $3.

At 39c yd-«sz
■l

EXTRA LDKG WAIST,

Cut to your measure, sewed, lined and fitted in your
20 new patterns.
Fine shades an d
rooms at 70c a yard.
for
designs
parlor,
chamber, halls and stairs.
pretty

brown—with
red, blue, green and
in
such a way
interwoven
black figures
or
checked
basket
a
as to present

"

that these

see

have prepared another

we

FINE TAPESTRY CARPETS,

2.

To first procure the best goods on
the market, then fix the prices at the

weave

clearly

can

Has fine large writing space, a large drawer, plenty of
for hooks, locks on drawer and desk, a bevelled
French plate mirror, and is finely finished throughout.
We’ve a very good one without drawer at $3.98.

IT IS OUR RULE

■*

people

to miss. So

room

at moderate prices.

At 25C Vd.

good

FINE OAK DESK,

_

stiaight-laced church

too

HEN THE WORLD’S
FAIR JUDGES pronounce upon a question. that settles it for sure,
and no kickin’ don’t it.

,

fast

buy the best

that at this estab-

can

(World’s Best,)

Even the unfailing dampness of the weather has not
dampened the interest of the people in our

OUT OF TOWN FOLKS

As well

a

leautiful October!"

Out-of-town

Special

were elected:
lowest point consistent with our policy
Such has been the case in our oouutiy at
President—D. H. Dole, Portland.
the
the present time.
Virtually,
party
of fair treatment to you and to ourVloe President—J. A. Tuttle, Cumberwhich adopted tbe Chicago platform is
land Mills.
selves as well.
our history.
So far as
a new party in
Secretary and Treasurer—Miss Ellen F.
it has affinities they are muoh stronger Johnson. Gorham.
Executive Committee—Fred Benson,
Now in the matter of Dress
toward the Populist party than the DemC.
Harriet
of South Windham, Miss
ocratic party of the past or the new NaO.
W.
and
Hersey.
of
Goods.
Portland,
Baker,
But If this
tional Demooratio
party.
The oommittee on resolutions reported
of
were simply a question
parties it the usual resolutions thanking those who
would find no plaoe in this pulpit. It is
bad taken part in the meeting and those
because
the orisis reveals some Derile mhn V.n/1
ctail in
alinPABfl

ueacon

Boselle

are n

GOODS.

DRESS

NEW ADfEKTISEmSOTS.

MW ASVKH.TIS :MRNTfi.

nrciBBYT"

Cartloular

his state and notion.
bis fellowman,
And, if hs be reasonable, be will not obTEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION.
ject to having those duties pointed out,
Deacon’s Daughter
provided it be done, not in the spirit of
as presented by Lillian Kennedy and her
patlsanship, but that of a common citi- Election of Officers and Close of the
Session.
company has its serious sides us well as zenship.” He then passed rapidly over
is the story of a the history of the past deuade, sketching
its bright ones. It
country girl who went to the city of New the industrial, sooial and political disThe Cumberland
County Teachers’
York as a nurse, took to the stage aud content which
had culminated in the
noon
her par- campaign of this year.
was highly successful, though
But the danger Association adjourned Saturday
enHer'fathei comes to always is that under suoh circumstances, after one of the most successful and
ents detest actors.
sessions.
annual
of
all
Its
a
joyable
She
visit
her.
the city to
practices
one party having been repudiated, aud
The first business after President Bobpleasant deception on him through her the second having utterly failed to meet
to order Saturday
maid aud is foroed to leave the city and tbe exigency, there
should be sprung bins called the meeting
morning was the report of the committee
take up her home on the parental farm, upon tbe country
some impracticable
In accordance
where the bane of her life is a wash tub or dnngerous programme of proposed ac- ou election of officers.
officers
anil rubbing board. She sings the wash tion, and tbus a crisis be precipitated. with that report, the following

transformed from

»W 1DTWMMBIIITO.

ing protest against

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

It is new
tub song in the second act.
Ihe sheriff seizes her
and very catohy.
father’s farm to satisfy a mortgage and
sucshe returns to the city where her
her wealth correcesses oontinue and
her
increases.
Through
spondingly
inlover Charlie Lawton, her father is
duced to visit New York and is gradually

*** APWWMMgW*

Dess to

J. R. LIBBY .1

j. si.
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PEAKS ISLAND NEWS-

A

ovement

to

Set Off the
ilie

f

:

THE J. S- WINSLOW-

Island from

re

m

is

Safely

a

at

Messrs. J. S.Winslow & Co. received a
cablegram late Saturday
eveuing announcing the arrival at St. Lucia, Windward Islauds, of the schooner J. S. Win-

y year, and a system of sewerage is
rhn uttcost importance to the heatlh

South Portland is

island and cunuot be delayed any
] ,ngcr. There is enough taxable property
on t he island to support it in good shape.
■

Rev. Mr. Smith, the pastor of the
Methodist church, has boon holding a
series of revival meotings the past week,
lie has been assisted by the different
Methodist clergymen located near Portland. Hu intends to continue the meetings through the coming week, and expects to have the pastors of the different
Methodist oliurch in the city to help him.
A great deil of interest is being manifested in the meetings, the ohureh being
well filled at every service.
Mr. J. R. Waite, proprietor of Wuites
Dpera Company, has bonded a piece cf
land on the island and expects to put up
building before next season. He internls to run comic opera, with a tine
company, at popular prices.
The Republicans ou the islaud intend
to have a large bonfire on the evening of
Oct. 31st in accordance with a suggestion of

Mark

Republican

Hanna, chalimau of the
National Committee.
gj

WIT AND WISDOM.

Modernized.
“And shall I then look daggers?” asked
the ingenue.
The stage manager tore his hair.
“No,” he shrieked. “'This is a modern
play. Look hatpins.”—Detroit Tribune.

master

of

the

Win-

slow.
HARBOR

NOTES.

Tlie second eleven of the Westbrook
High school defeated the Goibam High
school team at the latter’s grounds Sat-

price, location,
A.

note the work on the
new
elevator.
Those who went in the afternoon were
doomed to disappointment for the men
oould not work on account of the tide.
One can see now what good progress has
made.
The barkeutine Jessie
the dry dook.
been

Maogregor

is in

Three scows were at work on the new
lighthouse yesterday and a section of the
lighthouse is now built above high water
mark.
The marine railway is closed for there
Is no vessel requiring its assistance.

tug Demarest went down and
pumped the water out of the new lighthouse yesterday morning.

|

The

Notwithstanding

the oool weather there
numbers of people visited
Willard
by the Cape electrics yesterday and enjoyed the band concert, and a great
many took the Cape eleetrios for Riverton. Everyone wanted to improve
the
were

bright day even if tbe wind was oold.
The tug Carbinero towing
the
big
W.
barge Keystone, with coal, for D.
Dyer & Co., arrived yesterday.
Tbe schooner U. N. Reeves sailed yesterday for South America loaded with
lumber.
urnoe

per&ge.
Three four-maiters sailed for southern
ooal ports yesterday: the S.
j. Berwiud,
Alicia O. Crosby Hnd C. P. Norton.
The schooner 1). H. Rivers has loaded
with lumber aud hauled in the stream
ready to sail for Buenos Ayres. Captain
coo

Coloord,
It's More Than Likely.
“I wonder why so many people go abroad
every year.”
“A great many of them go simply to
prove that they are able to.”—Chicago
Post.

of

Senrsport,

commands.
fleet of
weather

There was qu ite a
schooners in the harbor Saturday.
Two more oatches of mackerel are in
W.
port. Tbs schooner Lncy
Dyer
brought In 230 barrels of small mackerbound

el,

and

Henrietta Fiances

the

Both oatohes

were

seoured

off

200.

Block

Island.

Harper’s Lecture.

The citizens of this city and vicinity,
Real Estate Transfers.
both old and young, should attend tbeleo
The following transfers of real estate
tore Monday evening in City hall, by Mr.
In this county have been recorded Id
Hobarts Harper for tbe benefit
of the
the Registry of Deeds:
Odd bellows’ fair, as it will be interestB. Dorman and Harrj P. Dorman,
ing and Instructive. The Montreal Herboth of Anburn, and Mary A. Barrows
ald says of the lecture: ‘‘Aside from the
or Haverhill,
and Abby Woodbury of
fact that the Illustrations were of
the
to Allison L. Thornes of HarBridgton,
most magnificent character and niarvelrison, in consideration of $600, a parcel of
c-iu in perfection of detail,
the lecture in
land in Harrison.
1 self was most thoroughly entertaining
Harry A. Curran to Patrick J.Barrett,
ml masterly. Possessed of
a pleasing
in consideration of $1, n lot of land with
of
:jle
delivery, perfect enunciation, a
the buildings on the westerly
side of
fund ot humor, and with his subject at
street.
his finger tips, Mr. Harper is indeed bd Maple
Allison L. Thornes of Harrison to Levi
ideal ieuturer. Tbe large audience which
Small of Westbrook, in consideration
filled the Windsor hall was
delighted of the lot of land
iu Harrison with the
with the entertainment, frequont bursts
thereon.
of applause attesting its appreciation. * buildiDgs
Elijah P. Bailey of Harpswell to Lavi*
*
To describe all that was seen would UH H. Moody, iu consideration of
$1, a
be impossible in the space allotted. A parcel of land on Basin Point in Harpswell.
ship was shown in full sail encountered
Peter Tnrgeon of Westbrook to Flavius
3u the way home, and here came a series
L’Heureaux of Lewiston, in consideraof illustrations which were perfeot mar- tion of $1, a lot of land oa Brown street.
Walter E.Moody of fetandlsh to Charles
rels of mechanical effects.
A change
Hobsun of Buxtou, iu consideration
of
from day to night with starlight, the
$1, a lot of land In Standisb.
ship disappearing in the distance; a
Phillias Lucier of Scarboro to Salinn
storm; a wreck; tbe lost sailor’s dream. Patmonde of Westbrook, in consideration
In whioh are shown
the wife and child of $1, a lot of land livSoarnoro.
waiting for his return, nil these were
The Invalids' Home.
excellent and beautiful in themselves, but
A special meeting of the snbsorlbers of
made donbly so by the manner lu which
the Invalids' Home at Woodfords will octhey were described.”
onr at the Home, 28 Mechanic
street, on
Tickets can he secured at Cressey, Jones
Wednesday, October 28 at 2 o. m. for the
& Allen’s, and of.members of
the orpurpose’of eleoting offloersand to transact
der.
such other business as may legally come
I.ai’WI* Rpnl V.gfHt.ft HapI nf I?il-arton

1>arlr

hofnea

manfln

m

fT«%n

U

«,— ..

_:it

I-

Friday F. O. Bailey & Co. sold to open to thn public after 10 a. m. and
tea will be served to all after the aftera
parties la this olty,
large tract of
valuable land situated between the band noon meeting. The directors will be
If all who can will
stand at Riverton Park
and the well rnuob encouraged
tbe Home.
known John Winslow Jones
mansion. inspeot
1'lie land has a
Rivertou Park

frontage
and

460

of

900 feet

on

on

Riverside

street and comprises about 5 1-9 acres. It
is finely situated for building purposes
The owner will
being high and level.

St. Dominic's

Gonierence.

The St. Domiuio’s conference will next
Tuesday evening in City hall, bold their
annual
coffee party. These coffee parties held annually have always been a

begin developments at once and It is
great success and tbis year a special
probable that several houses will be effort has been
made to have a large austarted before cold weather.
No definite
dience present
to make the proceeds
plans have been made known but immeequal to it not ahead o( former events
diate work of some kind is an
assured
held by the conference for the benefit of
fact.
the poor. Tbe conference was organized
The Best for Children.

“I believe Chamberlain’s Cough Remis the best for children I ever used.
For croup it is unequalled. It is a splen-

edy

did seller with us. T. 51.

.Manager Wampum

Ecki.es, Ph. G.,
Pharmacy, Wam-

W hen used as soon as the
pum, Pa.”
first symptoms appear, that is as soon as
the child becomes hoarse or even after
the croupy cough has appeared it will
The mothers of
prevent the attack.
croupy children should bear this in
mind and always keep the remedy at
band. It is also the best medicine in the
world ior colds and whooping cough.
For sale at 25 and 50 cents per bottle by
Landers
Babbidge, 17 Monument
bquare and il. P. S. Gooid, 577 Congress
'C., under Congress Square Hotel.
ft is

many that

surprising
players and other athletes
to

foot-ball

regard

a

-main or bruise of so little consequence.
Ouo reason of tins is, they know how to
treat such injuries so as to recover from
hem in a few days, while others would
laid up for two or three weeks, if uot
:11ii pc
ritjng from Central State Norti School, Lock Haven, Pa., Mr. W. II.
...
cij, captain of the base ball club and
ymnasium says: “I take pleasure in
iing, that members of our base ball
■:i. and myself have used Chamberlain’s
a Balm with most excellent results. I
-itatingly recommend it as the best
•vmedy for sprains, swellings, cuts and
bruises, of any that J know.” For sale
i.y Landers A Babuidge, 17 Monument
quare, and II. I’. S. Gooid, 577 Congress
j
bt., under Congress Square Hate’.
■

m

olub

held

the

there
was
a
E. T. Maybery came
off first with a total of 16 out of 25; W.
B. Boothby, 13 out of 25 and
H. C.
Boothby 10 of 25. This score was made
firing at unknown angles.

in 1880 and has distributed to the poor
since that time over $8000 and will continue in the same endeavor to aid distress
if tbe ooffee party is well patronized. It is hoped that the hall will be
crowded.
A Perilous

Passage,

Ootober 24.—The
steamers
Bangor,
Cimbria and Sedgwick
of the Bangor
and Bar Harbor steamboat line had
a
perilous trip from Islesboro to Bangor on
Friday, lhe Cimbria, Capt.Charles Barhour, left Bar Hnrbor for Bangor on
time that morning and everything went
lovely until Islesboro was reached. Here
the
Cimbria’s rudder hrnke. She was
taken in tow later by the Sedgwlok, but
it beoamo so rough
that the hawser
entangled itself iu the Sedgwiok’s propeller. Then the steamers collided doing considerable damage.
were
They
Anally rescued by the tug Bismarok.
The Death Itate.

There wnro eleven deaths in Portland
iu the week whlob ended Saturday noon.
The denths were due to the following
one

a

large

Apoplexy,asthenia,
inanition,
meningitis,

nephritis, phthisis, pneumonia, pyelitis,
ulcer of the stomach, senility.
Whitehall Taken to

Lisbon Palls.

Officer Iluskins of Lisbon Falls came
Portland Saturday and took George
Whitehall, arrested
Friday night by
Officer Fickott, for stealing a wheel at
Lisbon Falls, to that town by the midnight train.

and girls to sell 15 lbs. of
WANTED-Boys
”
tea and get a beautifully engraved silver
watch such as lias always been given with 25
lbs of tea. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
reiunded. Tills Is a snap.
Address GOOLD’S
TEA STORE, 58 Free street, Portland, Me.

_21-1

pected that it will not be finished before

want to buy from $6,000 to
BICYCLES—I
$10,000 of bicycles, new, o'd, damaged;

next March.
Mr. C. jfl. Jackson, formerly clerk in
the paper mills office in this city, left
last week for New York, where he has

secured

a lucrative aitnatiou.
Clara Ida Perrin, the 9-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alpbonso Perrin of
Saco street, died at the home of her parents yesterday morning after a long illness
with a complication of diseases.
The little girl had a
host of
friends
among the young people of this city.

Mizpah chapter, O. E. S.,

will

pay highest cash prices; call or send postal to
call on you; a big line for sale; no business
done on Saturday.
BOSTON STORE,
411
Fore street.
14-2

NOW WE ARE N fl GOOD CONDITION

To^Show^Goods.

enter-

tain as its guest,Beulab chapter of Cumberland Mills this evening. Several candidates will receive the degrees
Rev. C. N. Cayer of Waterville, a convert from the Romish faitb, and a Protestant pastor, addressed the Young Peo-

b. smau ana mrs. jonn tv.
warren.
Next Sunday will be observed as rally
Sunday at tbe Uuiversallst ehuroh.
Tbe usirs of tbe Saeoarappa Aqueduct
Company’s system, have been without
water tbe past week. After au investigation it was found tbat there waa an
obstruotion in tbe main pipe near
its
beginning above the upper dam lu the
river. It was removed yesterday.
A few bets of a small amount on tbe
result of election in individual states, It
baa been stated, have been made in this
oity the pait week.
The report in the papers Saturday to
the effeot tbat Full Back Small of the
Freeporte received injuries at the Westtbe
brook-Freepurt game in this city,
10th inst, which resulted in his death
baa. it is feared, disrupted tbe team in
this oity, many of tbe parents refusing to
allow their sous to longer participate in
the game.
When they learn that the
report waa untrue aud that Small played
the game Saturday, they perhaps will
countermand the order.
| A relative of Mr. Russell D. Woodman,
who Is connected with
the
Chicago
offlee of the ilome Insurance Company of
Mew York, oue of tbe largest fire Insurance companies in the United States, aud
having agencies In all of tbe states, writes
to him hie Impression of the result of the
coming election. This friend ieasonnd
money Uemoorat^and has taken great
interest in the present
oampaign. By
communication
with tbe
company’s
in
states
the
different
he has had
agents
exceptional means of obtaining a forecast
of tbe results of the Presidential contest
He writes: “We assume here tbat none
of the northern states west of Indiaua
are in doubt and
they will cast their
•leotoral votes for MoKinley
I assume
that West Virginia and Maryland will
be
in
the
same
column. There
probably
may be a little do ubt as to Inaiana, but
I do not think there Is. {Illinois is all
right. The tremendous registration in
thU city, amounting to over 380,000, dcoldes tbat, and I should not be at all surprised if this gives McKinley from seventy-live to eighty thousand majority.
Wisjonsin, Michigan, Minnesota and
Iowa are for McKinley.
There may bo
some doubts
of Kansas, but tbe best
Informed people assure me that MoKinley
will bnve about tbe usual Republican
majority in that state. I think that both
of the Dukotna will go Republican and
I cannot figure how MoK'nley oan have
less than 360 electoral votes, and I believe thst he will have a good many
more than that.
Mi. Warren Jefferds of the Argue begins today a two weeks’ vacation. Mr.
Arthur McCuby will cover Westbrook
during his asbence.

On next Tuesday evening at Quinby
ball, Stroud water, the Stroud water Sooial
club will play the comedy drama eutitled
•‘HU Last Chance.” Music will be given

GARMENTS
in this

good.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Spenoer and little granddaughter Molly, have just returned home from visiting their daugh-

turned to tbelr home in

Bough
saving

any other

you had better come to see us. for times are none too good yet to
spend money without any need. What we* save you is the

RETAILER’S

have

re-

We make a

You

cao

buy

thorn from 95c to 522.00,
AND ON WHATEVER YOU BUY WE SAVE YOU AT LEAST
33 PER CENT.

all

sun

day;

No. 7 Sherman

LET—Two modern rents in central part
rjno
*
°f city, convenient to
Jongress street,
each containing six rooms and bath; both
in first class condition; rent onlv $15 each.
Apply at once Real Estate office, First
National Bank
FREDERIC
S.
Building,
6’
VAILL.
24-1

fed4- 5

WOK RK.nT-A pleasai.t compact, and well
arranged 8 room cottage, number 153
CI*rk St.
Immediate possession.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 ) -2 Exchange Street. 23-1
’M TO LET—With
ROtCongress
street

board on
near Longfellow square.
Pleasant home for the right person, ladv preferred. Terms reasonable.
Address L, this
cfflce.
23-1

TRUE,

without

or

less inserted under this
week for 25 cte. in advance.
or

LOAN.

TO

$17 per

month. Ap ly to ERNEST
with True Bros.,392 Fore street. 23-1

LEASE—Sturdivant’s Wharf,
*■
containing 81,499. sq. ft., recently repaired
ana well adapted for the spruce lumber business; wharfage, storage, and dockage to let
at veiy reasonable rate. Apply at agents office,
1st. Nat. Bk bldg, FRED’K 8. VAILL. 21-1
X'OR RENT OR

RENT—Furnished,
FORhouse,one
block from

two

story brick
Longfellow Square*
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange St. 21-1
a

comfortable

LET—Very

TIO

wiih noaru at

hay;

repair,

_28-2
large
from 400
2400
numbel of iron tanks
IRON
be-seen at Forest
TANKS FOR SALE—We have

a

to

gallons capacity: may
City
also have large
Sugar Refinery, Portland;
Sturdivant blower with engine
attached;
steam pumps, Engines, etc. Write for prices,
niOMAS
BUTLER & CO., 240 Causeway
24-2
street, Boston, Mass.

store for sale —as i wish at
to engage in another business 1 will
stock, fixtures and business at a
GKO. M., YOUNG, 489 Congress
22-1
St., Portland, Me.

Drug

once

sell my
sacrifice.

C5TORE TO RENT—Store under Congress
^ Square Hotel: vacant November 1st.
Apply to RINES BROS.21-1
I?OR SALE—A largo assortment of bulbs for
r
fall plantin’/; hyacinths, tulips, etc. KENDALL & WHITNEY, Federal and Temple
streets.

_21-1

two and
FOR SALE—Lease,
attractive store situated

one-half years to
on one of
rne best streets in the city, well adapted for retail or wholesale business, circumstances of the
present occupant makes it necessary to sell.
For particulars apply to N. S. GARDINER,
an

185 Middle St., room 4.

21-2

SALE—Young Pigs. Address MR. ROBFORERT
JWILSON. Westbrook, Me., or call
at tue GBN. THOMASPLACE, old Gorham
road.

21-1

FUR SEAL CLOAK, large «ize dolman style, to be sold at low price. GEORGE
E. THOMPSON, 7 Monument Square.
20-1

winter

srmiNVjr ojl.

rooms
ocizicubw

Ou mortgages for Jong or short time. Parties
wishing to build, or to borrow money on real
estate security cau obtain funds on favorable
terms. SCARBOROUGH BROS. & CO.. 88 1-2
Exchange Street.
augSdtf

SALE—Or will exchange for real estate
Portland, a story and a half house, nearly new, contains 8 rooms with stable attached
and one acre of laud, same is situated near
Rigby park, within two miles of Portland and
about two minutes walk from electric cars. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange

FORin

street.

I^OR

16-2

SALE—A two story house situated 94

Grav street, containing 10 rooms firt.ert
with all the modern conveniences and elegantly
furnished inside. One of the best lilted houses
in Portland for a small famllv.
Inquire of A.
C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.
1C-2

LET—House No. 107 Clark street, 8
SALK—I hereby offer for sale the furTJ rooms
and bath, hot water, set bowls, late- FOR
nishings of the St. Julian Hotel in Portly nut in order, painted and papered; a desirable sunny rent; price $25 and water.
N. a.
GARDINER, 185 Middle street, room 4.

_20-1
Call at the house.

sale.
one

consisting of 85 acres
tillage, and wood land,
silts 2^ tons of
Buildings in good
and sitnatied 11 miles from Portland in windham, Maine. For further particulars inquire
jf A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange Street.

run

LET—House No. 362 Danforth street;
TO also
will sell household furniture at private

MISCELLANEOUS.
Forty words

SALE—A farm
FORdivided
into field,

20-1

RENT—Three story brick house, a short
POR
1
distance from Congress square,quiet neighborhood; No. 1 Deering place. Inquire of H.
F. MCALLISTER, 4 Deering street, or B.
SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange street.
20-1
RENT—At 738 Congress street

POR
1

Carleton,

a

corner

convenient rent

sunny,

and

of 7

Heated by
bath, recently repaired.
steam, etc., etc. Ha* verv pleasant outlook.
Outside of house will be newly painted in the
spring. Apply to Real Estate Office, First National Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
rooms

20-1

land, Me.,

as

Underwood,

part of the estate of Richard W.

now

deceased.

1 have been

duly

appointed administrator of his estate and wish
to olose rp the business at once.
This offers a
fine opening for the right man, is well patronized and gives promise of a lucrative business.
The house is centrally located and in good
condition, DAVID F. MURDOCK, Adm’r.
sept29 tf
to retire from the hotel
"T|ESIRING
I offer for sale the Limeri* k

business
house, sitvillage of Limerick, Me.
Completely furnished, building m good condion, livery stable connected. For terms, etc., address
S. E. GRANT. Limerick, Me.25-4
XJ

uated in the

FOR SALE.
Cider Barrels at Standard Oil
Co., of N. ¥. Office 33 West
Commercial
Street,
opposite
Nlaiue Central R. R.
Freight

COPARTRENT—At Oakdale and Woodfords, nice
heretofore POR
A
houses and flats from $12 to $16 per
existing under the Arm name of Davis Brothers, month. BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, Chambers,
Portland, Me., is this day dissolved by mutual Corner Exchange and Middle streets.
14-2
Depot.
consent. Affairs of the firm to be settled by
sepl6dtf
SAMUEL DAVIS at No. 854 Fore itreet, Port FFO LET—The dry goods store occupied by
Me.
X
W.
Dated
at
said
W.
Cutter
in Odd
laud,
Fellows’ block
Portland, October 6,
on Main street; floor space 1826
A. D., 1896.
20-1
feat witli
basement.
The store is centrally located
MOAH—Card Palmist and Impres- and lighted by electric lights.
Inquire of
Forty words icMrled tinder this head
M. W. STILES, Hawks’ coal office,or C. B.
sional Reader, now
at 56 Free street,
one week for 45 cents, cash in advance.
Portland, Me. This wonderful lady has been Woodman’s drug store, City Westbrook.
consulted by thousands of the most intelli10-4
a competent woman a posigent people in all parte of the world, and
tion to do plain laundry work or dish
nas been pronounced a most
successful
RENT—Convenient to Maine General
washing in hotel, boarding house or restauforecaster of coming events.
Mme. Moah
a
lower
rent
of
7
rooms
and
Hospital,
26-1
was born with
the power to reveal your bath, heated by steam, stationary tubs, hot and rant. Apply at 87 Myrtle street.
past, present and future; explains dreams, cold water, etc., etc. Has magnificent views of
gives advice on love, matrimony and busi- the surrounding country. For particulars ap- TENANTED—By a smart, compctant young
* *
ness ; causes with proper advice speedy
and ply to Real Estate Office. First .National Bank
woman from Eoothbay, Me., a position to
cook in a hotel, boarding house or private
happy marriages; tells when and how to Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
20-1
speculate; lucky and unlucky days: true and
family; will do kitchen work in restaurant or
TO LE'l—On Commercial wharf, store for- boarding house.
false friends, etc. Office hours: Week days,
Apply 399 1-2 CONGRESS
9-3
11, 5, 7, 9. Sundays, 2, 9.
merly occupied by the late Charles P. In ST., Mrs. Palmer’s office. HUGH MURRAY,
graham, suitable for business or storage. Also Manager.
22-1
store lately occupied by C. W. Lombard. Also
stores suitable for storage.
Apply to B. W VET ANT ED—By a Protestant lady cook aposiJONES, 90 Commercial street
tion as cook in hotel or institution; Is a
Jly21dtf
first class a 1 round meat and pastry cook with
All the good ones in silver, gold filled and silof
best
reference; will go out of city. Address
ver .oases.
Single and split seconds. McKENLOST AND FOUND.
( OOK, Daily Press Office.21-1
JNEY the Jeweler.
je26dtf
WANTED about the first of
Forty words inserted under this head SITUATION
E. B. REED, scientific, botanic and
^ November, by an American
woman as
one week for 95 cents, cash in advance.
magnetic healer, 42 Brown street, Porto chilworking housekeeper where there as
Me., treats all diseases that flesh is heir
dren, or in small family, general work; good
j land,
to. Second sight.
Office hours from 9 a. m. to
references
Address
number
of
given.
stating
pair of goldbowed eye glasses,
j 12 m.; 1 p. m. to 9 p. m.21-1
family and requirements, M. E. C., box 141
either on the car coming from
WoodWoodfords.
Me.
20-1
the corner of Portland and
have a nice lot of rugs which I fords or from
will exchange for cast off clothing, be- Green streets, to the corner of Cumberland
ANT ED—To take care of a few more furand High or High streets, on Sunday, Octo- \Kf
ladies’
f
and
dresses, gentlemen’s clothing
naces between High and State streets, by
ing
children’s clothing.
I pay cash for them if ber 25th. Leave the same at 189 High streeet. strictly temperate and
experienced man, and at
26-1
it is preferred. Send postals or letters
to
a moderate price.
Call or address M. P. N..No.
MR. or MRS. D’GROOT, 76 Middle St.
12-1
84 Pleasant street
20-1
Manson G. Larrabee’s store, or beWENTWORTH—Enlarged to double its
tween Lanabee’s and 19 Grove street, a
former capacity, now ready; fine large
gold ring with three stones, marked on inside
rooms with new improved steam
heaters; C. B. S. to I. A. L. Finder will be rewarded
newly papered and painted, thoroughout; by returning ring to 19 Grove street.
23-1

W^MED-hlTUATlONS

MME.

WANTED—By

FOR

a

HORSE TIMERS.

DR.

LOST—A

NOTICE—I

R | LEWSEN <£ CO.,
538

Congress

Charged With Aeianlt.

LOST—In

THE

Street.

room enlarged and under new management. Table board first class. For further
nformation call at house, 148 Soring St. 18-4

bookkeeper!”-

dining

on

SEND
TO US

Z Mr.

Duncan McPheil, of Boston, says
he will not chaee a man again in order
to grab him and reason with him. That
waa Mr.
MoPheil’s explanation of the
ooourrenoe which lead to his
presence in
the Municipal Court Saturday
morning
to answer to a oharge of assault and

battery, preferred against him by Charles
Henry MoLellan.
Mr. MoLellan haa
charge of one of the pile drivers at work
on the new Urand
Trunk elevator. Mr.
MoLellan told Judge Robinson
Saturday,
that McPheil threatened to assault him
and ohasod him to the door of bis house.
Mr. MoLellan reached the door about
two feet ahead of Mr. McPheil,
who, by
the way, is a good deal bigger man than

he had offered to pay for it.
Judge Hobinson nol pressed the charge
of battery, fined MoPheil ten dollars and
for a simple assault and warned
him that if he repeated his performance
he would be put under bonds to
the
costs

keep

peace.
Hiobard Hammond will have 30
days
n the jail, In which to repeut his
indulwhich
the
oup
gence in
inebriates.
ry WalKer was informed that the pay.
ment of $3 and costs would expiate a
of which
offence
similar
he
whs

Grand Trunk Stock Yards.
the first of the
week
Trunk siding
whloh
the
new stock
is to accommodate
yards
The erection of
at Kast Deering.
the
buildings will probably follow
Work will begin
the new Grand

on

>00n

They will accommodate at least a thousand head, and will be so constructed as

MAIN SPRINGS 75c.
Genuine Waltham Resilient Mainsprings
only 75c, warranted for one year. M’KENNEY
the Jeweler, Monument square.
je26dtf

—YOUR OLD-

HHOBAHY

FURNITURE

And have il finely repolished

PTIBBETIS

FRANK

4 & 6 Fr«e SI.

& CO.

and

inspected, they

mill be again loaded
onto the cars and taken to the steamers.
Arrested

Aoting

on

on

of tho

"ini'!

M bow

1

Furniture

IF WE WANTED A CLOCK

WE

MoKenney’s because he has
up-to-date Clocks than all the other

Would go to
more

V C

small grey
white cat. had a red
LOST—A
ribbon and bell attached
her neck.
and

return

to

92

rewarded.

one

week for 25

is wak$50 00

M.
Watkins, custom tailor
Morrills Corner. Deering, is selling strictly
All Wool Business Suits imm $12 to $25.
Black Worsted Cutaway Suits from $18 to
Pants irom
$30. Overcoats from $12 to $20.
oct6 Smou
$3 to $9.

cents,

MARRY ME ARRABELLA

head
cash in advance.

oiti-

girl
general house work,
WANTED—A
who
go home nights. Apply at 83
left hand bell.
for

can

Spruce street,

\\ ANTED—MALE

HELP.

Friday night arrested Moses Small and
Wallis Bryant of Cape Elizabeth on suspicion that they are implicated in the

the board of
hereby given
NOTICE
registration of voters of said city, will
session at Room Number
be
is

that

Eleven
ui uuo uuuao ui xiev.
ruuijci
nnr. nuket
(11), City Building, upon each of the nine
secular days prior to the National Election
They will be given a hearing Wednesday. to be held on Tuesday after the first
Monday, (the Third day of November next;) beAn Ohio Election Suit.
ing October 20 to October 29 inclusive, from
nine in the forenoon to one o’clock jn the
Columbus, O., October 34.—A petition afternoon, from S o’clock in the afterand t'rXin seven till nine in
noon
the
In mandamus was bled In the Supreme
evening, excepting on the last day of said
court today
by tiie attorneys for the session, (October 29,) when it will'not be in
o’clock in the afternoon
state committee to compel session after five
Demooratlo
to receive evidence touching the qualificaEleotion Supervisor S. M. Taylor tion of voters in said city, and to revise and
State
correct the voting lists. There will also oe
to take the name of W. F. Barr, Popu- sessions on October
30, 31, apd November
candidate for eleotor, who has re- to enable the board to verity the correctness
list
of said lists and for closing up the
records
the
from
Australian
ballot. The of said sessions.
signed,
nominal plaintiff Is Thomas O. FitzsimDuring said time said board
will revise
tlie
lists ;and the wardens
who is state ohair- and correct shallvoting
mons of Cleveland,
be governed
of said city
by said reman of the Populists.lt is brought in the vised and corrected list, and no name shall
be added to or stricken from said list on said
the
state
in
of
relation
to Fitzsimname
day of election, and no person shall vote at
The oourt set the case any election whose name is not on said
mons, an eleotor.
lists, but the boaid of registration
be ill
for hearing Monday at 8 p.m.
Mean- session on tlie day of election for will
the corof
State
of errors that may
rection
Seoretary
has
have occurred
Taylor
time,
orj
said revision.
dersd the printing of the ballots in the during
AUG USTUS F ■GEltRI.su, ) Board nfMONROE A.:BCANCHARD, { Registration
form oertifled with Barr’s name on to
MICHAEL C M’OANN,
) oTvoters
proceed.
Portand, October 3, 16%.
octl3dtd
Waterville
The
oily building commission has advertised for bids for the foundation of the oity building. Bids will be
received up to 4 o'olock on tbe afternoon
Samples and
of October 87.
The October term of the Supreme Court
for Hancock county has adjourned after
There were only
11 days’ sessiou.
an
W. A.
three jury verdieta. but many oases were
settled.
Foot of Preble Street
eatSdtf
in

open

AGENT
WANTED—Reliable
$100 to take the exclusive sale of
selling specialties; easy to sell; no
competition, pays 150 per cent profit; an energetic man can make $1500 yearly. Call after 2
21-1
p. m.t room 47 United States hotel.
two fast

men can make $1,000 to
$3,000 per year selling Musical
Graphophones. Well advertised. Write today
to Columbia Phonograph Company, Washinton, D. C.
sep24-9

WOOD
and

424 CONGRESS

JMAMTELS

TILING.

Salesroom,
ST^ CORNER TEMPLE.

ALLEN.

IF

at

New Besilieut Waltham Mainsprings, the
made, only 7.rc.f warranted.
MeKENNEY, the Jeweler. Monument Sq.
augSdtf

best

FIRST CLASS
^

I

WE

Collector’s Notice and Advertiselist of taxes on real estate
non resident owners,

situated in the town of North Yarmouth, in
Cumberland County, State of Maine for
the year 1895, committed to me for collection
for said town cn the 8th day of June,
1895,
remain unpaid, and notice is hereby given

"charges

that if said taxes with interest and
not previously paid, so much of the real
estate taxed as is sufficient and necessary to
pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold
without
further notice, at public auction at. the Town
House in said town, on the first Monday of
December, 1896, at nine o’clock A. M.:
Name of owner, Charels B. Herrick; farm
where lie resides, 107 acres. Bounded on the
north by Mill Road, west by
Gray Road,
south by land of Joseph Loring and land of
E. S. Skillin, east by M. C. li. R., 80
acres
Loring land, 20 acres Porter land, bounded
north by Mill Road and Hayes’ land, east by
land of H. M. Hamilton, south by land of I.
E Hayes, west by Royal river.
Elias C. Marston, house and lot where
land
24
he resides, one-lialf acre Milliken
acres; George W. Ingalls, the J. W. Davis
farm 56 acres; Fred xN. Jordan, Jewett land
424 acres; Lane land 73 acres. ,J. K. Morse,
heirs of the Harris farm, 70 acres. Willard A.
39
Smith, farm were he formerly resided,
are

EDWIN IV. ROSS,
Collector of Taxes of the Town of North
Yarmouth.
Oct24d 1a w3 wS
October 23, 1896.

O

S

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
ORGANS
Very Taney or Plain at
NO.IE4I-2 EXCHANGE ST.
-AT—

W. P.

HASTINGS’.

BUN’S

F0K ElrHCR SEX-

1 riiis

remedy being applied direetiy to the

ment.

THEof following
resident and

N

A

YOUR WATCII KICK

will take the kick out of it and make it
keep good time. Mainsprings 75o, clean
lug $l.0o; mainspring and cleaning combined
$1.50; all work firstolass. McKENNEY. The
Jeweler. Monument Square.
janl5tf

aCleS‘

ring

the bes

MAINSPRINGS, 75G.

FACTORY
-T
man with

to

City of

you such a pretty
A thousand of them,

largest, the prettiest stock. Engagement
aDd Wedding rings a speciality. McKENNY
The Jeweler, Monument Square
janl6it

2ft-l

a

\rOTICE—E,
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To the Electors of the
Portlund:

I Win Duy
AND
McKenuey’a.
the

VITANTED—Bright

Plummer,
and Frith,

oct24d lw

SPRING ST., and be
20-1

WANT
ED—A girl to work In a store and
""
learn a useful trade; fair pay to start with,
prospect of rai e as soon as able to do the
Square. work. Address H. E.M., Press Office.
anlSdtl

stores combine*;. His 95c alarm clock
ing up the town. Clocks, 95c to
MeKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument.

A firm changing its style of work
desires to secure for its lady bookkeeper a good situation.
Address
COMPETENT, Press Office.

on

Please

Leases’,

PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., Room
6 Oxford Building.
3-4

^Jiu

24-1

Forty words inserted under this

fixtures.

over-

Write to

UUUUUIU)

WANTED—FEMALE HELP.

Store

1st and 2nd

Suspicion.

Cape, Sheriff
Deputies Dressei, Buoknam

zens

All.l

and pay adv.

Mortgage, Real Estate, Bonds,Commerciai Papers discounted; avorlble terms

Carriages,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

information given by

Ull

an

TO LOAN—On Household goods.
MONEY
Life Insurance Policies, 3year old Horses,

23 lw

to keep A merman and Canadian
cattle
separate. After the cattle have been
kept in these yards the required time,

bull

property

Friday,

October 16,
the street in Deering.

coat
FOUND—On
X

HONEST MAN.

Dear Editor: Please Inform your readers that if
wrltterrto confidentially, I will mail In a sealed letter
the plan pursued by which I was permanently restored
to health and manly vigor, after years of sufferlngfrom
Nervous Weakness, night losses and weak, shrunken
parts.
I have no scheme to extort, money from anyone I
was robbed and swindled by the quacks until I nearly
lost faith In mankind, but thank Heaven, I am now
well, vigorous and strong, and anxious to make this
certain means of cure known to all.
Having nothing to sell or send C.O.D., I want no
money. Address, JAS. A. HARRIS,
Box 358. Delray, Mich.

New York Workrooms.
such an offer is simply

specialty of Floe Oress Skirts.

changed.
ONE

PROFIT.

Oor goods all come from our own
Anybody not wanting to take advantage of
throwing their gold away.

floor;

on one

street; also six room on
second flat,
81
Federal street. COLES WORTHY Book store,
92 Exeange street.
24-1

OF DISSOLUTION OF
KOTICE
NERSHIP—The copartnership

JACKET, CAPE OR SKIRT,

Hen-

Molrose, Mass.

ANTED—All persons In want of trunks
YI7'
*
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
v
593 Congress street, one door above
Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can
therefore
give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired.
Open evenings. We frame

MONEY

city. W( have them in all kinds of materials.
or Smooth Cloth.
If it is a question of being stylish and
some money in buying a
or

by the Fresumpsoot band. This club Mr. MoLellan.
As the door slummed
having run now two winters, its reputa- to behind McLel lan it encountered Motion is well known and a^large attendance Pheil’s outstretched
arm, and a pane of
is expected. Electric cars will leave for glass was demolished.
Mr. McLellan
the city after the entertainment.
denied that he had been the cause .of Mr.
™
Miss Ida B. Riohner of Deering aveuue McPheil’s losing his job. He turnsd
toentertained her Sunday school olass of wards the prisoner’s
dock, and shaking
little girls
Saturday afternoon. The his huger at McPheil announoed that he
afternoon was delightfully spent In play- could prove It, a
proceeding which made
after which refreshments it necessary for the
ing games,
Judge to remind Mcwere served.
Miss MarioD Corbett
re- Lellan that he should address his received the first prize and Miss Lena Dyer marks to the Court rntlier than the
prisoreoeived the booby prize.
MoPheil wauted to testify in his
ner.
own behalf, and told
substantially the
EAST BALDWIN.
same story as did McLellan, exoept that
be explained that bis only purpose was
E. W. and L. O. Rounds of this place
of McLellan in order that he
and F. H. Rounds of Molrose, Mass., and to get hold
reason with him.
The breaking
W. Fields of Boston returned home last might
said was an
week from their annual hunting trip in of the glass he
accident, and
the woods of Maine. Each one had
a
deer, besidoR some small game,
Bev. J. Sear gave an illustrated lecture
on Egypt at the
Congregational church
in this place Friday evening. It was very

otirad of Ilia dinansas aricinnr frnm
excessive use of Rum, Opium, Tobacco and
22-tf
Cigarettes. Do it.

Head for

a.

REEKING.

desirous ot acquir-

pictures.

$7,50, $10.00, $12.00 and $15.00

all

rooms

noma

We carry the largest and best assorted line of

LET--The third flat of seven rooms and
tubs, elevaior, new house,
finish, nicely papered; rooms

110
bath, set
natural wood

Price

In private family preferred, by a gentleman
and wile, with little girl two years old.
Would
lik two connecting rooms, partly or wholly unfurnished. Address M., Press Office or call at
same office with partlcu.ars.
oct!3dtf

WANTED—All persons

OUR STOCK IS COMPLETE.

LET Room with or without
board, on
Congress street near Longfellow square;
home for the right
party. Lady prelerms reasonable. Address B tins
ferred.
office.
26-1

X

SALE.

head
Forty word* i».«epr«d under this
one week for as cento, canh in ndvanct*.

LET—House No. 179 Pearl street, 10 fin- LADY’S
TO ished
in good repair. Largn yard.

BOARD WANTED.

ing good health, improvement in
morals, obt aining happy homes, to go to the
Keeley Institute at Deering, Maine, and be-

ple's

ter, Mrs. John Swett In Jay.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Rounds

good

oci21-tf

men at work on the
canal that is to
river
carry the surplus of water in the
around their plant in times of extremely
high water. This work will
entail a
large expenditure of money and It is ex-

mo LET—Tenements
at No. 24 Mechanic
No* 0* Hanover street, Nos.
38
and 40 Stone street.
Rent *10 to S14. Apply to C r.ARKME W. I'EABOOY, 396 Congress street.

WANTED—An
enterprising
young man wiih a capital of $2000 or
$3000 as an active partner in a well established business in Portland. Address R. H F.
this office.
23-1

TV ANTED—Many persons who take wriskey,
"
morphine, opium and tobacco say they
want to get cured of the disease It has brought
upon tli-m. If you are really in earnest why
don’t you go to the Keeley Institute,
Deering,
Me., and be redeemed Irom such bondage.

of

F.rty word* iuertod under till* head
wtoek for 25 cents casli in
advance.

j»ne

nnO LET—A very desirable rent in western
X
part of city; first class in every particular; contains eight rooms; price $25 per
month. Inquire 14 Hill street.
26-1

crew

to each:

causes,
heart
disease,

to

8. D. Warren & Co. have

26-1

IVANTED—A lady would like a room and
•'
board near or ou the line of the cars;
steam heat. LADY, answer at this office.
21-1

season

FOR

WANTED—Will either go
out
washing or take it in. Fancy work of
all kinds or silks neatly done.
Call at 38
Forest street.
24-1

PARTNER

the

Uulou meeting
at the Advent
church yesterday morning.
The ladies’ sociable of the Westbrook
sailed tor
Congregational churoh will te enterof tained Wednesday evening at the oburoh
cargo
vestry by Mre. C. M. Waterhouse, Mrs.

navis,
with a

Barbadoes yesterday

When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

Gun

C.,

Press Office.

WASHING
T T

large attendance.

xne sonooner

When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.

Saooarappa

without
tenement
Address, stating
number of rooms, etc., li.

for the winter months.

regulnr Saturday meet at King’s field
Saturday afternoon.
the
Considering

LIST.

_

a married couple
\\TANTED—By
T i
children, a small furnished

urday afternoon by a score of 8 to 0. It
was a very interesting
and was
game
played with muoh vim by both teams.
The hoard of registration will
be in

lateness of

There were many people visited the
Grand Trunk
wharves
yesterday to

TO

WANTED.
Forty words Inserted nnder this heed
one week for 25 cents, cash in mdronoe.

slow, which sailed from Philadelphia and
session next week from 9 a. m. WednesIt
was overdue.
was
feared that the
to 5 p. m. Saturday.
day
Jt Is
stated
Winslow
had
been lost in the hurricane;
ic
is claimed that it can get
that there are quite a large uumber of
.jt.icker if a nevr town is formed. The and her SHfe arrival will be a relief for first voters to be
registered.
er
population is growing larger many anxious people. Captain Henley of
The

v,.

■*

_MISCELLANEOUS._i

St. Lucia in the

Islands.

Windward

good doal of talk being made
■•A Laving Peaks island set off from
land as a separate town.
It is proto
petition the legislature the
big winter to this effect. The island
a system of water
works und gen-

h

She Has Arrived

City.

_MISCEIXANEOpg.

WESTBROOK.

seat of disease

i e-

change of
iet. Cure guaranteed
in 1 to 3 days.
Small
YUYT
package, by mail
^ w TO YS* plain
Sold
§1.00.
only by

2Hi

res

no

—

For sale by .T. H. Hammond,
st .Portland, le.aiue.

cor.

Free and

Centre

Taxes,
CITY OF

PORTLAND.

Treasurer’s Office, Sept. 11, 1896.
is hereby given that the
TAX
•L*
BI LLS for the year 189
have been committed to me with a warrant for the collection
of the same. In accoidance with an Ordinance
of the City, a IMtcount of One Per C ent will
be allowed on all said tax bills paid on or before Saturday, "cfober 31, 1893.
Remittances may be made by mail and a reO all said
ceipt will be promptly returned.
taxes paid alter November 1, 189 interest will
be charged at the rate of six per cent.

XXOTICE

»epU2-to-oot31

GEO. id. LIBBY,
Treasurer and Collector.

PEias.

THE
NEW

ADVEliTISEMENTS

A middle-aged woman named Flnherty
fell from the seoond story of her dwelling
on Pleasant street, where she was
hanging out clothes, to the ground. No

TODAY.

Owen. Moore £ Co.
J. 11. Libby.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Falmouth Loan and Buiidiug A»so.
L. H. Seulosberg.
Collector's Notice—Sale of Lands.
Taxes on Keul Estate—Windham.
Hooper, Son & Eelglitou.

bones

broken, but her physician
fears internal injuries.
Officer Thompson picked up
a
man
named McKay Saturday night who fell

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre.
Annual Ball of the Portland Police.
New

Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and Similar advertisements will be iound underheir appropriate headson Page 6.
“Mrs. Winslow's

Soothing Syrup
Has beeu used over Fifty Years by millions of
lumbers lor their children while
Teething
with perfect success.
It sootlie3 the child,
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by DrugBe sure and
gists In every part of the world.
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts.
a bottle.

PERSONAL.
General Andersou and Mr. John Andersou, are at present residing at the Free
home.
The friends of Officer Rodney Sparrow will be pleased to learn that he has
reoeived a pension from the government.
Hs has been sick for nearly a year.
street

Moody,

while in Portland, is the
guest of Mr. J. R. Libby.
Mr. A. W. Chaffee, olerk at the Congress Square hotel, is on a trip to Vermont, where he will visit friends at his
former home. Mr. Chafite will return
early in the week.
L. C. Barnett, Minneapolis; Mr. and
Mrs. E. B. Henry, Westfield, N. Y.; Dr.
Geo. Carey, Kouiton, Hon. J.. W. Bennett, Gilead; Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Moulton, Master Kenneth, St. John; C.
V,

Emerson, Lewiston; G. W. Lynch, Berlin, N. H.; C. P. Grimes, Mr. and Mrs.
E. Stackpole, Henry Coleman,
New
Yoru; L. L. Shaw, Yarmouth; T. W.
iitinov.-ui,

J-

HWUUiy

mouth, N. H.; YV.
Minn.

A.

XU.

A

XAL.

Steiner,

IJ

Duluth,

Among the arrivals at the Preble are
Hon. C. H. Peterson, New York; YV. J.
McGrath,Prank H. Bell, Geo. W. Whiten,
J. P. Rice,E. S. Reynolds, Mr. and Mrs.
C. F. Perry, Boston; J. L. Davis, Troy;
J. T. Thomas, Richmond, Que.; H.
Williams, C. B. Rosters, Auburn,

O.

N.

Y.
Congress Street M. E. Snnday School.

Y'esterday

rally day at the Congress street M. E. Sunday school, and in
the evening a very interesting harvest
concert was given
witn the following
was

programme:

Voluntary ana March,
m.iyture Reading,
Pra.-er,

Superintendent

opening Address
Kt
tion—The Garden,

Pastor

Eugene Siiaw

Hazel Coihn

Four Girls
Et-moise—Giving Thanks,
Class ‘offering.
.•jinking by the School, No. 10.
.i.iruise— bank-giving,
Three Boys
.-uuging—Sweet spirit of Autumn,
'Three Girls
Recitation—Brave Reapers,

Heury Vanstone
School, No. 7.
ExertHe— A Xhanktui Spirit,

Singing by

the

Two Girls

Collection.
Soio,
Rta ing,

were

backward down a flight of stairs on Fore
street and was unoonscious and badly
cut.
Mr. Jobu B. Curtis accidentally lost
part of the index finger of tbe right hand

Atkinson Furnishing Co.
W. E. Plummer.
Losing, Snort & Harmon.

Mr.

KJlliw

JOTTINGS.

BRIEF

Mrs. True
Ethel Usher

Singing—Sing Joyfully, Sing,“^

traveiling. It was caught in a
window frame of the parlor ear.
In the municipal court Saturday mornof
ing Willis Bryant and Moses Small
South Portland were brought up on a
charge of breaking, entering and steal-

Good OWEN,
Blood is essential to health.
Every nook
and corner of the system is reached
by the blood, and on its quality the
condition of every organ depends. Good
blood means strong nerves, good digestion, robust health. Impure blood means
scrofula, dyspepsia, rheumatism, catarrh
or other diseases.
The surest way to
have good blood is to take Hood’s

while

The

ing.

case

Wednesday,

ball

continued to next
being fixed in the sum

was

of $1009, in default of which they were
committed to jail.
A woman fell down tbe steps at the
Catbolio cathedral yesterday
morning
and was somewhat injured.

good appetite, gives refreshing sleep
and cures that tired feeling. It is because
of its great power to purify the blood that
a

From

be
Monday evening at 7.30. There will
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has accomplished so
a
All
special musical
programme.
It makea the
many wonderful cures.
women are cordially invited.
blood pure, drives out the germs of disMary O’Brien fell at her residence on
ease. Thousands today enjoy good health
Federal street Saturday night and broke
as the natural result of taking
her leg. Officer Emery took her to the
Greely hospital where Dr. Pudor set the
bone.

Yesterday

bright with
wind, the meroury indicating 30
at 8 a. m.
was

a

cold

degrees

A special meeting of the Free
street
Baptist Society will be held this evening in the vestry of tbe ohurch at 7.30
o’clock to eleat a treasurer and
collector.
Bora few days past partridge shooting
has been more attractive to tbe ordinary
gunner than It has been before sinoe the
beginning of the open season.
'J’he Portland Yacht club
“smoker”
will take plaoe Friday evening. Ootober 3D.
A man named Curtis, who attempted
to take a Kerosene barrel from tbe ynoht
club wharf Saturday forenoon, was pursued by Janitor Aderson and Capt. Martin. They recovered tbe barrel, but Curtis escaped.
Tbe

silk

umbrella in the voting contest at tbe Ladies' Veteran Firemen
League fair for the most popular veteran

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

The One True Blood Purifier. All druggists. $1.

Hood’s Pills

gripe.

AlPdruggists. 25c.

the sanitary defects ezisiting around the
lower corridor of the City building.
Mr. L. A. Mitchell, representing the
Walter Corey Company, wag in Gardiner

Saturday and

secured the oontraot to
furnish the new Odd .Fellows’ hall.
A horse owned by John Emery of Deer-

ing, slipped
M lddle

on

street

the

wet

Saturday;

homes* and the

shafts

wagon.
Maine apples

are

pavements

on

and broke the
of his
market

being shipped

a

HERE’S

Bargains

for

to-day’s

UNDERWEAR COUNTER. (Men's.)

astonishing

fered

tor

sales

are

for

only. Mail
riving Tuesday

orders-

cannot be

advertised

prices.

fireman, was awarded to Mr. Andrew about the state
collecting money for tbe
J. Cummings, treasurer of the Veteran establishment of a home for the
widows
Firemen’s Association.

quality
large bottles,
the

cleanser,
price 25.

Burnishine, for polishing
all metais, at ioc, other

of

and space

front,

formerly

5c,

At

tor

pacics

same

25c.
a

lot

classical
Photographs,
subjects,
back,
glass,
16c, regular price
Ombree
Germantown

Yarn,

broidery,

went down, but recovered himself.
Jn
falling, however, he pulled out the trace.
He became very restive and
communi-

been

25c. In the Art room,
at the end of
the store,
a
lot of
water-color

to

fancy gilt
gilt

vuv

fringed
Shades,

nuu

deep
spring

grain

gilt

regular price

Harper’s

illustrated leoture at City hall
this evening. The Bev. Dr. William B.
Harper, president and acting dean of
the University of Cbioago, says: “The
leoture of Mr. Bobarts Harper is entertaining and elevating. He has oertainly
readied a bigb mark in the work which
he has undertaken.”
Ticket oan be

No kitchen is kept cleaner than the premises devoted to the tt
manufacture of NONE SUCH Mince Meat. No house-■
wife can be more fastidious in the matter of preparing food \
than we are in the selection and preparation of the materials of A
which it is made5. The cleaning of the currants (for one thing) m
is more thoroughly done by means of perfected appliances, Z
A
than it would be possible to do it by hand.

cleanliness, purity, wholesomeness and deliciousness A

using NONE SUCH Mince Meat, a
is its saving—of time, of hard work, of ■
A ten cent package affords you two large pies, with- A
money.
out trouble to you beyond the making of the crust.
Makes A
and
fruit
cake
fruit
as it does mince
as
pudding
good
just
H
pie. Sold everywhere. Be sure and get the genuine.
are

good

The best

■

|
4

full

finished

reasons for
reason

rSend your name and address, and mention this paper, and we will mail^you freeabook—
"Sirs. Popkiua’ Thanksgiving”—by one of the most famous humorous authors of the day.

(

MERRELL-SOULE CO.,.

SYRACUSE, IM. Y.,

fR

CK

^

secured at Cressey, Jones & Allen’s.
Locked in

Yesterday

a

Church.

lady went

into the First
Parish church after service in the morning and took a seat. The
congregation
had gone, but the organist
remained.
When ho went oat he was of ooorse una

anyone was left in the ohurch and
looked the door after him. The woman
attracted (be attention of a police officer
aware

An assorted lot of Turquoisine Stick Pins, at

One lot of
5c.
Side Combs, at 5c.

horn

One lot of fine

lish Gloria cloth Rain

umbrellas,

pa/agon
frame, steel rod, Dres.
at
den handles,
98c,
marked down from

$1.25—-includes

cases.

one of the PBESS employes,and
they
TRIMMINGS COUNTER.
got her out of a side window. She was
very much frightened and excited and
One lot of small
wouldn’t give her name.

and

The civil and religious
csremonies
in the marriage of Prince Viotor Emanuel, Prince cf Naples and Crown Prinoe of
Italy, to Princess Helene, third daughter
of Prince Nicholas I,ruler of Montenegro
were performed in Boms Saturday.
Elsewhere ia this paper Is an ad. from
the fur establishment of S. H. Schlosberg, calling attentlcn to hie superior
liue of Alaska «eal coats.

Trimming Buttons, three

eight colors,

styles,
16c

a

dozen,

at

marked

down from 25c and

36c.

women’s
feet and

say” gored
Supporters,

all

black

w

sizes

o

7 to

15c,other days

10

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Knitted)

One lot

bed

of

Balbriggan

Suits,

Union

marked

36c,

at

down from 50c.
At same counter,
of

rib-

Jersey

lot

a

misses

heavy Jersey
ribbed Pantalettes, ankle
lengths, at 25c, been 36c
—for girls ten to fourteen years.
Neckwear counter,

One

lot

womens

black satin

stock

Neckties, fine
goods,
19c,been 50c.
at

.At
of

counter,

same

linen

rolling

boys

lot

a

Collars’

very fine qual.
slightly defaced from

ity,
handling,

EMBROIDERIES

Th

rv»

COUNTER,

assorted

An

short

for 25c.

at two

lengths

krnrl

lot

of

ori nc

of

Swiss
o

coro-fn J

widths, at 19c a yard
regular price 36c and
38c.

fitted

An

assorted

Edges,
at 25c,

and

lot

of

blacksilk

yard

a

striped

and

Nainsooks,

for

aprons, etc., at
yard, marked down
15c and 18c.

babies,

been

a

from

at

7c,

same counter, a

of

knitted

Roman

toques,
finished

Bed
quilts,
ready for use,
Great bargain

women’s

for

It is soft

through

very cradle for ten-

—a

der

feet, and the price is low.
Oxfords,
Button boots,
Lace boots,

at 25c,

"""———————

$1.33
3,54f">
3.30

Tomorrow

I open up

LADIES’

tas-

GAITERS.

from 39c.
WRAPPERS COUNTER.

a new

shall

invoice of

leaders of which will be
of

one

Three hundred
percale
and
damaskette

we

over-gaiters—one of the

marked down

fine

broadcloth,

buttons, handsomely made and trimmed

seven

Silk

Wrappers, made in three
styles, great variety of
new dark colorings, extra
full skirts, waist lined,
to go at 89c today, worth

throughout.

$1.25.

Palmer Shoe Co.

BASEMENT.

Fifty
Sets,

Bread and

Japanese

ware, at 19c

a

Milk

lined

strap,

a

worked

button-holes,

leather

gentle-lady’s gaiter in every portion.

Price 50 cents.

Sedji

set of three

pieces.
One

lot

glass Vases,

of

Crystal

at 19c,

been

PLUMMER’S

25c to 36c. One lot of
silver
Pickle
Jars,

quadruple plate, handsome designs, at $1 Monday—this is half the
regular price.
One lot of

Monday morning

terms at these

are
Monday
and no exchanges.

cash

MOORE &

superior quality

we

have

ever

offered.

YARNS.
Mo not take stock in statements that a certain dealer ys
making that onr Yarns are second quality. We Guarantee Them
tp be exactly the same make and quality that he is selling at one
third more price.
We will refund your money if you do not And
them

CO.

shall offer 25 dozen

2Sc Pair.
The best value

exactly
Note

OWEN,

we

STORE.

Cloves.

Ladies’ 38c Cashmere Gloves, at only

parlor Candles, assorted
colors, at 5c.
only

HOSIERY

Cashmere

decorated

represented.
prices on First Quality

as

our

Fall

Weight Golden Fleece

Yarns.

42c

His Price

Scotch, Full Weight,
Spanish, Full Weight,
Saxony, Full Weight,

Our Pric«

25c
15c

19c
10c
10c
N
7c
Germantown,
10c
7c
Don’t be deceived by the fake cry of short weight, but remember we guarantee our yarn to be First Quality and Full
Weight or money refunded.

size
Marseilles
hemmed
at

and de-

us

and flexible all

striped,

with silk

full

white

for

pressly
signed

ex-

lot

LINENS COUNI ER

One lot

A shoe made

shoe.

lace

widths

comfort

10c.

children’s

of

nc

lot of crocheted

a

“Nelson”

house-wear.

48c.

fine

the

INFANTS’ OUTFITS COUNTE R.

Sales

assorted

heavy

bendable is the sole of

the counter.

at

The

LACES COUNTER.

This shows you how

Jouvin
Gloves, Glace
finish, tan, grey
and
black, at $1.12, regular
$1.50 quality—every pair

sels,

20.

16c,

We for-

«J5 S .50

One lot of four-button

At

1

o

at

fine French calf

them out at

GLOVES COUNTER.

been

rib-

Hose

lot of Banister hand-

a

them
at
merly sold
$7.00.
They cost us
$5.50 and we will close

$2.50_
“Lind-

pairs left

button boots.

white

of

few

a

stitched,

marked down from 25c.

Socks for

heavy

of

P.”

belt

lot

a

plaid

wool

We’ve

long waists,

at $1.89, been
sizes 18 to 26.

from

$1.19

RIBBONS COUNTER

lot of

One

and

at

fancy,

satin,

15c to

One lot of

Swiss

em-

rumpled,

at

at three for 25c.

Great

bargains.

UNDERWEAR

COUNTER (Muslin)

One lot of

Nightgowns,
and full,

at

sold

98c.
CO. OWEN,

Flannelette
extra

PLUMMER,

50c,

broidered Handkerchiefs
and

E.

497 CONGRESS ST.

other, plain
10c a
yard,

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

soiled

w.

remnants

Ribbon,

worth from

any

qWEN, MOORE &

extra

19c, marked down

taffetas and

Eng-

only,

“C.

Corsets,

Also

of silk

umbreli7as~cov'nter.

French

toes,

at

•

lot of

One

and

stamped

U1

Its

Hosiery,

Stockings,

Cards,

regular

j|t
ft

black

bed

counter,

all

mo-

CORSETS COUNTER.

HOSIERY COUNTER (Children's.)

of

of soldiers in Androscoggiu county.
Exports from this port the past week
The Berlin Mil la Company of this oity,
included ice,hay, etc to British Galana will have a lumber
mounted
on
cut of
10.000,000
to the
value of $13,091; to Argentine feet on thn
Houghton branob.
with
easle
Kepnblio, 949,000 feet of lumber, valued
at
954 sugar
812,343; to Barbadoes,
A MARVELLOUS ESCAPE.
at
24c.
hogsheads, valued at $0,954.
TARNS COUNTER.
A special meeting of tbe Free Street
Elmor F. Woodbury and Wife Thrown
One lot of
Baptist Society will be held this eveFrom Carriage on Freble Street.
ning in tbe vestry of the church at 7,30.
shades
of
The resignation of
the treasurer and
A marvellous escape from serious Inoollector of taxes will be acted upon, and
at 12c,
new
officers elected to fill their plaoe», jury, If not from death, took place on
besides
other business of importance Preble atreet%ssterday. Mr. Elmer 7. NEEDLEWORK CO UNTXR.
which will be brongbt before the meet- Woodbury of tne Union Station restauAn assorted lot of can.
ing.
rant, and Mrs. Woodbury, were out drivvas and
satteen Pillow
Messrs. Fred Crockett,William Dresser, ing. Tbev were in a Goddard
buggy
J. W. Feeney and Wm. Furgerson, em- drawu by a pair of handsome
spirited
ior emcovers,
ployes of the Portland & Rochester rail- blaok horses. When near the Preble
at 15c,
road, will leave today for Aroostook bouse, on Congress strest, one of the
borses stepped on a slippery frog and
county for hunting.
Russell G. Dyer, the Belfast
newspaper
man,whu has been appointed as assistant

of

One lot of

lot

‘‘Club,” Playing

lot

Palmer S^oe Co.

Skirts, full size and
deep flounce, at $1.58,
marked down from $2.

One lot of

25c.

STATIONERY COUNTER.

Landscapes,

4jl

One

17c.
assorted

yard.

12c a

merino heels

Collars, choker
at

at

and

HOSIERY COUNTER. (Womes.)

men’s

fine linen

34-inch

Great value.

HABERDASHERY COUNTR.

lots

of

fast black

facings,

days’ 15 c.
Two

from

Moreen,
slate, for skirts

and

of

lot

lot

cotton

regular

One

down

One

at

great

18c,

at

two

at 34c

LININGS COUNTER.

One lot of Castil-

ian Cream,

ai

Bicycle Stockings,

Witch

Hazel,

An

and

50c.

bottles

hundred

good

18c,

Golf

mixed

marked

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

Two

heavy

Ox-

ford

the

Grand Secretary Joshua Davis of the
Pour Girls
Grand Lodge, I. O. O. F.,* will re- cated his restlessness to the other horse.
Exs cise—Summer's Greeting to AuMr. Woodbury tried to hold thorn, but
Niue Girls move to Portland.
tumn,
in
Miss Brooks
The granting of a petition at tbe meet- finding that impossible, turned
Solo,
them
Pastor
Remarks,
with
After turning into
ing of tbe city government to Mr. Frank down Preble street.
frames,
mats,
Choir
Closing Anthem,
Freeman for tbe ereotion of a stable on Preble street the borses made a shy over
at $1.19,
marked
down
Brackett street,
has called forth a re- to the sidewalk by tbe Maxcy-Sawyer Co.
from $1.59.
The Theosophi&ts.
monstrance from the residents in that and the carriage struck tbe curb a glancT >e Portland Theosophioal Society held vicinity, and a petition will probably be ing blow, causing the baggy to tip a litSILKS COUNTER.
Sunday evening at 7.45, Us second public presented to the inspector or committee tle. Then the team continued down tbe
street
and
it
is
a
wonder
it.
bow
it
tu
the
new
against
room
542
1-2
escaped
hall,
meeting
30,
One lot
Florentine
A still alarm was sent in to Maobi- ooliision with two eleotrio care coming
Congress street. The subject was “The
Three Objeots of the Society.
An ac- gonne engine honse about 8.45 Saturday up and one going down the street. Thee
Silk, at 49c a yard, our
was given of some of the
count
regula- night for a slight lire in the house in the Mr. Woodbury managed to steer the
63c line.
tions cf the sociciy, based on the first rear of Goff’s grocery store 386 Cumber- horaee to two poles standing on the right
land
side
street.
band
of
the
The
street
in
of
Lelire was caused by a
front
o: jeots—brotherhood.
Next Sunday the
subject will be ‘‘Karma, the Law of lighted oil stove catching fire. Members Grow’s stable. One horse went to the
One
lot of
Cause and Effect.” In future there will of Machigonne engine company respond- loft of one pole and tbe other to the right
uuo JJUIO ui tuo uniiiago
uuiui)
be classical music at the opening
and ed and the fire was soon extinguished
opaque Window
the close of the meetings.
Open to the with pony chemicals. The damage was struck one of them fairly. The concussion threw Mrs. Woodbury over the dash- with
slight.
public.
dado, mountThe arrests for the W6ek were forty of er on to the sidewalk, where she lay for
ed
on
Hebrew Political
rollers, at
Club._ which numder eighteen were for intox- a moment partially stunned, and then
she got up laughing, declaring Bhe
'1 !:c Hebrew Political Club of Ward 3 ication and six for larceny.
was
were 75.
59c,
The Young Woman’s Christian As- nut injured.
Mr. Wiodbury
was organized at 4 o’clock
was not
yesterday afternoon. with a membership of 40. The sociation has secured Mr. B. Fay Mills hurt. One of the horses went end over LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.
club includes all but less tbau a dozen for a lecture to be given in City hall, end, but neither of thorn apparently were
One lot of brown and
of the Hebrew voters of that warn and Friday evening. November 6. Subject, injured. In fact the breaking of the pole
of the carriage seems to be
its object is the furtherance of the in- “The Milk of Human Kindness.’’
the sum of
leather
green
A number cf young boys were eujoy- the damage.
Mr. Woodbury sent his
terests of the Hepublican
party. The
Pocket Books, with
club was formed through the
instru- ing a game of football on a vaoant lot wife home in a hack. She will probably
mentality of Messrs. Nathan Druker and on Sheridan street when in a struggle feel the shook more today than yestermetal corners,
at 39c,
ICaac Abrams. Mr. Druker was chair- for the possession of the ball, a
boy day.
man of the meeting.
The club will bold named Dennis Maloney, who lives
on
50c.
another meeting next Sunday, where a Adams street, broke his leg.
Around the World In a Man of War.
full beard of officers will be chosen.
Steps are about to be taken to Improve
Such will be the topic of Mr. Bobarts JEWELRY COUNTER.

Jjl

One lot of

black

adtert£skments.

kew

reen

Also

HOSIERY COUNTER (Men's)

later

at

heavy

from 75c.

ar-

or

filled

to

England wrapped In tissue paper and
and packed in haif-barrel eases.
Look oat for tbe woman who is going

Monday
day

the

of

merino Shirts and Drawers, clouded and white,
at 58c,
marked down

save

these

lot

One

One lot of

“Triumph”

Stays, black
and
white
drab, at 5c a
dozen--halfprice.

money.
bourne in
be
It should
mind that the goods of-

of

SKIRTS COUNTER.

Dress

great

list of

Forty

It creates

One lot of

Portland. October 26, 18»b.

chances to

Sarsaparilla. This medicine purifies, vitalizes, and enriches the blood, and sends
the elements of health and strength to

There will be an autograph social at
the ruoms of the Young Women’s Christian Association, 687 1-2 Congress street,

to be

selling:

Blood
every nerve, organ and tissue.

NOTIONS COUNTER

The weather today

likely

MOORE & CXX

adtkktiBKAiKyra.

long

62c, equal

to

elsewhere

at

Building

McKENHEY THE

_

MOORE &

The
To give your fiancee or wife will not
Assonecessarily be a big drain on your Falmouth Loan and
pocket book.
ciation.
We hare a beautiful line of Plain
Kings $2.60 to $15.00.
ANNUAL MEETING.
Rings of elegant design with diaannual meeting of the stockholders
mond gettings from $3.00 to $25.00.
THEof the Falmouth Loan and Building Aselection
of Portland, Me., for the
Diamond Rings for engagement are sociation
of a Board ot Directors for the ensuing year,
of such other business
just the thing, won’t cost you much and the transaction
as may legally come before it, will be held
$10.00 to $350.
oil Wednesday evening, the eleventh day
of November, A. D., 1896, at 7.90 o’clock in
These are instances of our
prices, but the evening at the office of the Corporation,
in said
to fully appreciate their
street, Koom 14,
quality they No 98 Exchange
There will come up for action
must be seen. We extend to you a cor- Portland
to
Article
SecII.,
amendment
a proposed
dial invitation to come and examine tion 1, making said section, as amended, to
read as follows:
our stock.
meeting of this corpor
“At the animal
ation on the second Wednesday of Novem-

CO.

Monument
oct9dtf-5tb or8tbp

ber in each year, a board of directors conmembers shall be
of twenty-five
elected by written ballot, by the stockhold-

“Best”

^
WGRD ABOUT

which

HAIR BRUSHES,

means

there

Positively

better.

are none

none

better than Adams’

Invincible Hair Brushes.
Perfect goods, beautifully finished
back.
Long, stiff, durable bristles.
Cost more? Yes a trifle, but they
last so much longer and are so much
more satisfactory all the time.
Ask to see our Adams’

Hair

Brushes,
0000-00

sistino

JEWELER,
Square.

61

Board of Directors.
CULLEN C. CHAPMAN, President.
W EDWIN ULMEE, Secretary.
oct2t>dlw
Per order

H. H.

HAY
Middle

&
St.

SOA,

